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This article discusses finite element Galerkin schemes for a number of lin-
ear model problems in electromagnetism. The finite element schemes are in-
troduced as discrete di↵erential forms, matching the coordinate-independent
statement of Maxwell’s equations in the calculus of di↵erential forms. The
asymptotic convergence of discrete solutions is investigated theoretically. As
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1. Introduction

Most modern technology is inconceivable without harnessing electromag-
netic phenomena. Hence the design and analysis of schemes for the approx-
imate solution of electromagnetic field problems can claim a rightful place as
a core discipline of numerical mathematics and scientific computing. How-
ever, for a long time it received far less attention among numerical analysts
than, for instance, computational fluid dynamics and solid mechanics.

One reason might be that electromagnetism is described by a generically
linear theory, in the sense that linear equations arise from basic physical
principles. This is in stark contrast to continuum mechanics, where linear
models only emerge through linearization of inherently nonlinear governing
principles. Being linear, the fundamental laws of electromagnetism might
have struck many mathematicians as ‘dull’. This view might also have been
fostered by the misconception that electromagnetism basically boils down
to plain second-order elliptic equations, which have been amply studied and
are well understood.

It is one objective of this survey article to refute the idea that one can
cope with electromagnetics once one knows how to solve Laplace equations
numerically. I aim to convey the richness in subtle mathematical features
displayed by apparently ‘simple’ problems in computational electromagnet-
ism. The problems I have in mind arise from the spatial discretization of
electromagnetic fields by means of finite elements. Yet I will not settle for
merely specifying and describing the finite element spaces. To gain insight,
a comprehensive view is mandatory, encompassing the structural aspects
of the physical model, a thorough knowledge of function spaces as well as
familiarity with classical finite element techniques. All these issues will be
addressed in the paper, and an attempt is made to convince the reader that
understanding all of them is necessary for successfully tackling electromag-
netic field problems.

Many readers might object to my regular delving into technical details. In
my opinion, major breakthroughs in computational electromagnetism have
often been brought about by successfully addressing technical issues. This
neatly fits my desire to embrace a formal ‘rigorous’ treatment. Therefore,
space permitting, and in order to make the article self-contained, I will
not skip proofs. Yet, sometimes I will put forth ‘views’ – even at the risk
of sounding fuzzy and arcane – in a possibly doomed attempt to inspire
‘intuitive understanding’.

Plenty of references to original papers and related work will be given. Of
course, they can never be exhaustive and will reflect my personal biases and
history. In particular, scores of engineering publications that address issues
also covered in this article could be cited, but will not be mentioned. My
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emphasis on theory is reflected by the almost complete absence of numerical
results. They can be found in abundance in research papers.

I was pleased to witness a surge in research activities into mathematical
aspects of computational electromagnetism in recent years. Now the field is
rapidly evolving, which means that this article can hardly be more than a
snapshot of the knowledge as of 2001. Many of the results covered are likely
to experience significant improvement and extension in years to come. It
also means that there is much left to be done. In a sense, I will not balk
at stating incomplete results and even conjectures. Maybe this will trigger
some fresh research.

Even with a focus on finite element schemes, all that can be covered in a
survey article are model problems. Admittedly, they fall way short of match-
ing the complexity of typical engineering applications. For instance, in light
of the linear nature of electromagnetism, I will completely restrict my at-
tention to linear problems, that is, only simple ‘linear’ materials will be con-
sidered. In this setting it is possible to skirt any issues of temporal discret-
ization by switching to the frequency domain: all quantities are supposed to
show a sinusoidal dependence on time with a fixed angular frequency ! > 0.
Thus, thanks to linearity, temporal derivation @t can be replaced by the
multiplication operator i!·. This converts all equations into relationships
between complex amplitudes depending on space only. If u = u(x), x 2 R3

standing for the independent space variable, is such a complex amplitude,
the related physical quantity u can be recovered through

u(x, t) = Re(u(x) · exp(i!t)).

The classical notion of finite elements is tied to bounded computational do-
mains. Yet many central problems in computational electromagnetism are
posed on unbounded domains. The most prominent example is the scatter-
ing of electromagnetic waves. Not all of these problems will be fully treated
in this article. Still, when combined with other techniques, for instance
boundary element methods, finite elements can play an important role even
in these cases. Thus the results reported in this article remain of interest.

Instead of an outline, I am only listing a few points of view that I embrace.
They can o↵er guidance when negotiating through this article.

• In order to discretize the fundamental laws of electromagnetism prop-
erly, it is important to appreciate their link with di↵erential geometry
and algebraic topology (cohomology theory).

• There is a close relationship between second-order elliptic equations
and the governing equations of electromagnetism, but the lack of strong
ellipticity introduces subtle new challenges.

• Suitable finite elements for electromagnetic fields should be introduced
and understood as discrete di↵erential forms.
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• Discrete di↵erential forms are a generalization of H1(⌦)-conforming
Lagrangian finite elements. Their analysis can often use and adapt the
tools developed for the latter.

• Finite elements that lack an interpretation as discrete di↵erential forms
have to be used with great care.

2. Maxwell’s equations

The fundamental governing equations of electromagnetism are Maxwell’s
equations. Mathematicians usually encounter them in the form of the two
first-order partial di↵erential equations

Faraday’s law: curl e = �i! b,
Ampère’s law: curl h = i! d + j,

(2.1)

posed over all of a�ne space A(R3). The equations link (the complex amp-
litudes of) the electric field e, the magnetic induction b, the magnetic field
h, and the displacement current d. Here, j denotes a (formal) excitation
supplied by an imposed current. The equations have to be supplemented by
the material laws (also called constitutive laws)

d = ✏e, b = µh, (2.2)

where the dielectric tensor ✏ and the magnetic permeability tensor µ are
usually introduced as L1-functions mapping into the real symmetric, posit-
ive definite 3⇥ 3 matrices such that �

min

(✏(x)) > ✏
0

> 0 and �
min

(µ(x)) >
µ

0

> 0 almost everywhere. Such matrix-valued functions will be referred to
as metric tensors in the following. If good conductors are involved, a part
of the source current may be given through Ohm’s law

j = �e + j
0

, (2.3)

where � stands for the symmetric, positive semi-definite conductivity tensor,
yet another metric tensor.

2.1. Fields and forms

Is there more to the unknowns of (2.1) than being plain vector-fields with
three components? To answer this question, it is useful to remember the
physicists’ favourite way of writing Maxwell’s equations, namely the integ-
ral form:

Faraday’s law:
R

@⌃

e · ds = �i!
R

⌃

b · ndS,

Ampère’s law:
R

@⌃

h · ds = i!
R

⌃

d · ndS +
R

⌃

j · ndS.
(2.4)
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This is to hold for any bounded, two-dimensional, piecewise smooth sub-
manifold ⌃ of A(R3), equipped with oriented1 unit normal vector-field n.

First, the integral form (2.4) reveals that the fields e,h and b,d have an
entirely di↵erent nature, as Maxwell remarked in his ‘Treatise on Electricity
and Magnetism’ (Maxwell 1891, Chapter 1):

Physical vector quantities may be divided into two classes, in one of which the
quantity is defined with reference to a line, while in the other the quantity is
defined with reference to an area.

Laconically speaking, electromagnetic fields are an abstraction for associat-
ing ‘voltages’ and ‘fluxes’ to directed paths and oriented surfaces; they are
integral forms in the sense of the following definition, which is deliberately
kept fuzzy because it targets some ‘intuitive concepts’.2

Definition 1. An integral form of degree l 2 N
0

, 0  l  n, n 2 N,
on a piecewise smooth n-dimensional manifold M is a continuous3 additive
mapping from the set Sl(M) of compact, oriented, piecewise smooth, l-
dimensional sub-manifolds of M into the complex numbers. These so-called
integral l-forms on M form the vector space F l(M) (which is to be trivial
for l < 0 or l > n).

Here, by ‘additive’, we mean that the integral form assigns the sum of
the respective numbers to the union of disjoint sub-manifolds. Further,
flipping the orientation of a sub-manifold should change the sign of the
assigned value. This is what we should expect from the integrals occurring
in (2.4). Therefore the evaluation !(⌃), ! 2 F l(M), ⌃ 2 Sl(M) is dubbed
‘integrating ! over ⌃’, in symbols

R
⌃

!. Now, by merely looking at (2.4), we
identify e and h as integral 1-forms, whereas b, d, and j should be regarded
as integral 2-forms.

We are accustomed to referring to the ‘field at a point in space’, that is, a
local perspective. Measurement procedures adopt it: measuring an electric
field amounts to determining the virtual work

�w = q e(x) · �x (2.5)

needed for the tiny displacement �x of a test charge q at x, with · desig-
nating the inner product in Euclidean space R3. The magnetic induction is

1 Taking for granted an orientation of the ambient space A( 3), we need not distinguish
between interior and exterior orientation of manifolds.

2 It is the subject of geometric measure theory to come up with a more rigorous ap-
proach. See Morgan (1995) for an introduction and Federer (1969) for a comprehensive
exposition.

3 Continuity refers to a sort of ‘deformation topology’ on sets of piecewise smooth man-
ifolds.
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measured through the Lorenz force, that is, the work

�w = q (b(x)⇥ v) · �x (2.6)

required for a tiny (transversal) shift of a test charge q at x moving with
velocity v, where ⇥ is the usual cross product of vectors in R3. From this
perspective e and b are classical (continuous) di↵erential forms of degree
1 and 2, respectively, according to the following definition (cf. Lang (1995,
Chapter V, Section 3)).

Definition 2. A di↵erential form of degree l, l 2 N
0

, and class Cm, m 2
N

0

, on a smooth n-manifold M is an m-times continuously di↵erentiable
mapping assigning to each x 2 M an element of the space

Vl(TM(x)) of
alternating l-multilinear forms on the tangent space TM(x). These mappings
form the vector space DF l,m(M).

Any piecewise smooth oriented manifold can be covered and approxim-
ated arbitrarily well by tiny flat ‘tangential’ tiles. Thus, through Riemann
summation any di↵erential l-form spawns an integral l-form according to
Definition 1 (cf. Bossavit (1998d, Section 3.2)). This gives us injections
F l
M : DF l,0(M) 7! F l(M), which, of course, are by no means surjective.
A special case isM = A(R3). Then TM(x) = R3 for all x 2M and TM(x)

may be endowed with the structure of a Euclidean vector space. Then the
identifications of Table 2.1 establish isomorphisms ⌥l between di↵erential
l-forms, 0  l  3, on A(R3) and continuous functions/vector-fields, their
vector proxies (a term coined by A. Bossavit (1998e)).

Using the convention put forth in Table 2.1, the integration of forms
amounts to the evaluation of the following integrals for vector proxies:

! 2 DF0,0(⌦):
R
x

! = (⌥
0

!)(x) 8x 2 ⌦,

! 2 DF1,0(⌦):
R
�
! =

R
�

⌥
1

! · ds 8� 2 S
1

(⌦),

! 2 DF2,0(⌦):
R

⌃

! =
R

⌃

⌥
2

! · ndS 8⌃ 2 S
2

(⌦),

! 2 DF3,0(⌦):
R

V

! =
R

V

⌥
3

! dx 8V 2 S
3

(⌦).

Here, n is a unit normal vector-field to ⌃ whose direction is induced by the
orientation of ⌃.

It is clear that we have a lot of freedom when defining vector proxies.
Choosing an inner product for R3 gives us other vector proxies for the same
di↵erential forms. In short, vector proxies are coordinate-dependent, in
contrast to the calculus of di↵erential forms.

More generally, the finite-dimensional spaces
Vl(TM(x)) can be equipped

with a basis generated by coordinate vectors of charts of M. Thus, any dif-
ferential l-form on M can be identified with the

�
n
l

�
-tuple of its coe�cient
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Table 2.1. Relationship between di↵erential forms and vector-fields in
three-dimensional Euclidean space (v,v1,v2,v3 2 R3).

Di↵erential form Related function u/vector-field u

x 7! !(x) u(x) := !(x)
x 7! {v 7! !(x)(v)} hu(x),vi := !(x)(v)
x 7! {(v1,v2) 7! !(x)(v1,v2)} hu(x),v1 ⇥ v2i := !(x)(v1,v2)
x 7! {(v1,v2,v3) 7! !(x)(v1,v2,v3)} u(x) det(v1,v2,v3) := !(x)(v1,v2,v3)

functions with respect to the bases. Often, calculations with di↵erential
forms are greatly facilitated by using a coe�cient representation. There
is absolutely no objection to using vector proxies as long as their use is
consistent with the physical meaning of the fields and confined to legal op-
erations for integral forms. For example, point evaluations of vector proxies
of 1-forms should be used with great care, since they fail to make sense for
integral 1-forms.

Bibliographical notes
The interpretation of electromagnetic fields as di↵erential forms has a long
tradition in mathematical physics and is covered in many textbooks on dif-
ferential forms. Some references include Grauert and Lieb (1977, Chapter 5),
Baldomir and Hammond (1996), and Burke (1985, Chapter VI). This last
reference gives lucid explanations for the concept from di↵erential geometry
used in this section. Brief presentations of the topic include Bossavit (1998b,
1998c), Deschamps (1981) and Baldomir (1986). The role of the integral con-
servation form of Maxwell’s equations in space and time is a core theme in
Mattiussi (2000).

2.2. Exterior calculus

Prominent in the integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations is the evalu-
ation of integral 1-forms over boundaries. This motivates the definition of ex-
terior derivatives: these are linear operators d : F l(M) 7! F l+1(M), where
M is a piecewise smooth orientable n-dimensional manifold, 0  l < n,
defined by

Z

⌃

d! :=

Z

@⌃

!, for all ! 2 F l(M), ⌃ 2 Sl+1

(M). (2.7)

The boundary @⌃ bears the induced orientation, and for ! 2 Fn(M) we
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set d! = 0. Forms in the kernel of d are called closed . It goes without
saying that @@⌃ = ;, which immediately implies the fundamental relation
d �d = 0. The converse of this statement is the core of the famous Poincaré
lemma. There is too little structure in integral forms as we have introduced
them to support a proof, but this fundamental lemma expresses that

‘ ! 2 F l(M) : d! = 0 , 9⌘ 2 F l�1(M) : ! = d⌘ ’, (2.8)

if M is homeomorphic to an n-ball. We will just assume this to hold in the
intuitive setting of integral forms.

In Section 2.1 we concluded that the electromagnetic fields can be mod-
elled through integral forms. Hence, the notion of an exterior derivative
permits us to recast the integral form (2.4) of Maxwell’s equations as

de = �i!b, dh = i!d + j. (2.9)

The statement of (2.9) only relies on the topological concepts of orientation
and boundaries of manifolds. Therefore, the relationships in (2.9) may be
called topological laws.

Two conclusions can be drawn from (2.9) and (2.8). First, from d �d = 0
we get the conservation laws

db = 0, d(i!d + j) = 0. (2.10)

Second, as (2.9) holds on all of A(R3), by (2.8) we can find a magnetic vector
potential a 2 F1(A(R3)) and a scalar potential v 2 F0(A(R3)) such that

b = da, e = �dv � i!da. (2.11)

A very natural concept is that of the transformation of integral forms under
a di↵eomorphism � : cM 7! M of manifolds, the so-called pullback �⇤ :
F l(M) 7! F l(cM) defined by

�⇤! 2 F l(cM) :

Z

⌃

�⇤! =

Z

�(⌃)

! 8b⌃ 2 Sl(cM). (2.12)

Straight from the definitions (2.8) and (2.12) we infer that the exterior
derivative and pullback commute, that is,

d ��⇤ = �⇤ � d. (2.13)

This carries the important consequence that, if integral forms satisfy the
topological laws (2.9) on some domain ⌦ ⇢ A(R3), then their pullbacks
will satisfy the same relationships on a transformed domain. In short, the
topological laws are invariant under di↵eomorphic transformations.
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The trace tN! of a form ! 2 F l(M) onto a sub-manifold N 2 Sm(M),
0  m  n, is straightforward:

Z

⌃

tN! :=

Z

⌃

! 8⌃ 2 Sl(N ). (2.14)

It is clear that the trace commutes with both the exterior derivative and the
pullback, that is, d � tN = tN � d and �⇤ � tN = tN ��

⇤.
Traces give a meaning to boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields:

imposing boundary conditions amounts to fixing the trace of a field on some
surfaces. Though a genuine boundary does not exist in electrodynamics, it
is often convenient to assume that fields cannot penetrate some surfaces.
This is reflected either by the perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary
conditions t

⌃

e = 0 on ⌃ 2 S
2

(A(R3)) or magnetic wall boundary conditions
(PMC) t

⌃

h = 0. Thus, using the trace of 1-forms gives a clear hint about
meaningful boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields.

It is the feat of exterior calculus in di↵erential geometry to establish a
meaning of the exterior derivative, the pullback, and the trace for di↵erential
forms such that the diagrams

DF l,1(M) ����! DF l+1,0(M)

F l
M

??y
??yF l+1

M

F l(M) ����! F l+1(M)

,

DF l,0(M)
�

⇤
����! DF l,0(cM)

F l
M

??y
??yF l

M

F l(M)
�

⇤
����! F l(cM)

commute. Here, we have used the same symbols for the new operators
on di↵erential forms. Given local representations of d, �⇤, and tN , and the
associations of Table 2.1, it merely takes technical manipulations to come up
with incarnations for vector proxies in the case of di↵erential forms defined
on a domain ⌦ ⇢ A(R3). One finds, based on the identifications of Table 2.1,

⌥
1

� d = grad �⌥
0

, ⌥
2

� d = curl �⌥
1

, ⌥
3

� d = div �⌥
2

. (2.15)

This establishes the link between (2.1) and (2.9). The pullbacks, when
considered for vector proxies of continuous di↵erential forms, give rise to
familiar transformations:

F0

�

:= ⌥
0

��⇤ �⌥�1

0

, (F0

�

u)(bx) = u(x), (2.16)

F1

�

:= ⌥
1

��⇤ �⌥�1

1

, (F1

�

u)(bx) = D�(bx)Tu(x), (2.17)

F2

�

:= ⌥
2

��⇤ �⌥�1

2

, (F2

�

u)(bx) = detD�(bx)D�(bx)�1u(x), (2.18)

F3

�

:= ⌥
3

��⇤ �⌥�1

3

, (F3

�

u)(bx) = detD�(bx)u(x). (2.19)

Here u stands for a continuous function on ⌦, u for a continuous vector-field
with three components, � : b⌦ 7! ⌦ is a di↵eomorphism, D� its Jacobian,
and bx 2 b⌦, x := �(bx).
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Finally, the trace of continuous vector proxies onto an oriented, piecewise
smooth 2-dimensional sub-manifold � of ⌦ generates the following formulae:

� := ⌥�

0

� t
�

�⌥�1

0

, (�u)(x) = u(x),

�
t

:= ⌥�

1

� t
�

�⌥�1

1

, (�
t

u)(x) = n(x)⇥ (u(x)⇥ n(x)),

�
n

:= ⌥�

2

� t
�

�⌥�1

2

, (�
n

u)(x) = u(x) · n(x).

for x in smooth components of �. As usual, n(x) is a unit normal vector-
field whose direction is prescribed by the (external) orientation of �. We
point out that ⌥�

0

, ⌥�

1

, and ⌥�

2

are isomorphisms asscociating vector proxies
to forms on the two-dimensional manifold �. These mappings are chosen
based on ‘projected Euclidean coordinates’. Here, we skip the details.

The traces of di↵erential forms will be important for a particular reason.
Consider ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) split into two subdomains ⌦

1

and ⌦
2

separated by
a piecewise smooth, oriented interface �. When will ! 2 DF l,0(⌦̄

1

) ⇥
DF l,0(⌦̄

2

) give rise to a valid integral l-form on all of ⌦? The answer is
the patch condition

! 2 F l(⌦) , t
�

!|⌦
1

= t
�

!|⌦
2

on �. (2.20)

It translates into the requirement of continuity, tangential continuity, and
normal continuity as suitable patch conditions for vector proxies of 0-forms,
1-forms, and 2-forms, respectively. From (2.20) it is clear what the trans-
mission conditions for electromagnetic fields must look like. These have to
make sure that they make sense as global integral forms. Thus, across any
piecewise smooth oriented surface ⌃, the traces of both e and h must be
continuous. Denoting by [·]

⌃

the di↵erence of traces from both sides (the
jump), we find, in terms of vector proxies,

[�
t

e]
⌃

= 0, [�
t

h]
⌃

= 0. (2.21)

Eventually, in the calculus of di↵erential forms, the Poincaré lemma can
be stated as a theorem. In fact, it becomes part of a celebrated, far more
general result.

Theorem 2.1. (DeRham theorem for di↵erential forms) There is a
finite-dimensional subspace DHl,0(M) ⇢ DF l,0(M) of closed di↵erential l-
forms, whose dimension is equal to the lth Betti number of ⌦, such that, for
! 2 DF l,0(M), we have

d! = 0 , 9⌘ 2 DF l�1,1(M), ⌧ 2 DHl,0(M) satisfying ! = d⌘ + ⌧.

So far we have not gone much beyond operations already defined for in-
tegral forms. Now, we introduce an important device based on a local view-
point. It is the exterior product, a bilinear mapping

^ : DF l,0(M)⇥DFm,0(M) 7! DF l+m,0(M) (2.22)
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pointwise defined via the ^-product of alternating multilinear forms. It is
connected with the other operations through

! ^ ⌘ = (�1)lm(⌘ ^ !) 8! 2 DF l,0(M), ⌘ 2 DFm,0(M),

d(! ^ ⌘) = d! ^ ⌘ + (�1)l(! ^ d⌘) 8! 2 DF l,1(M), ⌘ 2 DFm,1(M),

�⇤(! ^ ⌘) = �⇤! ^�⇤⌘ 8! 2 DF l,0(M), ⌘ 2 DFm,0(M).

The second equation combined with the definition of the exterior derivative
yields the vital integration by parts formula

Z

⌃

d! ^ ⌘ + (�1)l(! ^ d⌘) =

Z

@⌃

! ^ ⌘ (2.23)

for ! 2 DF l,0(M), ⌘ 2 DFm,0(M), ⌃ 2 Sl+m+1

(M). In terms of Euclidean
vector proxies, the exterior product reads

⌥
2

(! ^ ⌘) = (⌥
1

!)⇥ (⌥
1

⌘) 8!, ⌘ 2 DF1,0(⌦),
⌥

3

(! ^ ⌘) = (⌥
2

!) · (⌥
1

⌘) 8! 2 DF2,0(⌦), ⌘ 2 DF1,0(⌦).

An exterior product with a 0-form amounts to a pointwise multiplication
with its related function. These relationships supply the customary integ-
ration by parts formulas (Green’s formulae) for functions and vector-fields.

Remark 1. The perspective of di↵erential forms rewards us with insights
into hidden relationships. Just tinker with the order of forms in the topo-
logical laws (2.9) by viewing e as a 0-form, b as a 1-form, h as a 2-form,
and d, j as 3-forms. This makes perfect sense and we recover the topological
laws underlying the Helmholtz equation of linear acoustics, because in terms
of vector proxies we get

grad ‘e’ = �i!‘b’, div ‘h’ = i!‘d’ + ‘j’.

This looks odd, but now e must be seen as a scalar potential (pressure) and
h is usually called the flux. Hence Maxwell’s equations are a member of
a larger family of models, to which the acoustic wave equation belongs as
well. Please be aware that, in terms of di↵erential forms, it is related to
the scalar wave equation and not to the vectorial one. We also realize a sig-
nificant di↵erence between the models for acoustics and electromagnetism.
In the latter case both e and h are 1-forms, which hints at a fundamental
symmetry. 4

Bibliographical notes
The theory of di↵erential forms is a classical branch of di↵erential geometry
covered by many textbooks, of which I would like to mention Cartan (1967).
This is the main reference for all results cited above, besides Burke (1985,
Chapter IV) and Lang (1995, Chapter V). A lucid presentation is given
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in Bossavit (1998d). There is a close link with algebraic topology, of which
Bott and Tu (1982) give a substantial account.

2.3. Variational formulations

So far we have evaded the vexing question of how the material laws fit the
framework of forms that we have embraced in the previous sections. Evid-
ently, they link forms of di↵erent order, and therefore the multiplications
with ✏, µ, and � must be regarded as special linear operators.

Keep in mind that the material laws arise from averaging microscopic
e↵ects. In a sense they are less fundamental than the topological laws
(2.9), and make sense only on a macroscopic scale. The material laws
introduce the concept of field energy into the model. Let E

el

(e) denote
the energy contained in the electric field within a bounded control volume
⌦ ⇢ A(R3). Since we admit only linear materials, E

el

is a quadratic form,
which arises from a symmetric positive definite sesqui-linear form a by
E

el

(v) = 1

2

a (v,v) for all v 2 F1(⌦). Then the displacement current d has
to satisfy Z

⌦

d ^ e0 = a (e, e0) 8e0 2 DF1,0(⌦), (2.24)

where an over-bar indicates the complex conjugate. In fact, d could be
regarded as a linear form on the space of di↵erential 1-forms, that is, a 1-
current (Grauert and Lieb 1977, Chapter 5). Yet we will not pursue this,
and continue viewing d as a 2-form.

Similarly, the magnetic induction b possesses the magnetic energy E
mag

on ⌦. It is related to a symmetric, positive definite sesqui-linear form a
1/

by E
mag

(v) = 1

2

a
1/ (v,v) for all v 2 F2(⌦). Then the magnetic field h has

to fulfil Z

⌦

h ^ b
0
= a

1/ (b,b0) 8b0 2 DF2,0(⌦). (2.25)

As the exterior product introduces a non-degenerate pairing, (2.24) and
(2.25) also assign energies to the fields h and d. Thus we may introduce
symmetric, positive definite sesqui-linear forms a and a

1/ and express
Z

⌦

b ^ h
0
= a (h,h0) 8h0 2 DF1,0(⌦), (2.26)

Z

⌦

e ^ d
0
= a

1/ (d,d0) 8d0 2 DF2,0(⌦). (2.27)

The analogous treatment of Ohm’s law (2.3) is left to the reader.
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The material laws in variational form can be combined with the topolo-
gical laws and lead to natural weak formulations of Maxwell’s equations.
We can distinguish between two essentially distinct approaches. They di↵er
in how the two topological laws are taken into account. On the one hand,
Ampère’s law, when tested with e0 2 DF1,0(⌦̄) on a bounded control volume
⌦, gives rise to Z

⌦

dh ^ e0 = i!

Z

⌦

d ^ e0 +

Z

⌦

j ^ e0.

Now, integration by parts is performed according to (2.23), which means
that Ampère’s law enters in a weak sense only:

Z

⌦

h ^ de0 +
Z

@⌦

h ^ e0 = i!

Z

⌦

d ^ e0 +

Z

⌦

j ^ e0.

Two integrals in this equation can be replaced by means of (2.24) and (2.25),
which yields

a
1/ (b,de0) +

Z

@⌦

h ^ e0 = i!a (e, e0) +

Z

⌦

j ^ e0 8e0 2 DF1,0(⌦).

Next, Faraday’s law is used to express b through de, and we end up with the
‘e-based’ primal variational formulation of Maxwell’s equations: the electric
field solution e satisfies

a
1/ (de,de0)� !2a (e, e0)� i!

Z

@⌦

h ^ e0 = �i!
Z

⌦

j ^ e0 (2.28)

for all e0 2 DF1,0(⌦). On the other hand, we may choose to take into
account Faraday’s law, in weak form, by

Z

⌦

e ^ dh0 �
Z

@⌦

e ^ h
0
= �i!

Z

⌦

b ^ h
0 8h0 2 DF1,0(⌦).

The alternative variational version of the material laws, namely (2.26) and
(2.27), have to be used in this case. In addition, d can be replaced using the
strong form of Ampère’s law. We arrive at the ‘h-based’ dual variational
formulation: for the magnetic field solution h we have

a
1/ (dh,dh0)� !2a (h,h0) + i!

Z

@⌦

e ^ h
0
= a

1/ (j,dh0) (2.29)

for all h0 2 DF1,0(⌦). To get valid boundary value problems on bounded
domains, the boundary terms in both (2.28) and (2.29) have to be dealt
with by imposing suitable boundary conditions. For instance, in the case of
(2.28) PEC boundary conditions must be imposed strongly and honoured by
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demanding that t@⌦

e0 = 0. Conversely, PMC boundary conditions t@⌦

h = 0
are taken into account weakly by dropping the boundary term. For the dual
variational problem the handling of boundary conditions is reversed.

Remark 2. The typical situation in computational electromagnetism is
marked by unbounded domains. In an abstract way the unbounded exterior
of ⌦ can be taken into account by replacing

Z

@⌦

h ^ e0 �!
Z

@⌦

S
e

e ^ e0

in (2.28), where S
e

is the Poincaré–Steklov operator for the exterior elec-
tromagnetic field problem (with radiation conditions at 1). The Poincaré–
Steklov operator can be expressed through boundary integral equations. If
⌦ is a ball, techniques based on expansions into surface spherical harmonics
are available. A survey is given in Nédélec (2001). The numerical treatment
of field problems on unbounded exterior domains (scattering problems) is
a core area of computational electromagnetism, but will not be covered in
this article. 4

Inherent in the field model is idealization that the field energy can be
strictly localized in terms of an energy density. Assuming some smoothness
of the fields and letting the control volume ⌦ shrink to zero, we finally
obtain positive definite quadratic forms on

Vl(R3) (l = 1 for a , a
1/ , l = 2

for a
1/ , a ) for any point x 2 A(R3). By simple linear algebra, these

define operators ? :
Vl(R3) 7!

V
3�l(R3), which give rise to Hodge operators

? : DF l,0(A(R3)) 7! DF3�l,0(A(R3)). For vector proxies in Euclidean space
R3 they take the form of the conventional material laws (2.2). This will be
enough for our purposes and we are not going to dwell on Hodge operators
any further. In short, through the notion of local energy densities we find
the conventional expressions

a (u,v) =

Z

⌦

✏⌥
1

u ·⌥
1

v dx, a
1/ (u,v) =

Z

⌦

µ�1⌥
2

u ·⌥
2

v dx,

a
1/ (u,v) =

Z

⌦

✏�1⌥
2

u ·⌥
2

v dx, a (u,v) =

Z

⌦

µ⌥
1

u ·⌥
1

v dx,

where u,v are forms of appropriate degree. By their derivation these sesqui-
linear forms are invariant with respect to the choice of vector proxies, be-
cause a change of basis also entails a transformation of the metric tensors.

Remark 3. The terminology ‘primal’ and ‘dual’ is borrowed from the
study of weak formulations of second-order elliptic problems (cf. Brezzi and
Fortin (1991, Chapter 1)), that is, the case discussed in Remark 1 where
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e is a 0-form. Then d becomes grad in the primal variational formulation
and the remaining unknown is a plain function. For the dual problem, d is
div and the variational formulation is posed for a flux field. In this case the
striking di↵erence between the two formulations justifies the labels ‘primal’
and ‘dual’ (which stem from convex analysis). In light of the symmetry
between e and h the distinction seems pointless, but it was maintained in
order to emphasize the relationships with second-order elliptic problems.
These are also reflected by the role reversal of boundary conditions. 4

2.4. Function spaces

A Hilbert space framework provides the most powerful tools for the analysis
of the linear variational problems (2.28) and (2.29) derived in the previous
section. In the remainder of the article ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) stands for a bounded
Lipschitz polyhedron with plane faces. More generally, in most contexts it
could also be a curvilinear Lipschitz polyhedron in the parlance of Costabel
and Dauge (1999). This will cover most geometric arrangements that occur
in real world simulations. Throughout, n 2 L1(�) will denote the exterior
unit normal vector-field on �.

To obtain suitable Hilbert spaces for fields, we follow the usual procedure
based on completions of spaces of smooth functions with respect to a norm
induced by the total field energy. It is important to be aware that, for both
the electric and magnetic field, the total field energy comprises contributions
of magnetic and electric field energy. For instance, besides E

el

(e) the total
energy of an electric field solution of Maxwell’s equations also involves the
magnetic energy of curl e. Appealing to the uniform positivity of the metric
tensors, we arrive at the (equivalent) energy norm

kuk2
(curl;⌦)

:= kuk2
2

(⌦)

+ kcurl uk2
2

(⌦)

.

The space obtained by completion of C1(⌦) with respect to k·k
(curl;⌦)

is

customarily denoted by H(curl; ⌦).4 As the reader might guess, given a
background of di↵erential forms, H(curl; ⌦) is only one member of a larger
family of Hilbert spaces. We could have introduced an ‘energy norm’ on
smooth di↵erential l-forms on ⌦ by

kuk2
( ,⌦)

:= kuk2
2

(⌦)

+ kduk2
2

(⌦)

,

where the L2(⌦)-norms are computed through some vector proxy. Note
that the L2(⌦)-norm of a vector proxy is, up to equivalence, independent
of the Euclidean structure. Then H(d,⌦) can be defined as completion
of DF l,1(⌦) with respect to k·k

( ,⌦)

. Recalling (2.15), this yields the

familiar spaces H1(⌦) andH(div; ⌦), corresponding to 0-forms and 2-forms,

4 Bold typeface is meant to distinguish vector-fields and spaces containing them.
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respectively. Important closed subspaces will be the kernels of the exterior
derivatives, for which we write

H(d0,⌦) := {u 2H(d,⌦), du = 0},
in particular H(curl 0; ⌦) and H(div 0; ⌦). As it holds for smooth di↵er-
ential forms, the DeRham theorem (Theorem 2.1) can be extended to the
function spaces. A particular case is given in the next lemma (cf. Girault
and Raviart (1986, Theorem 2.9), Amrouche, Bernardi, Dauge and Girault
(1998, Proposition 3.14 and Proposition 3.18), Kress (1971)).

Lemma 2.2. There is a finite-dimensional cohomology space H1(⌦) ⇢
H(curl 0; ⌦) \H

0

(div 0; ⌦) of harmonic Neumann vector-fields whose di-
mension agrees with the first Betti number of ⌦, such that, for any u 2
H(curl 0; ⌦) with curl u = 0, we find ' 2 H1(⌦) and q 2H1(⌦) such that
u = grad'+ q.

Every u 2 H
0

(curl 0; ⌦) has a representation u = grad' + q, where
' 2 H1

0

(⌦) and q is contained in a relative cohomology space H2(⌦) ⇢
H

0

(curl 0; ⌦)\H(div 0; ⌦) of harmonic Dirichlet vector-fields, dimH2(⌦) =
2nd Betti number of ⌦.

As is proved in Girault and Raviart (1986, Theorem 2.40, Chapter I), an
equivalent definition of the space H(curl; ⌦) is

H(curl; ⌦) := {u 2 L2(⌦), curl u 2 L2(⌦)},
where curl has to be understood in the sense of distributions. Therefore,
the variational equations (2.28) and (2.29) when considered overH(curl; ⌦)
imply the topological laws (2.1) in the sense of distributions. Thus the e-
based and h-based variational formulations are indeed equivalent, and, for
example, from (2.28) we can get h = 1

i!µ
�1 curl e. As usual the following

result is established (cf. Lemmas 6 and 8 in Nédélec (1980)).

Lemma 2.3. If ⌦ ⇢ R3, ⌦̄ = ⌦̄
1

[ ⌦̄
2

, ⌦
1

\ ⌦
2

= ;, and u|⌦
1

2 C1(⌦̄
1

),
u|⌦

2

2 C1(⌦̄
2

), then

[�
t

u]@⌦

1

\@⌦

2

= 0 , u 2H(curl; ⌦),

[�
n

u]@⌦

1

\@⌦

2

= 0 , u 2H(div; ⌦).

We can also perform the completion of the spaceC1
0

(⌦) of smooth vector-
fields with compact support in ⌦ with respect to the energy norm. This
results in the space H

0

(curl; ⌦), a closed subspace of H(curl; ⌦), which
realizes the condition of vanishing trace on �. This becomes evident by
looking at the integration by parts formula (u,v 2 C1(⌦̄))

Z

⌦

u · curl v � curl u · v dx =

Z

�

(�
t

u⇥ n) · v|� dS. (2.30)
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Appealing to a trace theorem for H1(⌦) (Grisvard 1985, Theorem 1.5.1.1),
this confirms that the tangential trace �

t

: C1(⌦̄) 7! L1(�) is continuous

as a mapping H(curl; ⌦) 7! H� 1

2 (�). Consequently, it can be extended
to H(curl; ⌦). Since, obviously, �

t

u = 0 for all u 2 C1
0

(⌦), we get the
alternative characterization

H
0

(curl; ⌦) := {u 2H(curl; ⌦), �
t

u = 0}. (2.31)

In many respects the space H(curl; ⌦) is rather unwieldy, in contrast to
the classical Sobolev space H1(⌦). Thus, the next lemma is instrumental in
establishing key properties of H(curl; ⌦).

Lemma 2.4. (Regular decomposition lemma) There are continuous
maps R : H(curl; ⌦) 7! H1(⌦) \H(div 0; ⌦), N : H(curl; ⌦) 7! H1(⌦),
N :H(curl; ⌦) 7!H1(⌦) such that R+grad �N+N = Id onH(curl; ⌦)
and R| (curl 0;⌦)

= 0.

In addition, there are continuous maps R
0

: H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! H1(⌦), N
0

:
H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7! H1

0

(⌦) such that R
0

+ grad �N
0

= Id on H
0

(curl; ⌦).

The proof will make use of the existence of regular vector potentials.

Lemma 2.5. (Existence of regular vector potentials) For every r �
0 there is a continuous mapping L : H(div 0; R3) \Hr(R3) 7! H1+r

loc

(R3)
such that curl Lv = v and div Lv = 0.

The proof boils down to elementary calculations done with the Fourier
transforms of the functions. It is given as part of the proof of Lemma 3.5 in
Amrouche et al. (1998).

Proof of Lemma 2.4. For u 2 H(curl; ⌦) its rotation curl u belongs to
H(div 0; ⌦). Solving a Neumann problem for � outside ⌦, a divergence-
free extension v 2 H(div 0; R3) of curl u can be found. Setting Ru := Lv,
we find that curl(u � Ru) = 0 in ⌦ due to the properties of L. Applying
Lemma 2.2 for r = 0 finishes the first part of the proof.

The second part follows the proof of Proposition 5.1 in Bonnet-BenDhia,
Hazard and Lohrengel (1999). A u 2H

0

(curl; ⌦) can be extended by zero
to eu 2H(curl; R3). Then curl eu belongs to the domain of L for r = 0. With
 := L curl eu we find that eu� is curl-free. Thus there is a scalar potential
 2 H1

loc

(R3) with eu� = grad . As eu = 0 outside ⌦,  2 H2

loc

(R3 \ ⌦̄).
Write � 2 H2(⌦) for the Sobolev extension of  | 3\¯

⌦

into the interior of ⌦.
Then

u = ( + grad�) + grad( � �)

is the desired decomposition and R
0

u :=  + grad�, N
0

u :=  � � defines
the associated operators. 2
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Lemma 2.6. (More regular decomposition lemma) We can decom-
pose every u 2 H(curl; ⌦) for which curl u 2 H1(⌦), into u =  +
grad' + h,  2 H2(⌦), ' 2 H1(⌦), h 2 H1(⌦). Moreover, k k

2

(⌦)


C kcurl uk

1

(⌦)

for some C = C(⌦) > 0 independent of u.

Proof. The proof follows that of Corollary 3.3 in Girault and Raviart (1986)
and, for the sake of simplicity, only tackles the case of a connected boundary
@⌦. Let O stand for a large ball containing ⌦̄. Then the complement
⌦0 := O \ ⌦̄ is a connected bounded Lipschitz domain. We exploit the
important finding that grad : L2(⌦0)/R 7!H�1(⌦0) is injective with closed
range (Girault and Raviart 1986, Corollary 2.1). Thus, its L2(⌦0)-adjoint,
div : H1

0

(⌦0) 7! L2

•(⌦
0) is surjective, where L2

•(⌦
0) contains all functions in

L2(⌦0) with vanishing mean.
Extend curl u to w 2 H1

0

(O). Since
R
@⌦

curl u · ndS = 0, Gauss’s
theorem teaches that the mean of divw 2 L2(⌦0) vanishes on ⌦0. According
to the above considerations, we can find z 2H1

0

(⌦0) such that div z = div w.
This means that

v :=

8
><

>:

0, in R3 \ Ō,
w � z, in ⌦0,

curl u, in ⌦

belongs to H(div 0; R3) \H1(R3). Using Lemma 2.5 for r = 1 the proof
can be completed in the same fashion as that of Lemma 2.4. 2

Remark 4. In one respect the completion procedure goes too far. Of
course, it takes us beyond continuous functions, but we may wonder whether
H(curl; ⌦) supplies valid integral 1-forms in the sense that the evaluation
of integrals along piecewise smooth curves is a well-defined, that is, con-
tinuous, functional on H(curl; ⌦). Unfortunately, the answer is negative,
and counterexamples are supplied by gradients of unbounded functions in
H1(⌦) and paths running through their singularity. This shortcoming of
H(curl; ⌦) will be the source of considerable complications in the analysis
of numerical methods (cf. Section 3.6, in particular Lemma 3.13). 4

Bibliographical notes
The theory of the spaces H(curl; ⌦) and H(div; ⌦) is developed, for in-
stance, in Girault and Raviart (1986, Chapter 1), Dautray and Lions (1990,
Vol. 3, Chapter IX, Section 1), Fernandes and Gilardi (1997), and Am-
rouche et al. (1998). General information on Sobolev spaces can be found
in Adams (1975) and Maz’ya (1985). Those for di↵erential forms are dis-
cussed in Iwaniec (1999, Chapter 3) and Schwarz (1995, Chapter 1). The
regular decomposition lemma first appeared in Birman and Solomyak (1990)
and was implicitly used in the proof of Theorem 2 in Costabel (1990). More
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sophisticated decomposition theorems can be found in Bonnet-BenDhia et al.
(1999) and Costabel, Dauge and Nicaise (1999).

3. Discrete di↵erential forms

The perspective of di↵erential forms o↵ers an invaluable guideline for the
discretization of Maxwell’s equations. It will turn out that discrete di↵er-
ential forms, finite elements for di↵erential forms, are the right tools for
this task. Their roots in discrete cohomology theory on cellular complexes
guarantee that essential structural properties of the topological laws of elec-
tromagnetism are preserved in a discrete setting.

3.1. Cochains

It is the very nature of discrete entities that they can be described by a
finite amount of information. Recalling the notion of integral forms from
Definition 1, it is natural to demand that a discrete integral l-form on the
domain ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) is already determined by fixing the numbers it assigns
to a finite number of compact, oriented, piecewise smooth l-dimensional
sub-manifolds of ⌦. In order to obtain a meaningful exterior derivative for
discrete forms, these sets of special sub-manifolds must support boundary
operators @. Therefore, one is led to consider triangulations of ⌦ as the
natural device to construct appropriate finite sets of sub-manifolds.

Definition 3. A triangulation or mesh ⌦h of ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) is a finite collec-
tion of oriented cells (set S

3

(⌦h)), faces (set S
2

(⌦h)), edges (set S
1

(⌦h)),
and vertices (set S

0

(⌦h)) such that:

• all cells are open subsets of A(R3), homeomorphic to the unit ball;

• all cells, faces, edges, and vertices form a partition of ⌦̄;

• the boundary of each cell is the union of closed faces, the boundary
of each face the union of closed edges, and the boundary of each edge
consists of vertices;

• each vertex, edge, and face is contained in the boundary of an edge,
face, or cell, respectively.

The elements of Sl(⌦h) are called l-facets.

These triangulations are special cases of CW-complexes considered in
discrete algebraic topology Lundell and Weingram (1969) and Fritsch and
Piccini (1990). When augmented by orientation, all finite element meshes
without hanging nodes will qualify as valid triangulations in the sense of
Definition 3.

It remains to settle the issue of orientation. Let us first consider tetrahed-
ral meshes (cf. Bossavit (1998a, Section 5.2.1)). In this case any oriented
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l-facet is described by an (l + 1)-tuple of vertices, whose order implies an
(internal) orientation of the facet. The orientation of an l-facet induces an
orientation of the (l � 1)-facets contained in its boundary. For a tetrahed-
ron T = (a

0

,a
1

,a
2

,a
3

) 2 S
3

(⌦h), the boundary faces carrying the induced
orientation are given by

@T ) {(a
2

,a
1

,a
0

), (a
0

,a
1

,a
3

), (a
3

,a
2

,a
0

), (a
1

,a
2

,a
3

)} .

The edges of an oriented face F = (a
0

,a
1

,a
2

) turn out to be

@F ) {(a
0

,a
1

), (a
2

,a
0

), (a
1

,a
2

)} .

The relative orientation of an l�1-facet f in the boundary of an l-facet F is
(�1)t, where t is the number of transpositions of vertices it takes to convert
the induced ordering of vertices into that fixing the interior orientation of
f . The way to define orientation for facets of tetrahedral triangulations is
neatly matched by data structures that can be used for their representation:
if facet objects possess ordered lists referring to their vertices, an orientation
is automatically implied.

Yet, for triangulations containing more general, say pyramidal and hexa-
hedral, cells, it is awkward to rely on interior orientation alone. It is more
convenient to rely on the external orientation of faces, which amounts to pre-
scribing a crossing direction. Fixing an orientation of A(R3), external and
internal orientation are dual to each other (the ‘corkscrew rule’). For edges,
the usual internal orientation, their direction, is kept. Externally orienting
the cells simply means declaring what is ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. Then the
induced external orientation of a face, contained in the boundary of a cell,
is prescribed by crossing it from the interior to the exterior of the cell. Data
structures representing this concept of orientation should supply references
from faces to the adjacent cells.

We first look at precursors of discrete di↵erential forms that already dis-
play an amazing wealth of structure.

Definition 4. An l-cochain ~!, 0  l  3,5 on a triangulation ⌦h is a
mapping Sl(⌦h) 7! C. The vector space of l-cochains on ⌦h will be denoted
by Cl(⌦h). The value assigned by ~! to a collection of l-faces is computed as
the sum of the values assigned to the individual l-faces.

This definition falls short of characterizing ‘genuine cochains’ studied in
discrete cohomology theory on CW complexes. What is missing is the com-
plementary concept of chains. However, Definition 4 su�ces to convey the
main ideas.

5 We use the arrow notation to mark cochains, to emphasize that they can be described
by ‘coe�cient vectors’ in N . No confusion should arise because bold typeface is used
for vector-valued quantities.
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Topological rotation$ D1

Topological divergence$ D2

Figure 3.1. Stencils for exterior derivative on cochains

It is clear that dim Cl(⌦h) = |Sl(⌦h)|6 and that, after ordering the l-
faces of ⌦h, we can identify Cl(⌦h) with CNl , Nl := |Sl(⌦h)|. Such an
identification will be taken for granted.

It is not di�cult to devise cochain counterparts of all operators that we
introduced for integral forms. First, a trace operator on l-cochains can be
declared, in a natural way, as a mapping isolating the subset of coe�cients
belonging to l-facets of ⌦h contained in @⌦. This gives a meaning to bound-
ary conditions for cochains.

Thanks to the special properties of triangulations, an exterior derivative
dh : Cl(⌦h) 7! Cl+1(⌦h) can be defined by (2.7): for ~! 2 Cl(⌦h), its exterior
derivative dh~! assigns to each F 2 Sl+1

(⌦h) the sum of values ~!(f), f 2
Sl(⌦h), f ⇢ @F , weighted with the relative orientations (Gross and Kotiuga
2001, Section 2.1). This exterior derivative of cochains is a linear operator
and the associated matrix Dl 2 CNl+1

,Nl is the so-called incidence matrix of
l-facets and (l+1)-facets of the triangulation, a sparse matrix with entries 2
{�1, 0, 1} determined by adjacency relations and relative orientations (Tonti
2001, Section 4.2). The di↵erence stencils representing D0, D1, and D2 are
depicted in Figure 3.1.

I point out that the matrices Dl only depend on the topology of the
triangulation. Also, Dl+1Dl = 0 holds as well as a cochain counterpart of
the exact sequence property.

Theorem 3.1. (DeRham theorem for cochains) There are finite-di-
mensional subspaces HCl(⌦h) ⇢ Cl(⌦h), dimHCl(⌦h) = lth Betti number
of ⌦, such that, for ~! 2 Cl(⌦h), we have

Dl~! = 0 , 9~⌘ 2 Cl�1(⌦h), ~� 2 HCl(⌦h) satisfying ~! = Dl�1~⌘ + ~�.

Formally, we can state the topological laws of electromagnetism in the
calculus of cochains as the following systems of linear equations:

D1~e = �i!~b, D1~h = i!~d +~j. (3.1)

6 By |X| we denote the cardinality of a finite set X.
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It can be connected to the topological Maxwell’s equations (2.9) for integral
forms through the so-called deRham maps

Il : F l(⌦) 7! Cl(⌦h), Il(!)(F ) =

Z

F

! 8F 2 Sl(⌦h). (3.2)

It is immediate from the definition of the exterior derivatives that

Dl � Il = Il+1

� d. (3.3)

This has the important consequence that integral forms that are solutions
of Maxwell’s equations satisfy

D1I
1

e = �i!I
2

b, D1I
1

h = i!I
2

d + I
2

j. (3.4)

Keep in mind that, for l = 1, the DeRham map boils down to point eval-
uation. Also remember the notion of consistency error of finite di↵erence
methods. Thus, (3.4) means that the discrete topological laws (3.1) are
consistent with their continuous counterparts (2.9).

Appealing to Theorem 3.1, we can also introduce cochain potentials ~a 2
C1(⌦h), ~v 2 C0(⌦h), such that

~b = D1~a, ~e = �D0~v � i!~a. (3.5)

Bibliographical notes
Cochains and their application to electromagnetism are discussed, for in-
stance, in Bossavit (1998a, Section 5.3), Gross and Kotiuga (2001), Tarhas-
aari and Kettunen (2001) and Teixeira (2001, Section 2).

3.2. Whitney forms

It was the material laws that forced us to switch from integral forms to
(local) di↵erential forms. The material laws also fail to fit into the calculus of
cochains. In order to accommodate them we have to use discrete di↵erential
forms, defined as true di↵erential forms almost everywhere. They will allow
the kind of local evaluations required to compute energies. However, we saw
that cochains perfectly capture the topological laws. Therefore we opt for
discrete di↵erential forms that, sloppily speaking, extend cochains into the
interior of cells and provide a model isomorphic to the calculus of cochains
in terms of algebraic properties.

Formally, we seek bijective linear mappings Wl, the so-called Whitney
maps (Tarhasaari, Kettunen and Bossavit 1999), from Cl(⌦h) into a space
of di↵erential l-forms that are defined almost everywhere on ⌦ and make
sense as integral forms on ⌦.

Definition 5. The range space Wl(Cl(⌦h)), 0  l  3 is called the space
of Whitney l-forms W l

0

(⌦h) on the triangulation ⌦h.
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Rather rigorous requirements have to be met by meaningful Wl.

(1) The associated form has to be a true extension of the cochain, in the
sense that

Il �Wl = Id ,
Z

F

Wl~! = ~!(F ) 8F 2 Sl(⌦h), ~! 2 Cl(⌦h). (3.6)

(2) The exterior derivatives of cochains and related Whitney forms must
be linked by the commuting diagram

d �Wl = Wl+1 �Dl on Cl(⌦h). (3.7)

(3) We demand strict locality: if all cochain coe�cients of ~! associated with
the l-facets belonging to a cell T 2 S

3

(⌦h) vanish, then Wl~!|T = 0.

(4) The vector proxies of Whitney l-forms should be simple, that is, piece-
wise polynomial, on ⌦h.

We first study the mappings Wl for tetrahedral triangulations, the most
important class of finite element meshes. We start with a ‘local extension’
on a single tetrahedron T 2 S

3

(⌦h) with vertices a
0

,a
1

,a
2

,a
3

. Cochain
coe�cients for all its facets are given. We take the cue from the case of
0-forms, for which we know very well how to interpolate point values ~�(ai),
that is, the coe�cients of a 0-cochain ~�, prescribed in the vertices of T .
Linear interpolation based on the barycentric coordinate functions �

0

, . . . ,�
3

gives

�(x) =
3X

i=0

~�(ai)�i(x) 8x 2 T̄ .

In fact, this definition could be motivated by the identity x =
P

3

i=0

ai�i(x),
that is, by representing any point in T as a weighted combination of ver-
tices. For 1-forms the role of vertices and points is played by edges and
line segments. Any oriented line (x,y), with x,y 2 T , x =

P
i �i(x)ai,

y =
P

i �i(y)ai, can be represented as a ‘weighted sum of edges of T ’:

(x,y) = {tx + (1� t)y ; 0  t  1}

=

(
X

i

 
t�i(x) + (1� t)�i(y)

!
ai ; 0  t  1

)

=

(
X

i

 
t
X

j

�j(y)�i(x) + (1� t)
X

j

�j(x)�i(y)

!
ai ; 0  t  1

)

=

(
X

i

X

j

�i(x)�j(y)((tai + (1� t)aj) ; 0  t  1

)
.
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Hence, taking into account orientation, we require that the interpolating
di↵erential 1-form W1~! satisfies
Z

(x,y)

W1

|T ~! :=
X

i

X

j

�i(x)�j(y)~!
(i,j) =

X

i<j

(�i(x)�j(y)� �i(y)�j(x)) ~!
(i,j).

Here, ~!
(i,j) is the value that the 1-cochain ~! assigns to the oriented edge

(ai,aj). By construction, (3.7) is satisfied. So far, the formula fixes ! as an
integral 1-form, but is it even a (local) di↵erential 1-form? It is easy to see
that a di↵erential l-form on T can be recovered from integral values through

!(x)(v
1

, . . . ,vl) := l! lim
t!0

Z

⌃t

!, (3.8)

where ⌃t ⇢ T is the l-simplex (x,x + tv
1

, . . . ,x + tvl), v
1

, . . . ,vl 2 R3.
Using the local definition of the exterior derivative, we find

(W1

|T ~!)(x)(v) = lim
t!0

X

i<j

(�i(x)�j(x+tv)��j(x)

t � �j(x)�i(x+tv)��i(x)

t )~!
(i,j)

=
X

i<j

(�i(x)d�j(x)(v)� �j(x)d�i(x)(v))~!
(i,j).

Finally, the mapping W1 is built by combining the local interpolation oper-
ators W1

|T for all cells T 2 S
3

(⌦h).

Observe that the values that the interpolant W1

|T ~! assigns to line segments
contained in a face of T only depend on the cochain coe�cients associated
with edges of that face. A similar, even simpler statement can be made
for edges: W1

|T~! evaluated for parts of an edge (ai,aj) only depends on

~!
(i,j). As a consequence, the above interpolation procedure applied to each

tetrahedron of ⌦h will create locally defined smooth di↵erential forms that
satisfy the patch condition (2.20) for interelement faces. This confirms that
W1 really maps into F1(⌦).

This procedure can even be generalized to the ‘local interpolation formula’
on an n-simplex T ⇢ A(Rn), n 2 N:

(Wl
|T!)(x) =

X

I

lX

j=0

(�1)j
 
�ij

l̂

k=0, k 6=j
d�ik

| {z }
bI

!
· ~!I (3.9)

where I = (i
0

, . . . , il), 0  l  n, runs through all (l+1)-subsets of {0, . . . , n}
and the ordering is induced by the orientation of the corresponding l-facet
([ai

0

, . . . ,ail). The symbol ~!I stands for the cochain coe�cient associated
with that facet. The bI are called local basis forms. Their Euclidean vector
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x

y

z

a1 a2

a3
a4

a5
a6

a7 a8 ⌥1b(1,2) = (1� y)(1� z) · e
x

⌥1b(3,4) = y(1� z) · e
x

⌥1b(5,6) = (1� y)z · e
x

⌥1b(7,8) = yz · e
x

⌥1b(1,3) = (1� x)(1� z) · e
y

⌥1b(2,4) = x(1� z) · e
y

⌥1b(5,7) = (1� x)z · e
y

⌥1b(6,8) = xz · e
y

⌥1b(1,5) = (1� y)(1� x) · e
x

⌥1b(2,6) = (1� y)x · e
x

⌥1b(3,7) = y(1� x) · e
x

⌥1b(4,8) = yx · e
x

Figure 3.2. Vector proxies of local basis forms for Whitney
1-forms on a brick, e

x

= (1, 0, 0)T , e
y

= (0, 1, 0)T , e
z

= (0, 0, 1)T

proxies in three dimensions read

⌥
0

b
(i) =�i,

⌥
1

b
(i,j) =�i grad�j � �j grad�i,

⌥
2

b
(i,j,k) =�i grad�j ⇥ grad�k

+ �j grad�k ⇥ grad�i + �k grad�i ⇥ grad�j ,

⌥
3

b
(0,1,2,3)

= 1/Vol(T ).

If T is a brick, the extension of cochains can be done, too. Then the basis
functions arise from a simple tensor-product-based construction. For l = 1
they are given in Figure 3.2.

Finally we have come up with objects that fit the conventional notion
of a finite element (Ciarlet 1978, Chapter 3) centring on the concept of
local spaces and degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). In the case of Whitney forms,
the local spaces W l

0

(T ), T 2 S
3

(⌦h) are supplied by the ranges of the local
interpolation operators Wl

|T . The integrals over l-facets are linear functionals

on Wl
|T and serve as degrees of freedom. They are dual to the basis forms

specified above. The expressions for Euclidean vector proxies are given in
Table 3.1. By now it should have become clear why the Whitney 1-forms
in three dimensions are usually called edge elements. This terms alludes to
the ‘location’ of the degrees of freedom.

We stress that Whitney forms are a�ne equivalent in the following sense:
If � : bT 7! T is the unique a�ne mapping between two tetrahedra, then

W l
0

(bT ) = �⇤(W l
0

(T )), (3.10)
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Table 3.1. Local spaces and degrees of freedom for Euclidean vector
proxies of tetrahedral Whitney forms on a tetrahedron T with vert-
ices a0, . . . ,a3. Vertex indices have to be distinct

Local spaces Local d.o.f.

W0
0 (T ) = {x 7! a · x + �, a 2 R3,� 2 R} u 7! u(a

i

)

W1
0 (T ) = {x 7! a⇥ x + b, a,b 2 R3} u 7!

R
(ai,aj)

u · ds
W2

0 (T ) = {x 7! ↵x + b, ↵ 2 R,b 2 R3} u 7!
R
(ai,aj ,ak) u · n dS

W3
0 (T ) = {x 7! ↵, ↵ 2 R} u 7!

R
T

u dx

and, as is clear from (2.12), the degrees of freedom retain their value under
any pullback. We can even use (3.10) to define the local spaces for any
di↵eomorphic image of a tetrahedron. Thus we get, for instance, discrete
di↵erential forms on cells with curved boundaries, that is, parametric ver-
sions of Whitney forms. We could also have obtained them by observing
that the interpolation procedure works with any set of functions �

0

, . . . ,�
3

such that �i(ai) = 1 and �i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, vanishes on the face opposite to ai.
Combining the local interpolations according to (3.9) for all cells, we get

the mappings Wl for 0  l  3. This procedure ensures locality. The vector
proxies are linear functions/vector-fields in each tetrahedron, as is clear from
Table 3.1. It is as obvious that constant di↵erential forms are contained in
the local spaces W l

0

(T ). Slightly more technical e↵ort confirms that (3.7) is
satisfied. Since the patch condition holds, Lemma 2.3 teaches that Whitney
l-forms, l = 1, 2, furnish conforming finite elements.

Theorem 3.2. We haveW1

0

(⌦h) ⇢H(curl; ⌦) andW2

0

(⌦h) ⇢H(div; ⌦).

Combining the extension of cochain with the deRham mapping yields the
projections

⇧l := Wl � Il : F l(⌦) 7!W l
0

(⌦h) ⇢ F l(⌦), (3.11)

called the local interpolation operators to hint at their connection with the
usual interpolation operators for finite elements that are based on degrees
of freedom. This connection is illustrated by

Z

F

! �⇧l! = 0 8! 2 F l(⌦), F 2 Sl(⌦h).

When researching properties of discrete di↵erential forms, there is a useful
guiding principle supported by the fact that conventional Lagrangian finite
elements are discrete 0-forms:
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Techniques that can be successfully applied to H1(⌦)-conforming Lag-
rangian finite elements can usually be adapted for other discrete di↵erential
forms, as well. Results obtained for Lagrangian finite elements are often
matched by analogous results for other discrete di↵erential forms.

The a�ne equivalence expressed in (3.10) is just one example of a property
bearing out this guideline.

Yet there are aspects of discrete di↵erential forms with no correspond-
ents in the theory of Lagrangian finite elements. They chiefly have to do
with relationships of discrete di↵erential forms of di↵erent degree: from the
properties of Wl we can readily deduce the commuting diagram property

d �⇧l = ⇧l+1 � d. (3.12)

Therefore Theorem 3.1 will instantly carry over to Whitney forms.

Corollary 3.3. (DeRham theorem for Whitney forms) For each 1 
l  n there are discrete cohomology spaces Hl

h(⌦h) ⇢ W l
0

(⌦h), whose di-
mension agrees with the lth Betti number of ⌦, such that, for any !h 2
W l

0

(⌦h), we have

d!h = 0 , 9⌘h 2W l�1

0

(⌦h), �h 2Hl
h(⌦h) satisfying !h = d⌘h + �h.

Provided that ⌦ is homeomorphic to a ball, we can summarize our findings
in the commuting diagram

F0(⌦) ����! F1(⌦) ����! F2(⌦) ����! F3(⌦)
Id����! {0}

⇧

0

??y ⇧

1

??y ⇧

2

??y ⇧

3

??y

W0

0

(⌦h) ����! W1

0

(⌦h) ����! W2

0

(⌦h) ����! W3

0

(⌦h)
Id����! {0},

for which all the vertical sequences are exact.
Corollary 3.3 asserts the existence of discrete potentials in another space

of Whitney forms. This is a really exceptional property. Imagine discrete
1-forms based on a continuous piecewise linear approximation of the com-
ponents of vector proxies. If those have zero curl, there will exist a scalar po-
tential on a domain with trivial topology. This scalar potential can be chosen
to be piecewise polynomial of degree two and will feature C1-continuity.
Remember that C1-finite elements require sophisticated constructions that
have to rely on polynomials of degree greater than 2. So we understand that
the space of discrete potentials in this case cannot be a finite element space,
because it will not possess a localized basis. Consequently, these discrete po-
tentials cannot be handled e�ciently in computations. Laconically, Whitney
forms provide discrete potentials that are computationally available.
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Remark 5. Discrete cohomology spaces can fill the gap between irrota-
tional vector-fields and gradients in the sense that

H(curl 0; ⌦) = gradH1(⌦)�H1

h(⌦h). 4

Remark 6. One finds that the divergence of vector proxies of Whitney
1-forms vanishes locally on each tetrahedron. However, this just happens
by accident and is irrelevant, because taking the (strong) divergence of the
vector proxy of a discrete 1-form is not quite meaningful. 4

Remark 7. In electrodynamics the Poynting vector is a 2-form s defined
by s := e^h. It describes the flux of electromagnetic energy. The definition
of s hinges on a local interpretation of the forms. In other words, it takes
us beyond cochain calculus, and Whitney forms are called for to give it a
meaning in a discrete setting. Given discrete fields eh and hh in W1

0

(⌦h) we
can easily compute eh ^ hh as a locally polynomial 2-form. However, it is
not a Whitney 2-form, because it features quadratic vector proxies.

Therefore, we may define the discrete Poynting vector as sh = ⇧2(eh^hh).
In order to compute the face fluxes of sh e�ciently, it is essential to recall
that the pullback commutes with the ^-product. We learn that, for any
face F 2 S

2

(⌦h) with edges e
1

, e
2

, e
3

, we can obtain
R
S sh as a weighted

combination of the d.o.f. ~eh(ei), ~h(ei) with weights independent of the shape
of S. Those can be computed for a single face, and it turns out that

~sh(S) =
1

6

0

B@
±~hh(e1)
±~hh(e2)
±~hh(e3)

1

CA

H 0

@
0 1 �1
�1 0 1
1 �1 0

1

A

0

@
±~eh(e1)
±~eh(e2)
±~eh(e3)

1

A.

The signs have to be chosen in accordance with the relative orientations of
the edges with respect to the face. 4

Bibliographical notes
Whitney forms were originally introduced by Whitney (1957) as a tool in
algebraic topology. As such they have been used for a long time (Dodziuk
1976, Müller 1978). Their use as finite elements in computational electro-
magnetism was pioneered by A. Bossavit (1988a, 1988c, 1992, 1988b). A
thorough discussion of elementary properties of Whitney forms is given in
Bossavit (1998a, Chapter 5).

Independently of existing constructions in di↵erential geometry, Whitney
forms were rediscovered as mixed finite elements of lowest polynomial order
(Raviart and Thomas 1977, Nédélec 1980). Their construction by interpol-
ation is presented in Bossavit (2001, Section 7) and was used in Gradinaru
and Hiptmair (1999) to construct Whitney forms on pyramids.
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3.3. Discrete Hodge operators

As H(curl; ⌦)-conforming finite elements, Whitney 1-forms immediately
lend themselves to a straightforward Galerkin discretization of the vari-
ational forms (2.28) and (2.29) of Maxwell’s equations on bounded domains
⌦ ⇢ A(R3). Cochains have just served as a sca↵olding to build the Whitney
forms. This will be the favoured view in this article.

Yet, seen from a di↵erent angle, Whitney forms might be relegated to
a mere tool to incorporate the material laws into the cochain framework.
This point of view encompasses a much wider range of discretization schemes
beyond Galerkin methods, in particular approaches known as finite volume/
finite integration schemes.

For the sake of simplicity we will consider only fields/cochains with zero
trace on @⌦. To begin with, we can expand the fields into a sum of basis
forms, plug this into the variational forms (2.24)–(2.27) of the material laws,
also using Whitney forms as test fields. We get the following matrix equa-
tions for the expansion coe�cients:

(2.24) ) eK1

2

~d = M1

✏~e,

(2.25) ) eK2

1

~h = M2

1/µ
~b,

(2.26) ) K1

2

~b = eM1

µ
~h,

(2.27) ) K2

1

~e = eM2

1/✏
~d.

The ‘mass matrices’ M1

✏ , M2

1/µ,
eM1

µ, eM2

1/✏, being related to energies, have

to be real symmetric positive definite. The ‘coupling matrices’ eK1

2

, eK2

1

, K1

2

,
and K2

1

introduce the exterior products of cochains. They are not regular,
nor even square, in general. From the exterior product they will inherit the
properties

K2

1

= (eK1

2

)T , eK2

1

= (K1

2

)T , (3.13)

and, more importantly, the ‘integration by parts formula’

(D1)T eK2

1

= eK1

2

eD1 , (eD1)TK2

1

= K1

2

D1. (3.14)

As far as the topological laws are concerned, the fields e,b and h,d have
nothing to do with each other. Recall that it was only the exterior derivative
in the topological laws that forced us to use the same triangulation for
cochains of di↵erent degree. Hence, e,b (primal fields) and h,d (dual fields)
may well be discretized on unrelated triangulations ⌦h and e⌦h, called primal
and dual hereafter. No problems are encountered in getting the material
laws from their weak version by the Galerkin procedure. This observation
explains the ˜ tag for matrices above. It distinguishes matrices acting on
cochains defined on the triangulations for dual fields.

The above discrete material laws provide discrete Hodge operators for co-
chains. The idea is that a discretization of Maxwell’s equations can be stated
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in terms of cochains assuming only discrete material laws with positive
definite mass matrices and coupling matrices satisfying the algebraic prop-
erties (3.13) and (3.14).

Apart from the Galerkin approach there is another avenue to meaningful
discrete Hodge operators. It starts with the consideration that the coup-
ling matrices should be regular, reflecting the non-degeneracy of the exterior
product. One may even demand that coupling matrices coincide with iden-
tity matrices. Then (3.14) involves

(D1)T = eD1, (eD1)T = D1.

As the matrices D1 and eD1 are the edge-face incidence matrices of the
primal and dual triangulations, we can achieve this by choosing e⌦h as a
triangulation dual to ⌦h (Gross and Kotiuga 2001, Section 5). This means
there is a one-to-one correspondence of Sl(⌦h) and eT 3�l

h . Prominent ex-
amples are geometrically dual triangulations, for which a 2D example is
depicted in Figure 3.3. Here, the bijections between primal and dual facets
are established by geometric intersection.

Special dual triangulations are orthogonal dual triangulations, for which
primal edges are perpendicular to dual faces, as well as dual edges to primal
faces Tonti (2001, Section 4), Marrone (2001, Section 3). In this case,
provided we have to deal with material tensors that are multiples of the
identity matrix, diagonal mass matrices can be chosen. To illustrate this
consider the material law d = ✏e to be translated into ~d = M1

✏~e. Pick
a single primal edge e bearing a coe�cient for ~e and the associated dual
face eF , for which we seek the coe�cient for ~d. The situation is sketched

Figure 3.3. Triangulation (solid lines) and dual
triangulation (dashed lines) in two dimensions
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in Figure 3.4. In terms of vector proxies we have d = ✏e and, therefore,
because the face normal n runs parallel to e,

~d( eF ) =

Z

F

d · ndS ⇡ Vol( eF )d(p) · n(p) = Vol( eF )✏(p)e(p) · n

= ✏(p)
Vol( eF )

Vol(e)
e(p) · e ⇡ ✏(p)

Vol( eF )

Vol(e)

Z

e

e · ds = ✏(p)
Vol( eF )

Vol(e)
~e(e).

Thus, the entry of M1

✏ associated with e is equal to ✏Vol( eF )/Vol(e). Yet the
existence of orthogonal dual triangulations hinges on the Delaunay property
of ⌦h, which might be di�cult to ensure for tetrahedral triangulations. If ⌦h

consists of bricks, the same will be true of the dual grid and the construction
is straightforward. The discrete Hodge operators obtained thus characterize
the venerable Yee scheme (Yee 1966) and its more general version, the finite
integration technique (Weiland 1996, Clemens and Weiland 2001).

Using the topological laws (3.1) for cochains, the discrete material laws,
and the integration by parts formulas (3.14), we can perform the complete
elimination of either the primal and dual quantities. Thus we arrive at the
‘primal’ discrete equations

(D1)TM2

1/µD
1~e� !2M1

✏~e =eK1

2

~j,

and their ‘dual’ versions

(eD2)TM2

1/✏
eD1~h� !2M1

µ
~h =(eD2)TM2

1/✏
~j.

Surprisingly, the coupling matrices have largely disappeared, and we end up
with equations that di↵er from the Galerkin equations only by a more general

p

e

eF

Figure 3.4. Primal edge and
orthogonal dual face
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choice of mass matrices. The conclusion is that discretization schemes that
can be put into the framework of discrete Hodge operators can be analysed
as Galerkin schemes with perturbed mass matrices. This is why we mainly
look at the Galerkin approach as the generic case.

Bibliographical notes
Recently, the theoretical foundations of discrete models for the laws of
electromagnetism have seen a surge in interest (Bossavit and Kettunen
1999a, Bossavit and Kettunen 1999b, Tarhasaari et al. 1999, Teixeira and
Chew 1999, Teixeira 2001, Tonti 2001, Tonti 1996, Mattiussi 2000). The ra-
tionale behind the concept of discrete Hodge operators is elucidated in Tar-
hasaari et al. (1999) and Mattiussi (2000). A comprehensive theory of dis-
crete Hodge operators including convergence estimates has been developed
in Hiptmair (2001b) and (2001a), extending ideas of Nicolaides and Wang
(1998) and Nicolaides and Wu (1997). Many apparently di↵erent schemes,
known as finite volume methods (Yee 1966), mimetic finite di↵erences (Hy-
man and Shashkov 2001, 1999), cell methods (Marrone 2001), and finite
integration techniques (Clemens and Weiland 2001, Weiland 1996, Schuh-
mann and Weiland 2001), emerge from particular realizations of discrete
Hodge operators. We remind readers that the discrete formulation of elec-
trodynamics, based on cochains and discrete Hodge operators, is only one
example of a discrete ‘lattice model’, which plays an increasingly important
role in physics (Dezin 1995, Mercat 2001).

3.4. Higher-order Whitney forms

The Whitney forms constructed in Section 3.2 are piecewise linear. Yet,
for any p 2 N

0

we know H1(⌦)-conforming Lagrangian finite elements on
tetrahedral and hexahedral triangulations, whose local spaces contain all
multivariate polynomials of degree  p. Heeding the guideline of Section 3.2,
this strongly suggests that, for all other members of the family of discrete
di↵erential forms, such higher-order schemes are available.

First, only simplicial meshes ⌦h are considered, but in dimension n 2 N.
This generality is worthwhile, because we will make heavy use of induction
and recursion with respect to dimension. Thus, in fact, it is easier to present
the developments for dimension n 2 N than to discuss the cases n = 2 and
n = 3 separately.

Initially, we only consider a single generic simplex T ⇢ A(Rn) with vertices
a

0

, . . . ,an. Let �i, i = 0, . . . , n, denote the related barycentric coordinate
functions in T .

The local spaces W l
p(T ) should contain polynomials. To state this, we

introduce Pp(T ) as the space of n-variate polynomials of total degree  p
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on T . Then we define the space of polynomial di↵erential l-forms on T ,
0  l  n,

DP l
p(T ) :=

(
! =

X

I⇢{1,...,n}, |I|=l

↵Id�I , ↵I 2 Pp(T )

)
, (3.15)

where I = {i
1

, . . . , il}, d�I := d�i
1

^ · · · ^ d�il , i1 < i
2

< · · · < il. Stated
di↵erently, a polynomial di↵erential form possesses (component-wise) poly-
nomials as vector proxies, regardless of the choice of basis.

The local spaces W l
p(T ) should contain all of DP l

p(T ), and should them-
selves be polynomial. This inspires the requirement

DP l
p(T ) ⇢W l

p(T ) ⇢ DP l
p0(T ), for some p0 � p � 0. (3.16)

We also argue that the exact sequence property of Whitney forms must
remain true for higher-order discrete di↵erential forms. A necessary condi-
tion is

{! 2W l
p(T ), d! = 0} = dW l�1

p (T ) 81  l  n, p 2 N
0

. (3.17)

The idea of the construction of the local spaces W l
p(T ) takes the cue from

the p-version for H1(⌦)-conforming finite elements (Schwab 1998, Babuška
and Suri 1994). There the usual approach is to associate with each m-
facet S 2 Sm(T ) spaces of polynomials of degree pS , whose traces on @S
vanish (Khoromskij and Melenk 2001, Section 3.1). These polynomials are
extended into the interior of T such that they have zero trace on any other
m-facet of T . The span of the extended polynomials constitutes the desired
local space. This simple procedure for 0-forms is beset with tremendous
technical di�culties for l > 0. The culprits are the constraint (3.17), which
is no longer immaterial for l > 0, and the lack of a straightforward ‘trace
compliant’ extension into T .

To begin with, suitable polynomial spaces X l
p(S) associated with an m-

facet S 2 Sm(T ) of T , l  m  n, have to be found. Analogously to the
case of 0-forms they must satisfy (for some p0 � p)

X l
p(S) ⇢ Z l

p0(S) :=

(
{! 2 DP l

p0(S), t@S! = 0}, for l < m,

{! 2 DPm
p0 (S),

R
S ! = 0}, for l = m.

(3.18)

In addition they have to accommodate the restriction of (3.16) and (3.17)
to S, that is, Z l

p(S) ⇢ X l
p(S) and

{! 2 X l
p(S), d! = 0} = dX l�1

p (S) 81  l  m, p 2 N
0

. (3.19)

As a next step, functions from the facet-based spaces X l
p(S) have to be

extended into the interior of T , without ‘polluting’ spaces on other facets
of the same dimension. For polynomial 0-forms this can easily be achieved.
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If S = (a
0

, . . . ,am), every ! 2 X 0

p (S), p > m, has a representation

! = ↵(�
0

, . . . ,�m)�
0

· · ·�m,

where ↵ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree p � (m + 1). This repres-
entation instantly provides the desired formula for a polynomial extension
of ! that is zero on all other m-facets of T . For l > 0 the extension to
the interior of T will rely on a generalization of this procedure and uses a
symmetric barycentric representation formula. Writing �I := �i

1

· · ·�il for
I = {i

1

, . . . , il}, it can be stated as follows.

Lemma 3.4. (Symmetric barycentric form) If S = (as
0

, . . . ,asm),
{s

0

, . . . , sm} ⇢ {0, . . . , n}, then any ! 2 Z l
p(S), l  m, p > m � l, can

be written as

! =
X

I⇢{s
0

,...,sm}, |I|=l

↵I(�s
0

, . . . ,�sm)�I0d�I ,

with ↵I belonging to the space ePq(Rm+1) of (m + 1)-variate homogeneous
polynomials of degree q, q := p � (m + 1 � l), and I [ I 0 = {s

0

, . . . , sm},
I \ I 0 = ;.

Proof. Starting from a true basis representation of ! in terms of d�I ,
I ⇢ {s

1

, . . . , sm}, the zero trace conditions on sub-facets of S give addi-
tional relationships between the coe�cients. The symmetric barycentric
representation formula emerges after tedious technical manipulations. 2

At first, this formula involves the restrictions of the barycentric coordin-
ates to S, but it also makes sense for barycentric coordinates on T . In this
reading it defines a barycentric extension Elp,S! of ! 2 Z l

p(S) to DP l
p(T ).

The representation according to Lemma 3.4 is by no means unique, nor is
the barycentric extension, but all choices have the elementary property

! 2 Z l
p(S) : tS0(E

l
p,S!) = 0 8S0 2 Sm(T ) \ {S}. (3.20)

In plain English, the barycentric extension features zero trace on all other
m-facets of T . Of course, any barycentric extension also preserves the poly-
nomial degree of !.

The construction of facet-based spaces X l
p(S) is possible thanks to the

following key result.

Lemma 3.5. (Polynomial potentials with boundary conditions) For
any m-facet S 2 Sm(T ), 1  m  n, we find, for all m < l  n,

N l
p(S) := {! 2 Z l

p(S), d! = 0 on S} = dZ l�1

p+1

(S).
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Proof. We may choose a coordinate system with origin in vertex a
0

of T .
The crucial device is the Poincaré mapping Kl : DF l,0(T ) 7! DF l�1,1(T ),
defined by

(Kl!)(x)(v
1

, . . . ,vl�1

) :=

1Z

0

tl�1!(tx)(x,v
1

, . . . ,vl�1

) dt, (3.21)

for all v
1

, . . . .vl�1

2 Rn, x 2 T , ! 2 DF l,0(T ). According to Cartan (1967),
formula (2.13.2), it satisfies

d(Kl!) + Kl+1(d!) = !. (3.22)

The remainder of the proof relies on induction with respect to m. For
m = 1, plain integration along the edge S of a polynomial 1-form ! 2 Z1

p (S)
with zero average will provide a 0-form ⇡, d⇡ = !, of polynomial degree
p+ 1 vanishing in the endpoints of S.

For m > 1 pick some ! 2 Z l
p(S), d! = 0, and set ⌘ := Kl!. The identity

(3.22) guarantees d⌘ = !, and by a simple inspection of (3.21) we see that
⌘ 2 DP l�1

p+1

(S). A closer scrutiny of (3.21) also shows that tF ⌘ = 0 for all

faces F 2 Sm�1

(S) that have a
0

as vertex. A single (m � 1)-facet eF of
S remains, on which the trace of ⌘ may not be zero. However, if l < m,
then t

@F
⌘ = 0 so that t

F
⌘ 2 Z l�1

p+1

( eF ). To see t
F
⌘ 2 Z l�1

p+1

( eF ) for l = m,
observe that Z

F

⌘ =

Z

@S

⌘ =

Z

S

d⌘ =

Z

S

! = 0

by definition of Zm
p (S). Thus, the induction hypothesis for m � 1 applied

to eF gives e⌧ 2 Z l�2

p+2

( eF ) with de⌧ = t
F
⌘. A barycentric extension gives ⌧ 2

DP l�2

p+2

(S), whose trace on all other (m� 1)-facets except eF vanishes. Then
⇡ := ⌘ � d⌧ yields the desired potential, because di↵erentiation invariably
reduces the polynomial degree by at least one. 2

A simple construction of X l
p(S) is immediately on hand, based on the

choice

X l
p(S) = Z l

p+1

(S), X l�1

p (S) = Z l�1

p+2

(S). (3.23)

Lemma 3.5 will make (3.19) hold, but we have to put up with non-uniform

polynomial degrees in the exact sequence X 0

p+m(S) 7! X 1

p+m�1

(S) 7! . . . 7!
Xm
p (S). However, usually the focus will be on discrete di↵erential forms of

a particular degree. Then (3.23) supplies perfect discrete di↵erential forms
of polynomial degree p. Using the barycentric extension procedure, this
results in the so-called second family of discrete di↵erential forms. Hardly
surprisingly, the local spaces turn out to be W̌ l

p(T ) = DP l
p+1

(T ). Symbols

related to this second family will be tagged with ˇ , e.g., W̌ l
p(⌦h).
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Yet a true generalization of Whitney forms should avoid the increase in
polynomial degree accompanying a decrease of l. Witness the case of Whit-
ney forms, whose local spaces are contained in DP l

1

(T ) for all l. Therefore
we tighten the requirement (3.19) by demanding p0 = p + 1, which leads
to the first family of discrete di↵erential form, which includes the Whitney
forms as lowest-order representatives.

The key to the construction is the use of some direct decomposition

Z l
p(S) = Y l

p(S)�N l
p(S). (3.24)

We find that the choice

X l
p(S) := Z l

p(S) + Y l
p+1

(S) = dY l�1

p+1

(S)� Y l
p+1

(S) (3.25)

meets all the requirements put forth for X l
p(S). Despite the considerable

freedom involved in choosing X l
p(T ), the dimensions of these spaces are

already fixed.

Theorem 3.6. (Dimensions of X l
p) If the facet-associated spaces X l

p(S)

satisfy (3.19) and Z l
p(S) ⇢ X l

p(S) ⇢ Z l
p+1

(S), they fulfil dimX l
p(S) =�m

l

��p+l
m

�
if l < n, and dimX l

p(S) =
�p+m

m

�
� 1 if l = m. In particular,

X l
p(S) = {0} if m > l + p.

Proof. Compare the considerations in Section 3 of Hiptmair (2001c). 2

Now let us fix the barycentric extension operators Elp,S : X l
p(S) 7! DP l

p(T ),

0  l  n, p 2 N, S 2 Sm(T ), l  m  n. Using these, define Flp,S : X l
p(S) 7!

DP l
p(T ) by

Flp,S! := Elp+1,S!
? + dEl�1

p+1,S⌘, ! = !? + d⌘, (3.26)

where !? 2 Y l
p+1

(S) and ⌘ 2 Y l�1

p+1

(S) are unique by (3.25). Now, we are in
a position to build the local spaces as a direct sum of facet contributions

W l
p(T ) := W l

0

(T )�
 

nM

m=l

M

S2Sm(T )

Flp,S(X l
p(S))

!
. (3.27)

The facet-based construction paves the way for introducing the global space
W l

p(⌦h) of discrete di↵erential l-forms on a simplicial triangulation ⌦h. It

can be achieved by using extensions according to (3.26) from X l
p(S) into

adjacent simplices for all S, S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m  n. This yields a space
of ⌦h-piecewise polynomial l-forms, for which the patch condition (2.20) is
automatically satisfied, that is, W l

p(⌦h) 2 F l(⌦).
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There is no reason why the same polynomial degree p should be assigned
to each m-facet S. Rather, we could use a vector p := (pS)S , S 2 Sm(⌦h),
l  m  n, of di↵erent polynomial degrees pS 2 N

0

. The construction of
the resulting space W l

p

(⌦h) ⇢ F l(⌦) is carried out as above. This leads to

the so-called variable degree p-version for discrete di↵erential forms. As in
the case of Whitney forms, discrete potentials exist.

Theorem 3.7. (DeRham theorem for higher-order discrete forms)
Using the discrete cohomology spaces Hl

h(⌦h) introduced in Corollary 3.3,
for all !h 2W l

p

(⌦h), we have

d!h = 0 , 9⌘h 2W l�1

p

(⌦h), �h 2Hl
h(⌦h) satisfying !h = d⌘h + �h.

Proof. By the commuting diagram property (3.12) we know d⇧l!h = 0,
which, thanks to the discrete exact sequence property, implies the existence
of ⌘0

h 2W l
0

(⌦h) with d⌘0

h = ⇧l!h.
For !0h := (Id�⇧l)!h we can find purely local discrete potentials by a

recursive procedure. As first step pick any S 2 Sl(⌦h) and note that both
tS!

0
h 2 X l

pS
(S) and dtS!0h = 0. This means that tS!h = d⌘S for some ⌘S 2

Y l�1

pS+1

(S). Adding the extensions according to (3.26) of all ⌘S provides ⌘l.
At the beginning of the second step we replace !0h  !0h � d⌘l. Then

consider S 2 Sl+1

(⌦h) and find a potential ⌘S 2 X l�1

pS
(S). The sum of the

extended ⌘S will be ⌘l+1

. This (l�1)-form will have zero trace on all l-facets
on ⌦h.

Carrying on with (l+ 2)-facets and !0h  !0h�d⌘l+1

, we finally reach the
n-facets and ⌘h :=

Pn
k=l ⌘k will provide the desired potential2W l�1

p

(⌦h). 2

Remark 8. The discrete potentials of closed forms in the p-hierarchical
surplus space (Id�⇧l)W l

p

(⌦h) are local in the sense that, if the support

of the form is confined to the elements adjacent to some facet, the same
will hold true for some discrete potential. The theorem also illustrates that,
in terms of cohomology, the higher-order discrete di↵erential forms do not
convey the slightest additional information. 4

From (3.25) we can conclude that we have Z l
p+1

(S) = X l
p(S) + dX l�1

p+1

(S).
This carries over to the global spaces and means that the second family of
discrete di↵erential forms can be obtained as

W̌ l
p(⌦h) = W l

p(⌦h) + dW l�1

p+1

(⌦h). (3.28)

The spaces of the second family simply emerge from those of the first family
by adding some closed forms of the next-higher polynomial degree. This
implies dW̌ l

p(⌦h) = dW l
p(⌦h).

One issue still looms large, namely how to construct concrete basis func-
tions (shape functions) for higher-order discrete di↵erential forms. In
general, one starts with building bases for X l

p(S) on a generic m-facet
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S, l  m  3, the reference facet. This can be done based on the sym-
metric barycentric representation from Lemma 3.4 (aided by some symbolic
expression manipulation software). Decisions on the choice of the algebraic
complement Y l

p(S) and the special properties of the basis functions (ortho-
gonality, hierarchical arrangement) translate into linear constraints on the
coe�cients of the homogeneous polynomials. Ultimately it will be the vari-
ational problem to be discretized that determines what are good sets of
basis functions. The objective may be to achieve the best possible condi-
tion for element matrices. As no variational problem has been specified, no
recommendations can be given at this stage.

Once basis functions for reference facets are available in symmetric bary-
centric representation, the same formulas can be used for all other facets.
This is the gist of an a�ne invariant construction of discrete di↵erential
forms (cf. Section 3.2).

We want to mention special bases of X l
p(S), the p-hierarchical bases

HB(X l
p(S)), for p � 1 distinguished by the properties

• HB(X l
p(S)) is a basis of X l

p(S) for all p,

• HB(X l
p(S)) = HB(X l

p�1

(S)) [ fHB(X l
p(S)),

where fHB(X l
p(S)) is a suitable subset of X l

p(S). This induces a partitioning

HB(X l
p(S)) = HB(X l

0

(S)) [ fHB(X l
1

(S)) [ · · · [ fHB(X l
p(S)).

Note that |fHB(X l
p(S))| :=

�k+l�1

n�1

�
. We can even select basis functions re-

flecting the splitting (3.24). Thus we get a hierarchical basis of the form

fHB(X l
p(S)) = {�lp,1, . . . ,�lp,M l

p
,d�l�1

1,p , . . . ,d�
l�1

p,M l�1

p
}, (3.29)

Table 3.2. Numbers of basis functions associated
with sub-simplices for tetrahedral discrete
di↵erential 1- and 2-forms and uniform polynomial
degree p

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

l = 1 edges 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
faces 0 2 6 12 20 30 42
cell 0 0 3 12 30 60 105

l = 2 faces 1 3 6 10 15 21 28
cell 0 3 12 30 60 105 168
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where M0

p =
�
k�1

n�1

�
and M l

p + M l�1

p =
�
m
l

��
p+l�1

m�1

�
. In words, we can find

a p-hierarchical basis for which all closed discrete l-forms in p-hierarchical
surpluses are linear combinations of closed basis forms. The p-hierarchical
basis of W l

p

(⌦h) is straightforward by extension and combination.

From (3.28) it is immediate that we get a basis for W̌ l
p(⌦h) for uniform

polynomial degree p 2 N
0

by augmenting the basis of W l
p(⌦h) by (linearly

independent) exterior derivatives of basis functions of W l�1

p+1

(⌦h).
Returning to tetrahedral triangulations, that is, n = 3, the numbers of

basis functions associated with di↵erent facets are listed in Table 3.2. The
numbers of extra non-closed basis functions needed to build a hierarchical
basis according to (3.29) are recorded in Table 3.3. Note that all higher-order
basis functions on l-facets are closed.

In this fashion we can find the hierarchical basis for first-order 1-forms
of the first family. According to Table 3.2 we expect two basis functions
associated with each edge, and two more with each face. Their vector proxies
in symmetric barycentric representation read

�i grad�j � �j grad�i
�i grad�j + �j grad�i

�
on edge [ai,aj],

�j�i grad�k � �j�k grad�i
�i�j grad�k � �i�k grad�j

�
on face [ai,aj ,ak].

The basis functions belonging to the edges constitute a basis for the lowest-
order discrete 1-forms of the second family.

Table 3.3. Numbers M l

p

for a tetrahedron (uniform
polynomial degree)

p [0] 1 2 3 4 5 6

l = 0 vertices [1] 0 0 0 0 0 0
edges [0] 1 1 1 1 1 1
faces [0] 0 1 2 3 4 5
cell [0] 0 0 1 3 6 10

l = 1 edges [1] 0 0 0 0 0 0
faces [0] 2 3 4 5 6 7
cell [0] 0 3 8 15 24 35

l = 2 faces [1] 0 0 0 0 0 0
cell [0] 3 6 10 15 21 28
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For hexahedral triangulations similar strategies lead to higher-order dis-
crete di↵erential forms. We skip the discussion of the details and just present
the results. For the first family of discrete di↵erential forms the local spaces
on a generic brick T read

W1

p (T ) = Qp,p+1,p+1

(T )⇥Qp+1,p,p+1

(T )⇥Qp+1,p+1,p(T ),

W2

p (T ) = Qp+1,p,p(T )⇥Qp,p+1,p(T )⇥Qp,p,p+1

(T ).

Here Qp
1

,p
2

,p
3

(T ) denotes the space of 3-variate polynomials of degree  pi
in the ith variable, i = 1, 2, 3. The number of basis functions associated
with edges, faces and cells is given in Table 3.4.

As for the case of tetrahedra, a second family of discrete di↵erential forms
on hexahedral features complete spaces of 3-variate polynomials of degree
 p+ 1 in each independent variable as local spaces.

Bibliographical notes
Higher-order discrete 1-forms in two dimensions are known as H(div; ⌦)-
conforming Raviart–Thomas finite elements, and were introduced in Raviart
and Thomas (1977). The first family of discrete 1- and 2-forms in 3D was
first presented in Nédélec (1980), and the second family in Nédélec (1986).
The second family for H(div; ⌦)-conforming finite elements is also known
as BDM-elements (Brezzi, Douglas and Marini 1985). A complete survey of
various discrete (n� 1)-forms, n = 2, 3, is given in Brezzi and Fortin (1991,
Chapter 3). The treatment in this section was first adopted in Hiptmair
(1999a, 2001c) and is also sketched in Demkowicz (2001).

The choice of p-hierarchical higher-order shape functions is dealt with in
Sun, Lee and Cendes (2001) for tetrahedra, and Monk (1994) and Ainsworth

Table 3.4. Numbers of basis functions associated with
edges, faces and cells for hexahedral discrete
di↵erential 1- and 2-forms of the first family and
uniform polynomial degree p

p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

l = 1 edges 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
faces 0 4 12 24 40 60 84
cell 0 6 36 108 240 450 756

l = 2 faces 1 4 9 16 25 36 49
cell 0 12 54 144 300 540 882
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and Coyle (2001a, 2001b) for the use of Legendre polynomials on hexa-
hedra/quadrilaterals. Shape functions for the second family of discrete dif-
ferential forms on tetrahedra with variable polynomial degree are given in
Demkowicz (2001). This survey article also discusses criteria for choosing
basis functions. Issues of implementation are addressed in Vardapetyan and
Demkowicz (1999) and Rachowicz and Demkowicz (2002).

3.5. Interpolation operators

With the spaces W l
p

(⌦h) being completely defined, we may consider ana-

logues of the local interpolation operators ⇧l, which satisfy a commuting
diagram property according to (3.12). The reader should be aware that
these interpolation operators are never needed in an implementation of a
finite element code based on discrete di↵erential forms. In this respect only
the shape functions are relevant. The interpolation operators discussed in
this section are merely theoretical tools. For the same reason as in the
previous section, we take a look at the general situation in dimension n 2 N.

In the case of interpolation operators and local bases alike we find that
their construction is canonical only for Whitney forms, whereas for higher-
order discrete di↵erential forms we have numerous sensible options. First, we
examine moment-based interpolation operators for the first family of simpli-
cial discrete di↵erential forms. Following a classical idea in the field of finite
elements, they are based on degrees of freedom (Ciarlet 1978, Section 2.3),
that is, a set ⇥l

p

(⌦h) of linear forms W l
p

(⌦h) 7! R, such that:

(i) ⇥l
p

(⌦h) is a dual basis of W l
p

(⌦h) (unisolvence);

(ii) to each facet S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m  n, we can associate a set ⇥l
pS

(S) ⇢
⇥l

p

(⌦h). Each  2 ⇥l
p

(⌦h) belongs to exactly one of these sets, and

(!h) = 0 8 2 ⇥l
pR

(R), R 2 Sk(S), l  k  m , tS!h = 0

for every !h 2W l
p

(m). Thus the degrees of freedom have to be local.

Locality suggests a facet-based approach. For each S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m 
n, we find linear forms ⇣i : X l

pS
(S) 7! R, i = 1, . . . , dimX l

pS
(S), that form a

dual basis for X l
pS

(S). Then set ⇣Si := ⇣i � tS and observe that

⇥l
p

(⌦h) := {⇣Si , S 2 Sm(S), l  m  n, i = 1, . . . , dimX l
pS

(S)}

constitutes a set of degrees of freedom meeting both of the above require-
ments. Just note that {⇣Si }i is simply the subset of ⇥l

p

(⌦h) associated with

S. It remains to find degrees of freedom for all X l
pS

(S).
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Theorem 3.8. For every ! 2 X l
p(S), S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m  n, p � m� l,

we have Z

S

! ^ µ = 0 8µ 2 DPm�l
p�m+l(S) , ! = 0.

Proof. (See the proof of Lemma 10 in Hiptmair (1999a).) The proof em-
ploys (descending) induction with respect to l. For l = m we saw that
Xm
p (S)+DPm

0

(S) = DPm
p (S) and the assertion is evident, because for both

DPm
p (S) and DP0

p (S) the vector proxies belong to the same space Pp(S).
In the case l < m, use t@S! = 0 and integration by parts to obtain

Z

S

d! ^ µ = ±
Z

S

! ^ dµ = 0

for all µ 2 DPm�(l+1)

p�m+l+1

(S). As d! 2 X l+1

p (S), the induction hypothesis for

l + 1 involves d! = 0. By definition of X l
p(S) in formula (3.25), we can

conclude that ! 2 DP l
p(S). In particular, we can find a representation

! =
X

I⇢{1,...,m}, |I|=l

�I(�1

, . . . ,�m)�I0d�I , (3.30)

I 0 [ I = {1, . . . ,m}, I \ I 0 = ;, �I 2 Pp�(m�l)(Rm). Here �i, i = 1, . . . ,m,
are local barycentric coordinates of S. Pick µ = �Jd�J , J ⇢ {1, . . . ,m},
|J | = m� l, and verify

Z

S

! ^ µ = ±
Z
�J 0�

2

J d�1

^ · · · ^ d�m.

As µ 2 DPm�l
m�l (S) this has evaluate to zero, which immediately implies

�J 0 = 0, J [ J 0 = {1, . . . ,m}. By varying J , all �I in (3.30) are seen to
vanish. 2

Using well-known formulas for dimensions of spaces of polynomials, it is
immediate that, for m > l,

dimDPm�l
p�m+l(S) =

✓
m

l

◆✓
p+ l

m

◆
= dimX l

p(S).

Moreover, for l = m we calculate dimDP0

p (S) = dimXm
p (S) + dimWm

0

(S).
The agreement of dimensions has an important consequence.

Corollary 3.9. (Unisolvence of higher moments) LetN = dimX l
p(S)

and {�
1

, . . . ,�N} be any bases of DPm�l
p�m+l(S). The functionals

⌘i : X l
p(S) 7! R, ! 7!

Z

S

! ^ �i, i = 1, . . . , N,
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provide a dual basis of X l
p(S) for l < m, or Xm

p (S) + Wm
0

(S) for l = m.

Conversely, any set of degrees of freedom for X l
p(S), l < m, or Xm

p (S) +
Wm

0

(S), respectively, has the above representation.

The degrees of freedom are integrals of an l-form weighted with polyno-
mials. This is why they are called moment-based.

Given degrees of freedom onW l
p

(⌦h) that satisfy (i) and (ii), we can define

the moment-based interpolation operators ⇧l
p

: F l(⌦) 7!W l
p

(⌦h) by

(! �⇧l
p

!) = 0 8 2 ⇥l
p

(⌦h). (3.31)

An important property of the interpolation operators ⇧l for Whitney forms
is commuting diagram property (3.12). If we want this to carry over to
the variable p-version of discrete di↵erential forms, we have to impose the
following minimum degree rule on the local polynomial degrees pS :

8S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m  n : pS  min{pR, R 2 Sm�1

(⌦h), R ⇢ @S}. (3.32)

Theorem 3.10. (Commuting diagram property) If p complies with
(3.32), any moment-based local interpolation operator according to (3.31)
satisfies the commuting diagram property

d �⇧l
p

= ⇧l+1

p

� d.

Proof. For ! 2 DF l,0(⌦), integration by parts yields
Z

S

d(! �⇧l
p

!) ^ µ = ±
Z

S

(Id�⇧l
p

)! ^ dµ+

Z

@S

(Id�⇧l
p

)! ^ µ.

If µ 2 DPm�1�l
p+1�m+l(S), the integrals on the right-hand side represent valid

functionals (in !) for the definition of ⇧l
p

. Hence, by (3.31) the entire right-

hand side evaluates to zero. Observing that dW l
p

(⌦h) 2W l+1

p

(⌦h) gives the
assertion. 2

The moment-based local interpolation operators are perfectly suitable for
discrete di↵erential forms with uniform polynomial degree. Yet the rule
(3.32) is just the opposite of what is usually demanded for variable p-version
finite element schemes, namely

8S 2 Sm(⌦h), l  m  n : pS  min{pT , T 2 Sn(⌦h), S ⇢ @T}. (3.33)

Hence, we will need another class of local projection-based interpolation
operators, also denoted by ⇧l

p

, for which the commuting diagram property

remains true, even if the local polynomial degrees are chosen according to
(3.33). We give their construction for the first family on simplices and
assume non-uniform polynomial degrees p. Thanks to locality, it is su�cient
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to specify ⇧l
p

on a single element T . The following tools are required for all

S 2 Sm(T ), m � l.

• Liftings PLlS : {! 2 X l
pS

(S), d! = 0} 7! X l�1

pS
(S) such that d � PLlS =

Id. An example of such a lifting was explicitly constructed in the proof
of Lemma 3.5. It should be remarked that the liftings PLlS have to be
compatible with the choice of spaces Y l

pS+1

(S). Conversely, their ranges
can even be used to fix these spaces. This approach was pursued in
Hiptmair (1999a) and (2001c).

• Extension operators PElS : X l
pS

(S) 7! W l
pT

(T ) with tS0 � PElS = 0 for
all S0 2 Sm(S) \ {S}. Moreover, the choice of extension operators
on di↵erent cells has to take into account the patch condition (2.20).
Examples include barycentric extensions, but there are many choices.

• Projections PQl
S from l-forms on S onto {! 2 X l

pS
(S), d! = 0}.

Then, given ! 2 DF l,0(T ) its interpolant ⌧h := ⇧l
p

! on T is defined by

the algorithm of Figure 3.5. Observe that, for l = 0, the extensions are the
only relevant mappings and Figure 3.5 describes the common interpolation
procedure for p-version Lagrangian finite elements.

Lemma 3.11. The projection-based interpolation operators

⇧l
p

: DF l,0(T ) 7!W l
p

(T )

are linear projections and possess the commuting diagram property.

Proof. Both assertions of the theorem can be established by simple induc-
tion arguments inspired by the recursive definition of ⇧l

p

in Figure 3.5. 2

!  ! �⇧l!; ⌧
h

:= ⇧l!;
for(m = l;m  n;m+ +)
{

foreach (S 2 S
m

(T ))
{
⇠
h

:= PLl+1
S

(PQl+1
S

d(t
S

!));
⌘
h

:= PLl
S

(PQl

S

(t
S

! � ⇠
h

));
⇣
h

:= PEl
S

⇠
h

+ d(PEl�1
S

⌘
h

);
!  ! � ⇣

h

; ⌧
h

 ⌧
h

+ ⇣
h

;
}

}

Figure 3.5. Algorithm defining the local projection-based
interpolation operator ⇧l

p through the computation of

⌧
h

:= ⇧l

p!
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From now on we will always take for granted that the families of spaces
of discrete di↵erential forms are equipped with local interpolation operators
⇧l
p, ⇧l

p

, for which the commuting diagram property holds.

Bibliographical notes
The moment-based degrees of freedom are the classical choice for spaces
of discrete di↵erential forms, when introduced as ‘mixed finite elements’
(Nédélec 1980, Nédélec 1986, Brezzi and Fortin 1991). The projection-based
construction is due to Demkowicz et al. (Demkowicz, Monk, Schwab and
Vardapetyan 1999, Monk and Demkowicz 2001, Demkowicz and Babuška
2001).

3.6. Interpolation estimates

Eventually discrete di↵erential forms are meant to approximate integral
forms representing physical fields. To gauge their e�cacy, we study how
well di↵erential forms can be approximated by their discrete counterparts in
the natural metric provided by the energy norms. Often, su�cient inform-
ation can be obtained from examining the interpolation error for the local
projections. By and large, this can be accomplished drawing on techniques
developed for Lagrangian finite elements.

Due to their relevance for electromagnetism, we will largely restrict our
attention to 1-forms in three dimensions. In addition, we will chiefly consider
discrete forms on tetrahedral triangulations. Approximation by discrete
di↵erential forms can be enhanced in two ways:

(1) by using finer meshes (h-version of discrete di↵erential forms), and

(2) by raising the polynomial degree p on a fixed mesh (p-version of discrete
di↵erential forms).

The h-version of discrete di↵erential forms, that is, the case of fixed uniform
polynomial degree p 2 N

0

will be investigated first. In this case moment-
based local interpolation operators are natural. Following the classical ap-
proach (Ciarlet 1978, Section 3.1), for a mesh ⌦h we introduce its shape
regularity measure by

⇢(⌦h) := max
T2S

3

(⌦h)

⇢T , ⇢T := hT /rT ,

where hT := max{|x � y|, x,y 2 T} is the diameter of a cell T , and rT :=
max{9x 2 T : |x � y|  ⇢ ) y 2 T} is the radius of the largest inscribed
ball. We remark that ⇢(⌦h) can be computed from bounds for the largest
and smallest angles enclosed by faces of the tetrahedra. From now on the
index h of ⌦h should be read as meshwidth

h := max{hT , T 2 S3

(⌦h)}. (3.34)
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Techniques based on the pullback of di↵erential forms are instrumental in
getting interpolation estimates. They are available if the spaces of discrete
di↵erential forms in ⌦h are a�ne-equivalent in the following sense. There is
a reference simplex bT such that the local space on any T 2 S

3

(⌦h) can be
obtained from that on bT via a�ne pullback (cf. (2.16)–(2.19))

W l
p(T ) = (��1

T )⇤W l
p(bT ), (3.35)

where �T : bT 7! T , �(bx) := BT bx + tT , BT 2 R3,3 regular, tT 2 R3, is the
unique a�ne mapping taking bT to T . Moreover, the local projections on bT
and a�ne pullbacks must commute:

⇧l
p|T � (��1

T )⇤ = (��1

T )⇤ �⇧l
p|T . (3.36)

We saw in Section 3.2 that Whitney forms are a�ne-equivalent. For higher-
order discrete di↵erential forms this can be ensured by first constructing the
local spaces on a reference element. Afterwards (3.35) is used to get all local
spaces. The relationship (3.36) is enforced by using a�ne pullbacks, too, in
order to assemble the local interpolation operators from those on bT (cf. the
discussion in Section 4 of Hiptmair (2001c)).

For the rest of the article we fix bT to be the customary reference tetra-
hedron spanned by the canonical basis vectors in Euclidean space R3. Using
this, we find, for every T 2 S

3

(⌦h) (Ciarlet 1978, Theorem 3.1.3),

kBTk  4⇢ThT , kB�1

T k  ⇢Th
�1

T ,

| det BT |  6h3

T , | det BT |�1  1

8⇡⇢Th
�3

T ,

with kBT k standing for the Euclidean matrix norm. The gist of a�ne equi-
valence techniques is to use these estimates in combination with the pullback
formulas (2.16)–(2.19) for vector proxies. Thanks to (3.36) any local inter-
polation error can then be bounded in terms of interpolation errors on bT .

The estimates of interpolation errors on bT rely on extra smoothness of
the fields, which is measured by certain Sobolev (semi-)norms of the (com-
ponents of the) vector proxies. For a vector proxy u = (u

1

, . . . , uK), K 2 N,
they read

|u|2Hm
(⌦)

:=
KX

k=1

Z

⌦

|Dmuk(x)|2 dx, m 2 N
0

,

|u|2Hs
(⌦)

:=
KX

k=1

Z

⌦

Z

⌦

|uk(x)� uk(y)|2
|x� y|3+2s

dxdy, 0  s < 1.

The associated Sobolev spaces of vector proxies are Hm(⌦) and Hs(⌦).
The behaviour of these norms under the pullbacks given by (2.16)–(2.18)
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has to be examined. We include the well-known estimates for 0-forms in
order to highlight the pattern.

Lemma 3.12. (Transformation of norms under pullbacks) Let T =
�T (bT ) be the image of the reference tetrahedron under the bijective a�ne
mapping �T , �T (bx) := BT bx + tT as above. Then, for all m 2 N

0

and all
vector-fields/functions in Hm(T )/Hm(T ),
���F0

�T
v
���
2

Hm
(T )

 kBTk2m | det BT |�1 |v|2Hm
(T )

 C⇢Th
2m�3

T |v|2Hm
(T )

,
���F1

�T
u
���
2

m
(T )

 kBTk2+2m| det BT |�1 |u|2 m
(T )

 C⇢Th
2m�1

T |u|2 m
(T )

,
���F2

�T
u
���
2

m
(T )

 kBTk2m
��B�1

T

��2 | det BT | |u|2 m
(T )

 C⇢Th
2m+1

T |u|2 m
(T )

,

with universal constants C > 0. For any 0  s < 1, we have
���F0

�T
v
���
2

Hs
(T )

 kBT k2s+3 | det BT |�2 |v|2Hs
(T )

 C⇢Th
2s�3

T |v|2Hs
(T )

,
���F1

�T
u
���
2

s
(T )

 kBT k2s+5| det BT |�2 |u|2 s
(T )

 C⇢Th
2s�1

T |u|2 s
(T )

,
���F2

�T
u
���
2

s
(T )

 kBT k2s+3

��B�1

T

��2 |u|2 s
(T )

 C⇢Th
2s+1

T |u|2 s
(T )

,

for all functions/vector-fields in Hs(T ), where C > 0 are universal con-
stants.7

Proof. Using the pullback formulas (2.16)–(2.18), the definitions of the
norms, and the transformation formulas for integrals, everything reduces to
elementary calculations. For the fractional Sobolev norms the trick is to use

|x� y| = |BTB�1

T (x� y)|  kBT k |B�1

T (x� y)|.
The details can be looked up in Ciarlet (1978, Theorem 3.1.2), Alonso and
Valli (1999, Section 5), and Ciarlet, Jr, and Zou (1999, Section 3). 2

A first application of Lemma 3.12 confirms the h-uniform L2-stability of
local bases of W l

p(⌦h). If the local shape functions on any T 2 S
3

(⌦h)

are obtained by means of a�ne pullback from those on bT , we find, for all
↵

b

2 C,

C
X

b

↵2

b

kbk2
2

(⌦)

 k
X

b

↵
b

bk2
2

(⌦)

 C
X

b

↵2

b

kbk2
2

(⌦)

, (3.37)

7 Most of the estimates will be asymptotic in nature, featuring ‘generic constants’, for
which the symbol C, sometimes tagged with a subscript, is used throughout. The value
of these generic constants may vary between di↵erent occurrences, but it will always be
made clear what they depend upon. When the h-version of discrete di↵erential forms
is considered, the constants may not depend on meshwidth.
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where b runs through the set of basis functions of W l
p(⌦h) and the constants

depend on p and ⇢(⌦h) only. For 0-form the constants do not even depend
on ⇢(⌦h), but this can not be expected for l > 0. The transformation rules
of Lemma 3.12 also establish a Bernstein-type inverse estimate for discrete
1-forms: for all uh 2W1

p (⌦h) we find

kcurl uhk 2

(⌦)

 Ch�1 kuhk 2

(⌦)

,

with C = C(⇢(⌦h)) > 0.
A�ne equivalence techniques owe their power to Bramble–Hilbert ar-

guments on the reference element (Ciarlet 1978, Section 3.1). These are
available if, firstly, the interpolation operators b⇧l

p on bT preserve spaces of
polynomials. Secondly, they have to be continuous on spaces of su�ciently
smooth functions. The latter requirement is addressed by the following
lemma (cf. Lemma 4.7 in Amrouche et al. (1998)).

Lemma 3.13. (Continuity of edge moments) Let ê be an edge of the

reference element bT and F̂ be a face adjacent to ê. If ' 2 W 1�1/q
q (ê) with

1 < q < 2, then, for p�1 + q�1 = 1, any smooth vector-field u on bT , and
C = C(p) > 0,

����
Z

ê
'u · ds

����  C
�
kcurl uk

Lp(T )

+ k�
t

ukLp( ˆF )

�
k'k

W
1�1/q
q (ê)

.

Proof. Denote by '̄ the extension by zero of ' to @F̂ . As smooth func-

tions with compact support are dense in W
1�1/q
q (ê), we also have '̄ 2

W
1�1/q
q (@F̂ ). By Theorem 1.5.1.3 in Grisvard (1985) we can extend '̄ to a

function '̂ 2 W 1

q (F̂ ) in a stable fashion. Again, '̂ can be extended by zero

onto @ bT , which yields a function '̃ 2 W
1�1/q
q (@ bT ). Once more appealing

to Theorem 1.5.1.3 in Grisvard (1985), we extend '̃ to '̌ 2 W 1

q (bT ). The
continuity of these extensions is reflected by the norm estimates

k'̌k
W 1

q (T )

 C k'̃k
W

1�1/q
q (@T )

 C k'̂kW 1

q (

ˆF )

 C k'̄k
W

1�1/q
q (@ ˆF )

 C k'k
W

1�1/q
q (ê)

,

where C stands for generic positive constants depending only on p. Next,
we use integration by parts, more precisely Stokes’ theorem on F̂ combined
with Green’s formula in bT :Z

ê

'u · ds =

Z

@ ˆF

'̄u · ds =

Z

ˆF

curl(u'̄) · ndS

=

Z

ˆF

'̂ curl u · ndS �
Z

ˆF

(u⇥ grad '̂) · ndS
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=

Z

@T

'̃ curl u · ndS +

Z

ˆF

grad '̂ · (u⇥ n) dS

=

Z

T

grad '̌ · curl udx +

Z

ˆF

grad '̂ · (u⇥ n) dS.

Thus, by Hölder’s inequality,
�����

Z

ê

'u · ds
�����  k'̌kW 1

q (T )

kcurl uk
Lp(T )

+ k'̂kW 1

q (

ˆF )

k�
t

ukLp( ˆF )

.

Along with the stability of the extensions this gives the result. 2

Transformations of Lp-norms are awkward to handle. Thus it is desirable
to switch back to Sobolev spaces Hs(bT ), for which Lemma 3.12 provides
transformation rules. This can be achieved by means of the continuous
embedding (Adams 1975, Section 5.4)

Hs(bT ) ,! L
6

3�2s (bT ), 0  s <
3

2
,

and the continuity of the tangential trace mappings

(�
t

)| ˆF :H
1

2

+s(bT ) 7!Hs(F̂ ), s > 0,

for each face F̂ of bT . Recall that the moment-based interpolation operators
for discrete 1-forms rely on weighted path integrals along edges, moments of
tangential traces on faces and weighted integrals over cells. The weights are
fixed polynomials. For s > 1

2

the continuity on Hs( bT ) of d.o.f. associated
with faces and cells is straightforward. This gives continuity

��b⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )

 C
⇣
kuk s

(T )

+ kcurl uk s� 1

2

(T )

⌘
(3.38)

for all su�ciently smooth u, s > 1

2

, with C > 0 depending only on s and p.

Theorem 3.14. (Moment-based interpolation estimates for discrete
1-forms) For any tetrahedral mesh ⌦h with meshwidth h > 0, s 2]1

2

; 1[[N,
and a�ne equivalent discrete 1-forms W1

p (⌦h) of uniform polynomial degree
p 2 N

0

, we have the interpolation error estimate
��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(⌦)

 Chmin{s,p+1}� kuk s
(⌦)

+ kcurl uk s
(⌦)

�

for all su�ciently smooth vector-fields u, with C > 0 depending only on the
shape regularity measure of the mesh ⌦h, s, and the specification of b⇧1

p.

Proof. First, we treat the case s = m 2 N. Pick any T 2 S
3

(⌦h). Then
use (3.36) and the transformation rule for the L2(T )-norm of 1-forms from
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Lemma 3.12 and note that W1

p (bT ) contains all polynomials of degree  p.
This gives

ku�⇧1

p|Tuk2
2

(T )

 C⇢(⌦h)hTkF1

�T
(u� b⇧1

pu)k2
2

(T )

 C⇢(⌦h)hTk(Id�b⇧1

p)buk2 2

(T )

 C⇢(⌦h)hT inf
p2(Pp(T ))

3

⇣
kbu� pk2 m0

(T )

+ kcurl(bu� p)k2 r� 1

2

(T )

⌘

 C⇢(⌦h)hT
⇣
|bu|2 m0

(T )

+ |curl bu|2 m0
(T )

⌘

for bu := F1

�T
u, m0 = min{m, p + 1}, and constants depending only on

p and m. The final step rests on the Peetre–Tartar lemma (Girault and
Raviart 1986, Theorem 2.1), which shows the existence of C = C(m0) > 0,
such that, for all smooth bu,

inf
p2(Pp(T ))

3

⇣
kbu� pk m0

(T )

+ kcurl(bu� p)k m0
(T )

⌘

 C
⇣
|bu| m0

(T )

+ |curl bu| m0
(T )

⌘
.

The remaining semi-norms have to be taken back to T using the transform-
ation rules of 1-forms for u and those for 2-forms for curl u. This gives

��u�⇧1

p|Tu
��2

2

(T )

 C⇢(⌦h)h
2m0
T

⇣
|u|2 m0

(T )

+ |curl u|2 m0
(T )

⌘
,

and the assertion for integer s follows by adding these estimates for all cells.
If 1

2

< s < 1, we adapt the above arguments and find

ku�⇧1

p|Tuk2
2

(T )

 C inf
p2(P

0

(T ))

3

⇣
kbu� pk2 s

(T )

+ kcurl buk2 s� 1

2

(T )

⌘

 C⇢(⌦h)hT
⇣
|bu|2 s

(T )

+ kcurl buk2
2

(T )

+ |curl bu|2 s� 1

2

(T )

⌘
,

where a Bramble–Hilbert argument in fractional Sobolev spaces was in-
voked (Dupont and Scott 1980, Proposition 6.1). Then an application of
Lemma 3.12 finishes the proof. 2

In a similar fashion to Lemma 3.13, the following result can be established.

Lemma 3.15. (Continuity of face moments) For a face F̂ of the ref-

erence element bT and ' 2W 1�1/q
q (F̂ ) with 1 < q < 2, we have

����
Z

ˆF
'u · ndS

����  C
⇣
kuk p

(T )

+ kdivukL2

(T )

⌘
k'k

W
1�1/q
q (

ˆF )

,
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for any smooth vector-field u on bT , and C = C(p) > 0.

From this lemma we conclude the continuity
��b⇧2

pu
��

2

(T )

 C
⇣
kuk s

(T )

+ kdivuk
L2

(T )

⌘
(3.39)

for all s > 0 and C = C(s, p) > 0. In the same fashion as Theorem 3.14, we
can establish the following interpolation error estimate.

Theorem 3.16. (Moment-based interpolation estimate for discrete
2-forms) Let ⌦h be a tetrahedral mesh with meshwidth h, and ⇧2

p the local
projection onto a space W2

p (⌦h) belonging to the first family of discrete 2-
forms on ⌦h. Then

��u�⇧2

pu
��

2

(⌦)

 Chmin{s,p+1}
⇣
kuk s

(⌦)

+ kdivukHmax{0,s}
(⌦)

⌘

for all su�ciently smooth vector-fields u, s 2]0, 1[[N, and with a constant
C = C(s, p, ⇢(⌦h)) > 0.

This result has been included because, thanks to the commuting diagram
property ⇧2

p�curl = curl �⇧1

p, we can instantly infer interpolation estimates
for 1-forms in the kcurl ·k

2

(⌦)

-seminorm.

Corollary 3.17. If u belongs to the domain of ⇧1

p and curl u is su�ciently
smooth, we have, for all s > 0,

��curl(u�⇧1

pu)
��

2

(⌦)

 Chmin{s,p+1} kcurl uk s
(⌦)

with a constant C = C(s, p) > 0 independent of u.

Bibliographical notes
Some more technical details on moment-based interpolation estimates can
be found in Girault and Raviart (1986, Chapter 3, Section 5), Alonso and
Valli (1999, Section 5), and Ciarlet, Jr, and Zou (1999, Section 3).

Remark 9. All the above estimates hinge on the shape regularity measure,
which deteriorates even for tetrahedra like

T = [(0, 0, 0)T , (h
1

, 0, 0)T , (0, h
2

, 0)T , (0, 0, h
3

)T ]

when h
1

, h
2

, h
3

di↵er strongly. We may recall the advice from Section 3.2:
it is known that the usual interpolation estimates for the standard local in-
terpolation operator for Whitney 0-forms still hold on such elements with
the local interpolation error depending on max{h

1

, h
2

, h
3

} only (Apel and
Dobrowolski 1992, Apel 1999). A corresponding result was shown for Whit-
ney 2-forms in Nicaise (2001) and Apel, Nicaise and Schöberl (2001). We
may conjecture that Whitney 1-forms behave identically, but proof is at
present elusive (Some preliminary investigations for edge elements have been
conducted by Nicaise (2001)). 4
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Remark 10. For the first family of discrete di↵erential forms we get the
same order of the interpolation error in theL2(⌦)-norm and the kcurl ·k

2

(⌦)

-
seminorm. This is surprising because one would expect the application of
curl to reduce one power of h in the error estimate. 4

Remark 11. The spaces W̌ l
p(⌦h) of the second family of discrete di↵er-

ential forms locally contain all polynomials up to a total degree of p + 1.
Therefore, in Theorem 3.14 the order of the interpolation error can be raised
to p + 2, smoothness of u permitting. No improvement in the estimate of
Theorem 3.16 can be achieved. Thus, the second family really displays the
typical poorer decrease of the interpolation error in norms involving a dif-
ferential operator. From the perspective of theoretical results it is hard
to assess the gain from using the second family in Galerkin schemes: the
simultaneous approximation of the vector-field and its curl will always be
needed. Therefore the curl of the interpolation error u�⇧1

pu will dominate
in a priori error estimates (cf. Sections 4 and 5). 4

Remark 12. For parametric elements, that is, the case of a general dif-
feomorphism �T : bT 7! T , apart from the infimum/supremum on bT of the
expressions kD�T (bx)k, | detD�T (bx)|, norms of higher derivatives of �T

enter the bounds of Lemma 3.12. This renders the shape regularity meas-
ure an inadequate tool for the analysis of interpolation errors (Girault and
Raviart (1986, Chapter I, A.2) and Ciarlet (1978, Chapter 4, Section 4.3)).
We also have to impose bounds for the deviation of �T from an a�ne map-
ping. No investigations have yet been carried out for discrete 1-forms, but
the results for Lagrangian finite elements should carry over. 4

For the p-version of discrete di↵erential forms, the projection-based in-
terpolation operators have to be considered. Their continuity properties
are crucial. These hinge on the continuity of the mappings PLlS , PElS , and
PQl

S used for the definition of the interpolation operators in Section 3.5.
We examine these separately for tetrahedral discrete 1-forms, starting with
lifting mappings. As ⌦h is fixed and the interpolation is local, we need only
scrutinize a single element T . All argument functions are supposed to be
su�ciently smooth and the rule (3.33) is to be in e↵ect.

• For any edge e the lifting PL1

e amounts to integration along e. We
conclude that, uniformly in the polynomial degree p,

��PL1

e(u)
��
L2

(e)
 C

 
kukH�1

(e) +

�����

Z

e

l(s)u(s) ds

�����

!
,

where l(s) is a linear function on e vanishing at one endpoint and
assuming the value 1 at the other.
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• For a triangular face F and a tetrahedral cell T , the liftings PL1

F ,
PL1

T boil down to finding scalar potentials, that is, gradPL1

Su = u,
S 2 {F, T}, in terms of vector proxies. Imposing vanishing averages on
the scalar potentials, it is elementary that, uniformly in p and u,

��PL1

S(u)
��
H1

(S)

 C kuk
2

(S)

, S 2 {F, T}.

• The lifting mappings PL2

F , F face, and PL2

T , T cell, for 2-forms are
to yield vector potentials with zero boundary conditions. Suitable
mappings can be constructed as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 based on
the Poincaré mapping. The L2-continuity of the Poincaré mapping
(confirmed by applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to (3.21)) com-
bined with extension theorems for polynomials, known in the theory
of p-version Lagrangian finite elements (Babuška, Craig, Mandel and
Pitkäranta 1991, Section 7), gives

��PL2

S(u)
��

2

(S)

 C kuk
2

(S)

, S 2 {F, T},

with C > 0 independent of u and p. Details in the case of faces can be
found in Demkowicz and Babuška (2001, Section 3).

As mappings PQ1

e we choose H�1(e)-orthogonal projections. All the other
required projections PQ1

F , PQ2

F , F face, and PQ1

T , PQ2

T , T cell, may be
L2(S)-orthogonal, S 2 {F, T}.

Finally, the extensions PE0

e, e edge, and PE0

F , F face, are extensions of
polynomials with zero traces on @e and @F , respectively. We demand that
they satisfy

��PE0

e(q)
��
H1

(T )

 C kqkL2

(e),
��PE0

F (q)
��
H1

(T )

 C kqkH1

(F )

,

for all admissible polynomials q and uniformly in p. For the extension PE0

e

a related result can be found in Pavarino and Widlund (1996, Section 4.4).
The existence of a stable extension from the faces can be concluded from
Munoz-Solar (1997, Theorem 1). One more extension PE1

F of polynomial
vector-fields on faces is needed. Unfortunately, no results about possible
p-uniformly continuous constructions are available. Therefore we make the
assumption that, for all p and u 2 X 1

p (F ),
��PE1

F (u)
��

2

(T )

 C kuk
2

(F )

. (3.40)

From Adams (1975, Theorem 7.58) we learn the continuous embedding of

H1(I) into W
1�1/q
q (I), 1  q  2, for a bounded interval I ⇢ R. Re-

calling Lemma 3.13, we conclude, for any edge e of T , su�ciently smooth
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vector-fields u, and q > 2, that

ku · tekH�1

(e) +

�����

Z

e

l(s)u(s) ds

�����  C
⇣
kcurl ukLq(T )

+ k�
t

ukLq(F )

⌘

with C = C(q, T ) > 0. As in Lemma 3.13, F has to be a face of T adjacent
to e, and te stands for a unit vector in the direction of e. A straightforward
inspection of the construction given in Figure 3.5, the above stabilities of
liftings and projections, and embeddings and standard trace theorems for
Sobolev spaces thus reward us with the continuity

��⇧1

p|Tu
��

2

(T )

 C
⇣
kuk

1

2

+s
(T )

+ kcurl uk s
(T )

⌘
, (3.41)

with C = C(s, T ) > 0 independent of p and for any s > 0.

Theorem 3.18. (p-interpolation for discrete 1-forms) Under the as-
sumptions made above, the projection-based interpolation operators ⇧1

p,
p 2 N

0

, satisfy

��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(⌦)

 Cp
1

2

�✏
⇣
kuk

1

(⌦)

+ kcurl uk
1

(⌦)

⌘
,

for any ✏ > 0, and for all su�ciently smooth vector-fields u satisfying C =
C(⇢(⌦h), ✏) > 0 independent of p. For all r > 1 and ✏ > 0 we have, with
C = C(r, ✏, ⇢(⌦h)) > 0,

��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(⌦)

 Cpr�1�✏ kuk r
(⌦)

.

Proof. Thanks to scaling arguments it su�ces to consider a single ele-
ment T . Pick u 2 H1(T ), curl u 2 H1(T ), and use the decomposition of
Lemma 2.6

u =  + grad',  2H2(T ), ' 2 H2(T ).

Since ' is continuous on T , ⇧0

p' is well defined. The same holds true for
⇧1

p and we can use the commuting diagram property in order to get
��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )


�� �⇧1

p 
��

2

(T )

+
��'�⇧0

p'
��
H1

(T )

.

The interpolation operators ⇧1

p and ⇧0

p locally preserve polynomials of degree
p and p+ 1, respectively. Thus,

��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )

 inf
p2(Pp(T ))

3

��(Id�⇧1

p)( � p)
��

2

(T )

+ inf
p2Pp+1

(T )

��(Id�⇧0

p)('� p)
��
H1

(T )

.
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The p-uniform continuity of the interpolation operators leads to

l
��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )



C

✓
inf

p2(Pp(T ))

3

k � pk
1+✏

(T )

+ inf
p2Pp+1

(T )

k'� pk
H

3

2

+✏
(T )

◆
,

for any ✏ > 0 and with C = C(✏, T ) > 0. Standard estimates for best
approximation by polynomials (Braess and Schwab 2000, Theorem 3.3) and
the stability of the splitting yield the first assertion. Using the continuity

��⇧1

p|Tu
��

2

(T )

 C kuk
1+s

(T )

8u 2H1+s(T ),

the proof of the second only involves the last two steps in the above consid-
erations. 2

Bibliographical notes
Estimates for a projection-based interpolation operator for discrete 1-forms
in 2D are given in Demkowicz and Babuška (2001). Approximation estimates
for higher-order discrete 1-forms on quadrilaterals and hexahedra are covered
in Monk (1994) and Ainsworth and Pinchedez (2001).

4. Maxwell eigenvalue problem

In our first model problem ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) plays the role of a bounded cavity
filled with non-conducting dielectric material and lined by ideally conducting
walls. The material parameters ✏,µ are supposed to be piecewise constant.
We aim to compute resonant frequencies and related eigenmodes of ⌦, that
is, both ! 6= 0 and electromagnetic fields have to be determined, such that
Maxwell’s equations (2.1), (2.2) and �

t

e = 0 on @⌦ are satisfied. This task
is called the (electric) Maxwell eigenvalue problem.

Following the reasoning in Section 2.3, primal and dual variational formu-
lations of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem can be derived. In terms of vector
proxies the primal, e-based formulation reads: Find e 2H

0

(curl; ⌦), ! 6= 0
such that
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

= !2

�
✏e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

8e0 2H
0

(curl; ⌦). (4.1)

The dual, h-based formulation seeks h 2H(curl; ⌦), ! 6= 0, such that
�
✏�1 curl h, curl h0

�
2

(⌦)

= !2

�
µh,h0

�
2

(⌦)

8h0 2H(curl; ⌦). (4.2)

The treatment of (4.1) and (4.2) is very similar. In the following we restrict
our attention to (4.1).
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4.1. Embeddings

As far as structure is concerned, the eigenvalue problem (4.1) much re-
sembles the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for the Laplacian. However, the
infinite-dimensional kernel of curl introduces a pronounced di↵erence: In
contrast to � the operator curl curl fails to have a compact resolvent in
L2(⌦). A fundamental prerequisite for the application of the powerful Riesz–
Schauder spectral theory for compact operators is missing.

Yet, as can be seen by testing with irrotational functions, due to ! 6= 0,
(4.1) can be equivalently stated on the space

Z
0

(✏,⌦) := {u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦), (✏u, z)
2

(⌦)

= 0 8z 2H
0

(curl 0; ⌦)}. (4.3)

Seek e 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦), ! 6= 0 such that
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

= !2

�
✏e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

8e0 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦). (4.4)

The advantage of the formulation (4.4) is clear from the following funda-
mental embedding result. To state it, we let ↵ denote a generic piecewise
smooth metric tensor and introduce the Hilbert space

X
0

(↵,⌦) := {u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦), div(↵u) 2 L2(⌦)},
equipped with the natural graph norm. It is essential that the extra con-
straint on the divergence involved in the definition of X

0

(↵,⌦) enforces a
slightly enhanced regularity of the vector-fields (cf. Amrouche et al. (1998,
Proposition 3.7)).

Theorem 4.1. There exists s
0

> 0 such that the space X
0

(↵,⌦) is con-
tinuously embedded in Hs(⌦) for all s < s

0

. If ↵ is uniformly Lipschitz-
continuous, we can choose s

0

> 1

2

.

Proof. Pick any u 2 X
0

(↵,⌦) and use the stable regular decomposition
from Lemma 2.4:

u =  + grad',  2H1(⌦) \H
0

(curl; ⌦), ' 2 H1

0

(⌦). (4.5)

Formally, we find that ' satisfies

' 2 H1

0

(⌦) : �div(↵grad') = div(↵ )� div(↵u). (4.6)

Since ↵ is piecewise smooth and  2H1(⌦), we conclude that div(↵ ) 2
H� 1

2

�✏(⌦) for any ✏ > 0.
Now we invoke lifting theorems for the Dirichlet problem for second-order

elliptic operators on curvilinear Lipschitz polyhedra, and in the case of piece-
wise smooth coe�cients. These can be found in Dauge (1988) and Costabel
et al. (1999, Section 4). They guarantee the existence of s⇤

Dir

(↵) > 1 such
that for all 1  t < s⇤

Dir

(↵), the solution of

� 2 H1

0

(⌦) : div(↵grad�) = f 2 Ht�2(⌦) in ⌦
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satisfies ' 2 Ht(⌦) and k'kHt
(⌦)

 C kfkHt�2

(⌦)

. This sophisticated result
is obtained by studying corner, edge and interface singularities of solutions
of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian. Thus, we learn that ' 2 Ht(⌦)
for all t < min{s⇤

Dir

(↵), 3

2

}, which involves the first assertion of the theorem
with s

0

:= min{s⇤
Dir

(↵)� 1, 1

2

}.
To get the second, remember that it is known from the work of Dauge

(1988, Chapter 6) (see also Costabel and Dauge (1998)) that s⇤
Dir

(I) > 3

2

.
Further, note that for uniformly Lipschitz-continuous ↵ the right-hand side
in (4.6) belongs to L2(⌦). 2

The same technique enables us to establish another embedding theorem
(cf. Amrouche et al. (1998, Proposition 3.7) and Hazard and Lenoir (1996,
Lemma B8)).

Lemma 4.2. If u 2 H(curl; ⌦), div(↵u) = 0, and �
n

(↵u) = 0 on @⌦,
then there exists r

0

> 0 such that u 2Hr(⌦) for all 0 < r < r
0

and

kuk r
(⌦)

 C
⇣
kuk

2

(⌦)

+ kcurl uk
2

(⌦)

+ kdiv(↵u)kL2

(⌦)

⌘
,

with C = C(⌦, r) > 0. If ↵ is uniformly Lipschitz-continuous, then we can
choose r

0

> 1

2

.

Recalling Rellich’s theorem for scales of classical Sobolev space we can
infer a compact embedding (cf. Amrouche et al. (1998, Theorem 2.8) and
Jochmann (1997)).

Corollary 4.3. The embedding X
0

(✏,⌦) ,! L2(⌦) is compact.

This compact embedding immediately implies a Poincaré–Friedrichs-type
inequality, because div(✏u) = 0 for all u 2 Z

0

(✏,⌦).

Corollary 4.4. (Poincaré–Friedrichs-type inequality) There is a con-
stant C > 0 depending on ⌦ only, such that

kuk
2

(⌦)

 C kcurl uk
2

(⌦)

8u 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦).

Therefore, by the Lax–Milgram lemma, the variational equation
�
µ�1 curlTu, curl u0

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
✏u,u0

�
L2

(⌦)

8u0 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦),

defines a continuous operator T : L2(⌦) 7! Z
0

(✏,⌦), which is compact as
an operator T : L2(⌦) 7! L2(⌦). As such, T is also self-adjoint by virtue of
the symmetry of the bilinear forms involved in its definition.

By means of T the eigenvalue problem (4.4) can be recast as
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

= !2

�
µ�1 curlTe, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

8e0 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦),

and converted into the operator eigenvalue problem

Te = !�2e.
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Thus, the Riesz–Schauder theory for the spectrum of compact, self-adjoint
operators in Hilbert space implies that (4.1) has an increasing sequence
0 < !

1

< !
2

< · · · of nonzero real ‘Maxwell eigenvalues’ tending to 1.
They all have finite multiplicity and the corresponding eigenspaces are mu-
tually L2(⌦)-orthogonal. Hence, by switching to the complement Z

0

(✏,⌦)
of Ker(curl) we have recovered a situation typical of second-order elliptic
eigenproblems. We point out that !k 2 R makes it possible to work with
real field amplitudes only, when solving a Maxwell eigenvalue problem.

Bibliographical notes
The main reference for this section is Amrouche et al. (1998, Sections 2,3).
The statement of Corollary 4.3 was first proved in Weber (1980) and can also
be found in Picard (1984), and an extension to mixed boundary conditions
can be found in Jochmann (1997).

4.2. Fortin projectors

Using the space W1

p,0(⌦h) := H
0

(curl; ⌦) \W1

p (⌦h) of discrete 1-forms on
a triangulation ⌦h of ⌦ a Galerkin discretization of (4.1) is straightforward.
Seek eh 2W1

p,0(⌦h), !h 6= 0 such that
�
µ�1 curl eh, curl e0h

�
2

(⌦)

= !2

h

�
✏eh, e

0
h

�
2

(⌦)

8e0h 2W1

p,0(⌦h). (4.7)

Below we examine the convergence of !h and uh for the h-version of discrete
di↵erential forms. Throughout we take for granted a�ne equivalence of the
spaces W1

p,0(⌦h) and W2

p,0(⌦h) of discrete forms as well as the commuting

diagram property for the moment-based local projectors ⇧1

p and ⇧2

p.
Parallel to the continuous case, a variational problem equivalent to (4.7)

can be posed on the space

Zh,0(✏,⌦h) =

{uh 2W1

p,0(⌦h), (✏uh, zh) 2

(⌦)

= 0 8zh 2W1

p,0(⌦h) \Ker(curl)}.
Does this pave the way for studying the approximation of Maxwell eigenval-
ues along the same lines as for the discrete Laplacian, namely by appealing
to the theory of eigenvalue approximation for self-adjoint positive definite
operators with compact resolvent? Unfortunately, this hope is dashed by
the observation that, in general,

Zh,0(✏,⌦h) 6⇢ Z0

(✏,⌦).

Bluntly speaking, in terms of (4.4) the variational problem (4.7) when re-
stricted to Zh,0(✏,⌦h) is a non-conforming discretization. What is available
in this case is the theory of spectral approximation of compact operators
from Babuška and Osborn (1991). It requires us to introduce a discrete
operator Th : L2(⌦) 7! Zh,0(✏,⌦h) that approximates T. To begin with, we
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H0(curl 0; ⌦)

Z0(✏,⌦)

Z
h,0(✏,⌦h1)

Z
h,0(✏,⌦h2)

Z
h,0(✏,⌦h3)

h! 0

Figure 4.1. Graphical illustration of the message of
Lemma 4.5. The plane of the paper represents
H(curl; ⌦) with its natural geometry

badly need a link between Z
0

(✏,⌦) and its non-conforming approximating
space Zh,0(✏,⌦h). It is provided by the Hodge mapping H :H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7!
Z

0

(✏,⌦), an (✏·, ·)
2

(⌦)

-orthogonal projection, defined by

H u 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦) : curlH u = curl u, u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦). (4.8)

Thanks to Corollary 4.4 this is a valid definition, because an element of
Z

0

(✏,⌦) is already uniquely determined by its curl. By the following ap-
proximation result we see that Z

0

(✏,⌦) and Zh,0(✏,⌦h) are close on fine
meshes, provided that ✏ is regular enough: the gap between them will shrink
to zero as h! 0, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Lemma 4.5. (Approximation estimate for the Hodge map on Zh,0)
If ✏ is uniformly Lipschitz-continuous, we have

kuh � H uhk 2

(⌦)

 Chs kcurl uhk 2

(⌦)

8uh 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h),

for 1

2

< s < s
0

, s
0

from Theorem 4.1, and a constant C > 0 depending only
on s, ✏, ⌦, and the shape regularity of ⌦h.

The proof will make use of the following technical result.

Lemma 4.6. Let 1

2

< s  1, and u 2 Hs(⌦) \H
0

(curl; ⌦). If curl u
belongs to the space W2

p,0(⌦h) of discrete 2-forms on ⌦h, then
��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(⌦)

 Chs |u| s
(⌦)

,

with C = C(⌦, s, p, ⇢(⌦h)) > 0 independent of u and h.
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Proof. The idea of the proof can be found in Amrouche et al. (1998,
Section 4). Consider a single element T 2 S

3

(⌦h). We conclude from
Lemma 3.13 and trace/embedding theorems for Sobolev spaces that the

moment-based local interpolant ⇧l
p|Tu is well defined, since �

t

u 2Hs� 1

2 (F )

for each face F of T and curl u|T is smooth.
Then use the transformation formulae of Lemma 3.12 to get, with bu :=

F1

�T
u,

��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )

 Ch
1

2

Tk(Id�b⇧1

p)buk 2

(T )

 Ch
1

2

T inf
p2(Pp(T ))

3

⇣
kbu� pk s

(T )

+ kcurl(bu� p)k s� 1

2

(T )

⌘
.

Observe that curl(bu � p) belongs to W2

p (bT ). All norms on the finite-

dimensional space curlW1

p (bT ) ⇢W2

p (bT ) are equivalent, whence

kcurl(bu� p)k s� 1

2

(T )

 C kbu� pk s
(T )

.

This permits us to continue the estimate by
��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )



Ch
1

2

T inf
p2(Pp(T ))

3

kbu� pk s
(T )

 Ch
1

2

T |bu| s
(T )

 ChsT kuk s
(T )

,

where we used the Bramble–Hilbert lemma for fractional Sobolev norms on
bT (Dupont and Scott 1980, Proposition 6.1) and Lemma 3.12. The generic
constants C > 0 only depend on s, p, and the shape regularity measure
⇢(⌦h). Summing this estimate over all elements yields the assertion. 2

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Pick any uh 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h). As H uh 2 Z0

(✏,⌦), we
know from Theorem 4.1 (✏ uniformly Lipschitz-continuous) that

kH uhk s
(⌦)

 C
⇣
kH uhk 2

(⌦)

+ kcurlH uhk 2

(⌦)

+ kdiv(✏H uh)kL2

(⌦)

⌘
,

(4.9)

with 1

2

< s < s
0

. By definition of H , Theorem 4.1, and the previous lemma
we learn that ⇧1

pH uh is well defined. This permits us to apply Nédélec’s
trick, from Nédélec (1980),

k✏ 1

2 (uh � H uh)k2 2

(⌦)

=
�
✏(uh � H uh),uh �⇧1

pH uh + ⇧1

pH uh � H uh
�

2

(⌦)

=
�
✏(uh � H uh),⇧

1

pH uh � H uh
�

2

(⌦)

 k✏ 1

2 (uh � H uh)k 2

(⌦)

k✏ 1

2 (⇧1

p � Id)H uhk 2

(⌦)

.
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The commuting diagram property is pivotal here. It guarantees that

curl(uh �⇧1

pH uh) = curl(⇧1

p(uh � H uh)) = ⇧2

p(curl(uh � H uh)) = 0,

by definition of H . Since both Z
0

(✏,⌦) and Zh,0(✏,⌦h) are (✏·, ·)
2

(⌦)

-

orthogonal to Ker(curl) \W1

p,0(⌦h) the above manipulations are justified.
Then we can use the interpolation estimate of Lemma 4.5, div(✏H uh) = 0,
and the fact that ✏ is uniformly bounded from above and below, and get
from (4.9)

kuh � H uhk 2

(⌦)

 Chs kH uhk s
(⌦)

 Chs kcurlH uhk 2

(⌦)

.

This amounts to the contention of the theorem. 2

Now we are in a position to establish a discrete version of the Poincaré–
Friedrichs inequality from Corollary 4.4.

Theorem 4.7. (Discrete Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality) There is a
positive constant C depending only on ⌦, ✏, p and the shape regularity of
the mesh, such that

kuhk 2

(⌦)

 C kcurl uhk 2

(⌦)

8uh 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h).

Proof. Let I stand for the 3 ⇥ 3 identity matrix. Then, pick some uh 2
Zh,0(✏,⌦h) and use its Helmholtz decompositions

uh =

⇢
z + q, z 2 Z

0

(I,⌦), curl q = 0,
zh + qh, zh 2 Zh,0(I,⌦h), curl qh = 0.

From the definition of H
I

it is clear that z = H
I

zh. Hence, by Lemma 4.5
we find s > 1

2

and C = C(⌦, ⇢(⌦h)) > 0 such that

kz� zhk 2

(⌦)

 Chs kcurl uhk 2

(⌦)

.

We can exploit the orthogonality in the definition of Zh,0(✏,⌦h) and get

(✏uh,uh) 2

(⌦)

= (✏uh, zh + qh) 2

(⌦)

= (✏uh, zh) 2

(⌦)

= (✏uh, zh � z + z)
2

(⌦)

 C (✏uh,uh)
1

2

2

(⌦)

(kz� zhk 2

(⌦)

+ kzk
2

(⌦)

),

with C > 0 depending on ✏. Assembling the estimates and using Corol-
lary 4.4 yields the assertion. 2

The Hodge mapping takes us from Zh,0(✏,⌦h) to Z
0

(✏,⌦). The opposite
direction is covered by the Fortin projector Fh :H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7! Zh,0(✏,⌦h),
a term that originated in the theory of mixed finite elements (Brezzi and
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Fortin 1991, Section II.2.3). Due to the discrete Poincaré–Friedrichs inequal-
ity, Fhu 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h) can be defined for all u 2H

0

(curl; ⌦) by

�
µ�1 curlFhu, curl u0h

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
µ�1 curl u, curl u0h

�
2

(⌦)

8u0h 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h). (4.10)

Therefore curlFhu = Q
1/
h curl u, where Q

1/
h denotes the

�
µ�1·, ·

�
2

(⌦)

-

orthogonal projection onto curlW1

p,0(⌦h). The following theorem mirrors
the approximation estimate for the Hodge mapping.

Theorem 4.8. (Fortin projector approximation estimate) If ✏ is uni-
formly Lipschitz-continuous, then there exist r = r(⌦,µ, ✏) > 0 and C =
C(r,⌦, ✏,µ) > 0 such that

kFhu� uk
2

(⌦)

 Chr kcurl uk
2

(⌦)

8u 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦).

Proof. We employ a duality technique invented by D. Bo� (2000). Pick u 2
Z

0

(✏,⌦) and fix u⇤ 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦) by demanding curl u⇤ = Q
1/
h curl u. This

is meaningful because of the Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality of Corollary 4.4.
First, observe that the approximation estimate of Lemma 4.5 for the Hodge
mapping readily yields (for a suitable s > 0)

kFhu� u⇤k
2

(⌦)

= k(Id�H )Fhuk 2

(⌦)

 Chs kcurlFhuk 2

(⌦)

. (4.11)

We proceed with a duality estimate. For g 2 L2(⌦) consider the saddle point
problem that seeks w = w(g) 2H

0

(curl; ⌦), p = p(g) 2 curlH
0

(curl; ⌦)
such that

�
✏w,w0�

2

(⌦)

+
�
curlw0,µ�1p

�
2

(⌦)

= 0,
�
µ�1 curlw,p0

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
µ�1g,p0

�
2

(⌦)

,

for all w0 2 H
0

(curl; ⌦), p0 2 curlH
0

(curl; ⌦). As curlH
0

(curl; ⌦) is a
closed subspace of L2(⌦) and the inf-sup conditions (Brezzi and Fortin 1991,
Chapter 2) are trivially satisfied, we get a unique solution (w(g),p(g)).

Obviously, w(g) 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦), and for v := µ�1p we deduce from the
variational equations

curl v = �✏w 2 L2(⌦), div(µv) = 0 in ⌦, �
n

(µv) = 0 on @⌦.

Moreover, since p 2 curlH
0

(curl; ⌦), v is orthogonal to the space of µ-
harmonic Neumann vector-fields. Since those provide all functions h satis-
fying curl h = 0, div(µh) = 0, �

n

(µh) = 0, we conclude from Lemma 4.2
that there is some 0 < r < 1

2

, r < r
0

, r
0

from Theorem 4.2, such that

kvk r
(⌦)

 C
⇣
kcurl vk

2

(⌦)

+ kdiv(µv)kL2

(⌦)

⌘
.
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The piecewise smooth matrix function µ is a multiplier in Hr(⌦). Thus, we
end up with an estimate for p:

kp(g)k r
(⌦)

 C kvk r
(⌦)

 C
��curl(µ�1p)

��
2

(⌦)

 C k✏wk
2

(⌦)

 C kcurlwk
2

(⌦)

 C kgk
2

(⌦)

,

where we used Corollary 4.4 in the penultimate step. From here on, the
generic constants are allowed to depend on the material parameters ✏ and µ.

In the spirit of classical duality techniques, we find u � u⇤ = w(g), if

g = (Id�Q
1/
h ) curl u. From the saddle point problem we can extract

ku� u⇤k
2

(⌦)

 C (✏(u� u⇤),u� u⇤)
2

(⌦)

 C
�
µ�1p, curl(u� u⇤)

�
2

(⌦)

 C
⇣
µ�1(Id�⇧2

p)p, (Id�Q
1/
h ) curl u

⌘
2

(⌦)

.

This is legal, because by (3.39) the interpolant ⇧2

pp is well defined. As, by

Lemma 2.4, there exists q 2 H1(⌦) \H
0

(curl; ⌦) such that p = curl q,
the commuting diagram property gives

⇧2

pp = curl⇧1

pq 2 curlW1

p,0(⌦h).

Finally, the properties of Q
1/
h justify the above manipulations. The proof

is finished by using Theorem 3.16,

ku� u⇤k
2

(⌦)

 C
��(Id�⇧2

p)p
��

2

(⌦)

���µ�
1

2 (Id�Q
1/
h ) curl u

���
2

(⌦)

 Chr kpk r
(⌦)

���µ�
1

2 curl u
���

2

(⌦)

 Chr kcurl uk
2

(⌦)

,

and taking into account (4.11). 2

Compared to the local interpolation operator ⇧1

p, the big advantage of the
Fortin projector Fh is that it is well defined on all of H

0

(curl; ⌦). For both
projectors Ker(curl) (restricted to their domains) is an invariant subspace.
Yet properties of Fh are much more di�cult to establish because of its non-
local nature.

Remark 13. The assumption that ✏ be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous is
very restrictive, because the common case of ⌦ being filled with di↵erent
dielectric materials invariably leads to discontinuous ✏. At present we need
this assumption, in order to be able to apply Lemma 4.6. It seems likely
that the statement of this lemma can be extended to less regular vector-
fields by following the lines of the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and of Theorem 3.5
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in Costabel et al. (1999), and using information about interface singularities
of solutions of the Dirichlet boundary value problem for div(✏grad ·). 4

4.3. Error estimates

First, owing to the discrete Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality of Theorem 4.7,
we can define a meaningful operator Th : L2(⌦) 7! Zh,0(✏,⌦h) by

�
µ�1 curlThu, curl u0h

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
✏u,u0h

�
2

(⌦)

8u0h 2W1

p,0(⌦h).

In particular, this implies
�
µ�1 curl(Th � T)u, curl u0h

�
2

(⌦)

= 0 8u0h 2W1

p,0(⌦h),

which can be expressed through the Fortin projector as

Th = Fh � T.

Thus, Theorem 4.8 and the continuity of T lead to

k(T� Th)uk 2

(⌦)

 k(Id�Fh)Tuk
2

(⌦)

 Chr kcurlTuk
2

(⌦)

 Chr kuk
2

(⌦)

for all u 2 L2(⌦) and some r > 0, provided that ✏ is uniformly Lipschitz-

continuous. Under this assumption we conclude uniform convergence Th
h!0�!

T in L2(⌦), that is,

kT� Thk 2

(⌦)! 2

(⌦)

 Chr ! 0 for h! 0. (4.12)

This paves the way for applying the powerful results on spectral approx-
imation put forth in Babuška and Osborn (1991, Section 7), because a key

assumption of this theory is that of uniform convergence Th
h!0�! T. Writ-

ing v
1

, . . . ,vm for the orthonormalized eigenfunctions of T belonging to an
eigenvalue ! > 0 of multiplicity m 2 N, we conclude from Babuška and
Osborn (1991, Theorem 7.3) that on su�ciently fine meshes we will find m
discrete eigenvalues !

1

, . . . ,!m such that

|!�2 � !�2

k |  C

 
mX

n,l=1

((T� Th)vn,vl) 2

(⌦)

+
��(T� Th)|Span{v

1

,...,vm}
��2

2

(⌦)! 2

(⌦)

!
. (4.13)

Moreover, for each vk we find a discrete eigenfunction vh such that

kvk � vhk 2

(⌦)

 C
��(T� Th)| Span{v

1

,...,vm}
��

2

(⌦)! 2

(⌦)

. (4.14)

In both cases the constants are independent of the choice of the finite element
spaces.
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Hence, information about the convergence of eigenvalues can be obtained
from studying the pointwise convergence Th ! T. The latter can be derived
from the following saddle point problem. Seek Tu 2 H

0

(curl; ⌦), p 2
H

0

(curl 0; ⌦) such that
�
µ�1 curlTu, curl v0

�
2

(⌦)

+
�
v0,p

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
✏u,v0

�
2

(⌦)

, (4.15)
�
Tu,p0

�
2

(⌦)

= 0,

for all v0 2 H
0

(curl; ⌦), p0 2 H
0

(curl 0; ⌦). The discrete Poincaré–
Friedrichs inequality guarantees that the Galerkin discretization of (4.15)
based on W1

p (⌦h) and W1

p (⌦h)\Ker(curl) will satisfy ‘ellipticity on the ker-
nel’, the critical one of the LBB-conditions for (4.15) (Brezzi and Fortin 1991,
Chapter 2). Please be aware that in (4.13) and (4.14) only eigenvectors oc-
cur as arguments to T and Th. These belong to Z

0

(✏,⌦) and this makes
the solution for p and its discrete approximations vanish. Summing up, for
v 2 Z

0

(✏,⌦) we get the asymptotic a priori error estimate

k(T� Th)vk
(curl;⌦)

 C inf
uh2W1

p(⌦h)

kTv � uhk
(curl;⌦)

, (4.16)

where C > 0 depends on the constant in Corollary 4.7 and the material
parameters. Ultimately the rate of convergence of eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors will be governed by the smoothness of the eigenvectors. Its discus-
sion will be postponed until the end of Section 5.2. One might object that
using (4.16) gives sub-optimal estimates, since the L2(⌦)-norm should be
targeted. However, it seems that better estimates for the L2(⌦)-norm are
hard to get.

Bibliographical notes
The above plan for analysing the Maxwell eigenvalue problem was first ap-
plied in Bo�, Fernandes, Gastaldi and Perugia (1999), based on techniques
of Bo�, Brezzi and Gastaldi (2000). The Fortin projector Fh was introduced
in Bo� (2000).

4.4. Discrete compactness

The use of the Fortin projector to tackle the Maxwell eigenvalue problem
is fairly recent. The first successful convergence analysis of Kikuchi (1989)
pursued a di↵erent course and employed the notions of discrete compactness
and collective compactness (Anselone 1971). They permit us to reduce con-
vergence of eigenvalues/eigenfunctions to the pointwise convergence Th ! T
without a detour via uniform convergence. It will turn out that thus we can
get rid of the restrictive assumptions on ✏ that were necessary in the previous
section. It should be stressed that discrete compactness is a very interesting
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property of discrete 1-forms in its own right, important beyond the analysis
of eigenvalue problems.

However, the arguments are based on sequential compactness. Therefore,
they always target a family (⌦h)h2 of triangulations, for which the sequence
H of meshwidths is decreasing and converging to 0. Moreover, ⇢(⌦h), h 2
H, is to be bounded uniformly in h. In the terminology of Ciarlet (1978,
Section 3.2) this characterizes a shape-regular family of meshes.

Theorem 4.9. (Discrete compactness property) Let (⌦h)h2 be a
uniformly shape-regular family of triangulations of ⌦ with meshwidths tend-
ing to 0. Any sequence (uh)h2 with uh 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h) that is uniformly
bounded in H(curl; ⌦) contains a subsequence that converges strongly in
L2(⌦).

Proof. (See the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Kirsch and Monk (2000), and
Caorsi, Fernandes and Ra↵etto (2000).) As in the proof of Theorem 4.7 we
first look at the L2(⌦)-orthogonal Helmholtz decompositions

uh =

(
zh + qh, zh 2 Z

0

(I,⌦), curl qh = 0,

zhh + qhh, zhh 2 Zh,0(I,⌦h), curl qhh = 0.

As both Helmholtz decompositions are uniformly stable in the H(curl; ⌦)-
norm, (zh)h2 is a bounded sequence in Z

0

(I,⌦). Hence, by Corollary 4.3,
it possesses a subsequence, still denoted by (zh)h2 , that converges in L2(⌦)
to some z 2 L2(⌦) as h ! 0. Appealing to Lemma 4.5 we conclude that��zh � zhh

��
2

(⌦)

! 0. Hence, (zhh)h2 must converge in L2(⌦) to the same

limit z as (zh)h2 .
By definition of Zh,0(✏,⌦h),
�
✏qhh,ph

�
2

(⌦)

= �
�
✏zhh,ph

�
2

(⌦)

8ph 2 Ker(curl) \W1

p,0(⌦h).

This can be regarded as a perturbed Galerkin approximation of the following
continuous variational problem. Seek q 2H

0

(curl 0; ⌦) such that

(✏q,p)
2

(⌦)

= � (✏z,p)
2

(⌦)

8p 2H
0

(curl 0; ⌦).

Strang’s lemma (Ciarlet 1978, Theorem 4.4.1) teaches us that

��q� qhh
��

2

(⌦)

 C

✓
inf

vh2W1

p,0(⌦h)\Ker(curl)

kq� vhkL2

(⌦)

+
��zhh � z

��
2

(⌦)

◆
,

(4.17)

where C > 0 depends only on ✏. Next, recall that there is a representation

q = grad�+ h, � 2 H1

0

(⌦), h 2H2(⌦).

The cohomology space, by orthogonalization with respect to all gradients,
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can always be chosen to be a subspace of X
0

(I,⌦) \H
0

(curl 0; ⌦). There-
fore, ⇧1

ph makes sense. From Theorem 4.1 in combination with Lemma 4.6

we learn that ⇧1

ph converges to h in L2(⌦).
It is also known that

S
h2 W0

p,0(⌦h) is dense in H1

0

(⌦) (Schatz and
Wang 1996). Hence, vh in (4.17) can be built from the gradient of the best
approximation of � in W0

p,0(⌦h) and the interpolant ⇧1

ph. This will achieve

kq� vhk 2

(⌦)

! 0 as h ! 0. As a consequence, we also have qhh ! q in

L2(⌦). Summing up, uh ! z + q in L2(⌦) for h! 0. 2

Remark 14. It is hardly surprising that the discrete Friedrich’s inequality
is implied by the discrete compactness property (Monk and Demkowicz 2001,
Caorsi et al. 2000). 4

The discrete compactness property enables us to use the theory of collect-
ively compact operators (Kress 1989, Section 10.3). We recall the principal
definition.

Definition 6. A family A of linear operators mapping a normed space X
into a normed space Y is called collectively compact, if, for each bounded set
U ⇢ X , the image A(U) := {Ax, x 2 U, A 2 A} is relatively compact in Y .

Theorem 4.10. (Collective compactness of Th) On a shape-regular
family of meshes with meshwidth h 2 H tending to zero, the family {Th}h2
of operators is collectively compact.

Proof. The proof is adapted from Monk and Demkowicz (2001). We first
take a look at a sequence (wn)n2 in the space

W :=
[

h

Zh,0(✏,⌦h) ⇢H(curl; ⌦)

that is bounded inH
0

(curl; ⌦). Write hn for the largest meshwidth 2 H for
which wn belongs to Zh,0(✏,⌦h). If the set {hn}n2 is finite, the sequence
(wn)n is contained in a space of finite dimension and must have a convergent
subsequence in L2(⌦).

Otherwise, we can assume hn ! 0 as n!1. By the discrete compactness
property we may extract a subsequence that converges in L2(⌦). Thus, it
is immediate that W is compactly embedded in L2(⌦).

Next, let U be a bounded set in L2(⌦). As

kcurlThfk 2

(⌦)

 C kfk
2

(⌦)

,

with C > 0 depending only on ✏ and µ, the set

{Thf , h 2 H, f 2 U}

is bounded in W . Therefore, it must be relatively compact in L2(⌦). 2
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Citing Theorems 4 and 5 from Osborn (1975), collective compactness of

(Th)h2 along with the pointwise convergence Th
h!0�! T, established at the

end of the previous section, gives us that the estimates (4.13) and (4.14)
still hold for an arbitrary metric tensor ✏.

Remark 15. A priori convergence estimates for the p-version of discrete
1-forms applied to the variational eigenvalue problem (4.1) could not be
obtained up to now. Apart from gaps in the theory of p-version interpolation
error estimates (see Section 3.6), the main obstacle is that Lemma 4.6 cannot
be directly adapted to a p-version setting. In particular, writing T for a fixed
tetrahedron, one would need there to exist r > 0 and a positive constant
C = C(T ), such that

��u�⇧1

pu
��

2

(T )

 Cp�r kuk s
(T )

for all u 2 Hs(T ) \H(curl;T ), s > 1

2

, for which curl u is contained in
W2

p (T ). 4

Bibliographical notes
A profound analysis of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem, giving su�cient and
necessary conditions for viableH(curl; ⌦)-conforming finite element spaces,
is presented in Caorsi, Fernandes and Ra↵etto (1999, 2000). A less technical
discussion is given in Fernandes and Ra↵etto (2000). Discrete compactness
for edge elements is also a core subject in Monk and Demkowicz (2001) and
Demkowicz et al. (1999).

4.5. Lagrangian finite elements

There is a big temptation raised by looking at the variational formulation
(4.1) only, oblivious of the subtle algebraic relationships between the elec-
tromagnetic fields. Then one might argue that any H(curl; ⌦)-conforming
finite element space on ⌦h can be used for the sake of Galerkin approxim-
ation, provided that any u 2 H

0

(curl; ⌦) can be approximated arbitrarily
well for h ! 0. In particular, piecewise linear, globally continuous finite
elements might be used as trial spaces for the Cartesian components of u.
However, this is strongly deprecated for two reasons.

(1) Thanks to the discrete Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality, the nonzero dis-
crete eigenvalues are bounded away from zero, if discrete di↵erential
forms are used. This cannot be guaranteed for componentwise discret-
ization with Lagrangian finite elements. In general, the kernel of curl
will give rise to numerous nonzero discrete eigenvalues swamping the
discrete spectrum.
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Figure 4.2. Numerical experiment for the 2D Maxwell eigenvalue problem
on the unit square. Componentwise discretization of the field by means of
Lagrangian finite elements on an unstructured mesh (left) was employed.
(Figure 8 in Bo� et al. (1999), courtesy of D. Bo�, F. Fernandes,
L. Gastaldi, and I. Perugia)
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Figure 4.3. Discrete eigenvalues of the 2D Maxwell eigenvalue problem on
the unit square discretized by means of Lagrangian finite elements on a
‘criss-cross’ mesh (left) for the components of e. (Figure 10 in Bo� et al.
(1999), courtesy of D. Bo�, F. Fernandes, L. Gastaldi, and I. Perugia)

(2) On special meshes it might be possible to capture the kernel of curl
by continuous finite elements. This will keep the smallest nonzero ei-
genvalue uniformly bounded away from zero. Yet in this case perilous
spurious eigenvalues might still arise. They are dotted among correct
eigenvalues and it seems impossible to single them out.
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Numerical computations confirming these statements are reported in Bo�
et al. (1999) and here we restate the striking findings. For the sake of simpli-
city a two-dimensional situation was considered by assuming translation in-
variance with respect to one spatial direction. This means that e = (E

1

, E
2

)
and curl e = @

1

E
2

� @
2

E
1

in (4.1). The discrete spectrum for a truly un-
structured mesh is given in Figure 4.2. A glaring pollution e↵ect occurs:
most of the small eigenvalues (circles in Figure 4.2) should actually be zero.
The computed eigenvalues for a special ‘criss-cross’ grid that allows the res-
olution of the discrete kernel are plotted in Figure 4.3. Eigenvalues that
have no continuous counterpart (‘spurious eigenvalues’) are marked by solid
squares, whereas circles represent correct approximations of eigenvalues.

5. Maxwell source problem

As in the case of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem, we consider a bounded
cavity ⌦ ⇢ A(R3) with piecewise smooth Lipschitz boundary, on which PEC
boundary conditions are imposed. The cavity is filled with a non-conducting
dielectric medium described by piecewise smooth material parameters ✏ and
µ. We rely on the framework developed in Section 2.3 and assume that
electromagnetic fields inside ⌦ are excited by a time-harmonic source current
j with a fixed angular frequency ! > 0.

We focus on the e-based primal variational formulation (2.28) of the fol-
lowing boundary value problem. For j 2 L2(⌦) seek e 2 H

0

(curl; ⌦) such
that, for all e0 2H

0

(curl; ⌦),
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j, e0

�
2

(⌦)

. (5.1)

Of course, an equivalent dual h-based formulation is also possible and it
arises from (2.29). Then the PEC case amounts to imposing natural bound-
ary conditions and the variational problem has to be posed on the space
H(curl; ⌦). In order to get a well-posed problem, we make the following
assumption.

Assumption 1. The angular frequency ! is distinct from any resonant
frequency (Maxwell eigenvalue) of the dielectric cavity ⌦.

This assumption is equivalent to demanding that the variational problem
(5.1) has at most one solution. The Galerkin discretization of (5.1) by means
of discrete 1-forms is straightforward. Seek eh 2W1

p,0(⌦h) such that, for all

e0h 2W1

p,0(⌦h),
�
µ�1 curl eh, curl e0h

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏eh, e

0
h

�
2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j, e0h

�
2

(⌦)

. (5.2)

As already indicated by the notation, the focus will be on the h-version of
discrete 1-forms with uniform polynomial degree p 2 N

0

. For the sake of
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brevity, the sesqui-linear form on the left-hand side of (5.1)/(5.2) will be
denoted by a(· , ·).

We aim at showing asymptotically optimal convergence of the energy norm
of the discretization error e�eh in the sense that, on su�ciently fine meshes,

ke� ehk
(curl;⌦)

 C inf
vh2W1

p(⌦h)

ke� vhk
(curl;⌦)

(5.3)

with C > 0 only depending on parameters of the continuous problem and
the shape regularity measure of ⌦h. Note that a(· , ·) is Hermitian but
obviously indefinite, which thwarts very simple convergence estimates based
on H(curl; ⌦)-ellipticity and Cea’s lemma.

5.1. Coercivity

Let us take a brief look at the closely related Dirichlet problem for the
Helmholtz equation. For f 2 L2(⌦) seek ' 2 H1

0

(⌦) such that, for all
'0 2 H1

0

(⌦),
�
grad',grad'0

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
','0

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
f,'0

�
2

(⌦)

. (5.4)

A priori error estimates for finite element schemes for this problem usually
employ (i) the coercivity of the underlying sesqui-linear form aH(· , ·), that
is, the fact that the zero-order term is a compact perturbation of the second-
order term, the principal part, and (ii) a G̊arding inequality of the form

|aH(',')| � C k'k2H1

(⌦)

� C 0 k'k2L2

(⌦)

8' 2 H1

0

(⌦). (5.5)

This is definitely not the case for a(· , ·) from (5.1), which has to be blamed
on the infinite-dimensional kernel of the curl-operator. We can view the
situation from a di↵erent angle. In electromagnetism the electric and mag-
netic energies of a field are perfectly symmetric. None can be relegated to a
compact perturbation of the other. On the contrary, in acoustics, which is
described by the Helmholtz equation, the two energies involved are potential
energy and kinetic energy and one of them can be identified as the principal
energy.

In the case of the eigenvalue problem of Section 4, we found a remedy by
restricting the variational problem to Z

0

(✏,⌦). Thus (µ�1curl ·, curl ·)
2

(⌦)

could be promoted to a principal part, whereas (✏·, ·)
2

(⌦)

played the role
of a compact perturbation. For the source problem the solution e does not
necessarily belong to Z

0

(✏,⌦). Yet the idea is still fruitful, when refined
into the splitting principle:

Consider the Maxwell source problem on fields decomposed into compon-
ents on which

�
µ�1 curl ·, curl ·

�
2

(⌦)

becomes a principal part, and other

components, usually Ker(curl), on which the zero-order terms in a(· , ·) are
‘principal’.
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It is natural to retain a close relative of Z
0

(✏,⌦) as the first component in
such a decomposition. Therefore, we consider the classical L2(⌦)-orthogonal
Helmholtz decomposition

H
0

(curl; ⌦) = Z
0

(I,⌦)�N (⌦), (5.6)

where we abbreviated N (⌦) := H
0

(curl 0; ⌦). Merging the variational
problem (5.1) and (5.6) we arrive at the following. Seek e? 2 Z0

(I,⌦),
e

0

2N (⌦) such that
�
µ�1 curl e?, curl e0?

�
2

(⌦)

�!2

�
✏e?, e

0
?
�

2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏e

0

, e0?
�

2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j, e0?

�
2

(⌦)

,

!2

�
e?, e

0
0

�
2

(⌦)

+ !2

�
e

0

, e0
0

�
2

(⌦)

= i!
�
j, e0

0

�
2

(⌦)

,

for all e0? 2 Z0

(✏,⌦), e
0

2 N (⌦). It is important to notice that the sign
of the second equation has been flipped. Therefore, in the sesqui-linear
form corresponding to the above split problem, the ‘principal’ diagonal parts
have the same (positive) sign. That they are really principal is rigorously
confirmed by the following lemma. To state it, we introduce the L2(⌦)-
orthogonal projections P? : H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7! Z
0

(I,⌦), P0 : H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7!
N (⌦), P? + P0 = Id, associated with (5.6).

Lemma 5.1. The sesqui-linear form k :H
0

(curl; ⌦)⇥H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! C,

k(u,v) :=
�
✏P?u,P?v

�
2

(⌦)

�
�
✏P?u,P0v

�
2

(⌦)

+
�
✏P0u,P?v

�
2

(⌦)

,

is compact.

Proof. We can split k = k
1

� k
2

+ k
3

,

k
1

(u,v) :=
�
✏P?u,P?v

�
2

(⌦)

,

k
2

(u,v) :=
�
✏P?u,P0v

�
2

(⌦)

,

k
3

(u,v) :=
�
✏P0u,P?v

�
2

(⌦)

,

and deal with the individual terms separately. First, note that k
3

(u,v) =
k

2

(v,u). Therefore, compactness of k
3

will be implied by that of k
2

. Re-
call that a sesqui-linear form is defined to be compact if this holds for the
associated operator.

Write K
1

: H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! H
0

(curl; ⌦)0 for the bounded linear operator
spawned by k

1

. We find a C > 0 only depending on ✏ such that

kK
1

uk
0

(curl;⌦)

0 = sup
v2

0

(curl;⌦)

|k
1

(u,v)|
kvk

(curl;⌦)

 C
��P?u

��
2

(⌦)

.
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Then we can appeal to the compact embedding Z
0

(I,⌦) ,! L2(⌦) stated in
Corollary 4.3 to verify the compactness of K

1

. Exactly the same argument
settles the compactness of K

2

. 2

However, what we discretize is (5.1) and not a split problem. In order
to express the splitting idea in terms of a(· , ·), we resort to the isometric
involution X : H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7! H
0

(curl; ⌦), X := P? � P0. It naturally
emerges from the flipping of signs that accompanied the formulation of the
split variational problem. Thus we get

a(u,Xv) =
�
µ�1 curlP?u, curlP?v

�
2

(⌦)

+ !2

�
✏P0u,P0v

�
2

(⌦)

� k(u,v). (5.7)

In view of Lemma 5.1, the properties of metric tensors, and Corollary 4.4,
this implies a generalized G̊arding inequality, in the sense that, for all u 2
H

0

(curl; ⌦) and CG = CG(⌦, ✏,µ) > 0,

|a(u,Xu) + k(u,u)| � CG kuk2
(curl;⌦)

. (5.8)

Standard theory based on the Fredholm alternative gives existence of con-
tinuous solutions.

Theorem 5.2. (Existence and uniqueness of continuous solution)
Under Assumption 1 a solution of the variational problem (5.1) exists for
every admissible right-hand side.

Existence and uniqueness of solutions of linear variational problems guar-
antee the following inf-sup condition for the associated bilinear form. There
exists CS > 0 such that

sup
v2

0

(curl;⌦)

|a(u,v)|
kvk

(curl;⌦)

� CS kuk
(curl;⌦)

8u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦). (5.9)

5.2. A priori error estimates

We know from Babuška’s theory (Babuška 1971) that we have to establish
a discrete analogue of (5.9), that is,

sup
vh2W1

p,0(⌦h)

|a(uh,vh)|
kvhk

(curl;⌦)

� CD kuhk
(curl;⌦)

8uh 2W1

p,0(⌦h), (5.10)

because it permits us to conclude, for any wh 2W1

p (⌦h),

ke� ehk
(curl;⌦)

 ke�whk
(curl;⌦)

+ kwh � ehk
(curl;⌦)

 ke�whk
(curl;⌦)

+ C�1

D sup
vh2W1

p,0(⌦h)

|a(eh �wh,vh)|
kvhk

(curl;⌦)
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 ke�whk
(curl;⌦)

+ C�1

D sup
vh2W1

p,0(⌦h)

|a(e�wh,vh)|
kvhk

(curl;⌦)

 (1 + C�1

D CA) ke�whk
(curl;⌦)

,

as we have Galerkin orthogonality a(e� eh,vh) = 0 for all vh 2 W1

p,0(⌦h).
Here,

CA := max{
��µ�1

��
L1(⌦)

, k✏kL1(⌦)

}

is a bound for the norm of the bilinear form a(· , ·).
As a first step towards a discrete inf-sup condition, we have to find a

suitable candidate for v in (5.9). To that end, for u 2 H
0

(curl; ⌦) fix
Su 2H

0

(curl; ⌦) by

a(u0, Su) = k(u,u0) 8u0 2H
0

(curl; ⌦).

This defines a bounded linear operator, S : H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! H
0

(curl; ⌦),
thanks to Theorem 5.2.

Lemma 5.3. The operator S :H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7!H
0

(curl; ⌦) is compact.

Proof. By (5.9) we find

kSuk
(curl;⌦)

 C sup
v2

0

(curl;⌦)

|a(Su,v)|
kvk

(curl;⌦)

 C sup
v2

0

(curl;⌦)

|k(u,v)|
kvk

(curl;⌦)

,

and the compactness of S follows from that of k. 2

Using the definition of S it is immediate that, for all u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦),

a(u, (X + S)u) = a(u,Xu) + k(u,u) � CG kuk2
(curl;⌦)

. (5.11)

The choice v := (X+S)u will make (5.9) hold with CS = CG. The challenge
is that (X+S)uh will not be a finite element function even for uh 2W1

p,0(⌦h).
It will be necessary to project it back to the finite element space by applying
a suitable continuous projection operator eFh : H

0

(curl; ⌦) 7! W1

p,0(⌦h).

Then, for an arbitrary uh 2W1

p,0(⌦h), we can hope that vh := eFh(X + S)uh
is an appropriate choice for vh in (5.10). Making use of (5.11), we see that

|a(uh,vh)|
= |a(uh, (X + S)uh)� a(uh, (Id�eFh)(X + S)uh)|
� CG kuhk2

(curl;⌦)

� CA kuhk
(curl;⌦)

��(Id�eFh)(X + S)uh
��

(curl;⌦)

.

Obviously, the projector eFh has to e↵ect uniform convergence (Id�eFh)(X+S)
! 0 in H

0

(curl; ⌦). Again, let us compare the situation with the boundary
value problem for the Helmholtz equation. There the choice X = Id is
possible, but we also have to choose a projector. This is easy, because the
compactness of S converts pointwise convergence into uniform convergence.
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Lemma 5.4. If eFh ! Id pointwise inH
0

(curl; ⌦), then there is a function
✏ :]0;1[! R+ with limh!0

✏(h) = 0 such that

k(Id�eFh)Suk
(curl;⌦)

 ✏(h) kuk
(curl;⌦)

8u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦).

Proof. A similar, even more general, statement is made in Kress (1989,
Corollary 10.4). 2

This settles everything for the Helmholtz problem. However, the compon-
ents of the Helmholtz decomposition of a discrete 1-form 2W1

p (⌦h) do not

necessarily belong to finite element spaces. Therefore, the projector eFh will
not necessarily act as identity on X(W1

p (⌦h)); we cannot escape estimates

of the operator norm of (Id�eFh)X on H
0

(curl; ⌦) and have to show that it
tends to zero as h! 0.

Pondering these requirements, the Fortin projector (for ✏ = I) from Sec-
tion 4.2 looks promising. It can be used as the key ingredient of the projector
eFh, which is chosen as

eFh :H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7!W1

p,0(⌦h), eFh := FhP
? + QN

h P0,

where QN
h is the L2(⌦)-orthogonal projection N (⌦) 7! N (⌦h), N (⌦h) :=

W1

p,0(⌦h) \Ker(curl).

Lemma 5.5. We have pointwise convergence limh!0

ku�eFhuk
(curl;⌦)

=0
for any u 2H

0

(curl; ⌦).

Proof. From Theorem 4.8, for some s > 0 and C = C(⌦, p, s, ⇢(⌦h)),
��(Id�Fh)P

?u
��

2

(⌦)

 Chs kcurl uk
2

(⌦)

! 0 for h! 0.

Moreover, as h! 0 any v 2N (⌦) can be arbitrarily well approximated by
a vh 2N (⌦h), which means kv � QN

h vk
2

(⌦)

! 0 for h! 0. 2

Combined with Lemma 5.5 this shows uniform convergence (Id�eFh)S!
0 in H

0

(curl; ⌦). It turns out that the essential ‘uniform convergence’
(Id�eFh)X|W1

p(⌦h)

! 0 also holds.

Lemma 5.6. There is an s > 0 and C⇤ = C⇤(⌦, p, s, ⇢(⌦h)) > 0 such that

k(Id�eFh)Xuhk
(curl;⌦)

 C⇤h
s kcurl uhk 2

(⌦)

8uh 2W1

p,0(⌦h).

Proof. The key to the proof is to employ the L2(⌦)-orthogonal discrete
Helmholtz decomposition

W1

p,0(⌦h) = Zh,0(I,⌦h)�N (⌦h),
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and the associated orthogonal projections P?h : W1

p,0(⌦h) 7! Zh,0(I,⌦h),

P0

h : W1

p,0(⌦h) 7! N (⌦h), P?h +P0

h = Id. As N (⌦h) ⇢N (⌦) it is immediate
that

P0 � P0

h = P0

h and P? � P0

h = 0.

Alert readers will have noticed that QN
h = P0

h and P? = H
I

with the Hodge
mapping H from Section 4.2 (for ✏ = I). Thus, using the projection prop-
erties, in particular eFh � P0

h = Id, we can rewrite

(Id�eFh)X = (P? � FhP
? + P0 � QN

h P0)(P? � P0)(P?h + P0

h)

= (Id�Fh)P
?P?h � (Id�P0

h)P
0P?h

= (Id�Fh)P
?P?h � (Id�P0

h)P
0(P?h � P?)P?h

= (H
I

� Id)P?h � (Id�P0

h)P
0(Id�H

I

)P?h

= (Id+(Id�P0

h)P
0)(H

I

� Id)P?h .

Now it remains to use Lemma 4.5. 2

Summing up, the two previous lemmas give us

k(Id�eFh)(X + S)uhk
(curl;⌦)

 ✏(h) + C⇤h
s kuhk

(curl;⌦)

.

Thus, for h su�ciently small to ensure 1�CA(✏(h)+C⇤h
s)/CG > 1

2

, we have
the discrete inf-sup condition (5.10). This yields the main result.

Theorem 5.7. Provided that Assumption 1 holds, there exists h⇤ > 0
depending on the parameters of the continuous problem and the shape reg-
ularity measure of the triangulation, such that a unique solution eh of the
discrete problem (5.2) exists, provided that h < h⇤. It provides an asymp-
totically optimal approximation to the continuous solution e of (5.1) in the
sense of (5.3).

It must be emphasized that the result is asymptotic in nature. Compu-
tational resources hardly ever permit us to use very fine meshes on three-
dimensional domains. Hence, the relevance of the statement of Theorem 5.7
for a concrete problem and mesh is not clear.

Remark 16. Even if we accept asymptotic optimality as an essential prop-
erty, actual rates of convergence will still hinge on the smoothness of the
solution e. The comprehensive investigations in Costabel et al. (1999) and
Costabel and Dauge (1998) send a daunting message: even for smooth ✏, µ,
and j, the solution for e might not belong to H1(⌦) if the boundary pos-

sesses re-entrant edges/corners. Only a regularity of the form e 2H 1

2

+✏(⌦),
✏ > 0, can be expected. If there are jumps in ✏ the situation can be even
worse, reducing the regularity of e down to a mere e 2H✏(⌦), ✏ > 0. There-
fore, in Section 3.6 we have taken great pains to get interpolation estimates
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in rather weak fractional Sobolev norms. Despite the e↵ort, the (theoret-
ical) rates of convergence of the h-version of discrete di↵erential forms can
be abysmally poor.

Yet the results of Costabel et al. (1999) and Costabel and Dauge (1998)
also imply (cf. Costabel and Dauge (2002, Section 6)) that, for analytic
✏,µ, j, the solution e can be decomposed according to e =  + grad',
where both  and ' belong to countably normed spaces defined by the
intersection of weighted Sobolev spaces. The weight functions are powers of
distances from the geometric singularities of the boundary.

Again, it is wise to remember the guideline of Section 3.2. Barring highly
irregular (in practical terms) coe�cients and data, the so-called hp-version
of finite elements (Babuška and Suri 1994, Schwab 1998, Khoromskij and
Melenk 2001) can achieve exponential order of convergence of approximate
solutions of second-order elliptic problems by judiciously combining local
mesh refinement and local adjustments of polynomials degrees in p. It is
prerequisite that the solution belongs to those special countably normed
spaces mentioned above. Thus we realize that conditions for the exponen-
tial convergence of a hp-version of discrete di↵erentials forms are also met in
the cases of the Maxwell source problem and the Maxwell eigenvalue prob-
lem. This justifies the following prediction, though a complete theory is still
missing: The (adaptive) hp-version of discrete di↵erential forms will provide
the most e�cient discretization for the Maxwell source problems/Maxwell
eigenvalue problem, provided that the coe�cients µ, ✏ and excitation j are
(piecewise) analytic. 4

Remark 17. Of course, the constant in (5.3) will blow up as ! approaches
a Maxwell eigenvalue. We may hope to avoid this in the case of complex
✏, i.e., for conducting media or by imposing absorbing boundary conditions
(cf. Remark 2) instead of PEC. This seems to cure the problem. However,
investigations of the behaviour of Lagrangian finite elements for the Helm-
holtz problem (5.4) disclosed that, for h-version finite elements, a blow-up
of C still occurs as ! increases (Ihlenburg 1998). This is the so-called pollu-
tion e↵ect notorious for fixed degree FEM in acoustics. There is empirical
evidence that discrete 1-forms are also vulnerable to pollution. A partial
remedy is the use of higher-order schemes. This provides another rationale
for studying these carefully in Section 3.4. 4

Bibliographical notes
The first convergence analysis of the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations,
when discretized by means of edge elements, was given by P. Monk (1992a).
The above proof follows the lines of Bu↵a, Hiptmair, von Petersdor↵ and
Schwab (2002, Section 4.1). In Monk and Demkowicz (2001) and Kirsch
and Monk (2000, Section 4) it was shown that the analysis can also rely on
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discrete compactness (cf. Section 4.4). The application of abstract theory,
for nonlinear problems (Brezzi, Rappaz and Raviart 1980) to the Maxwell
source problem, is studied in Bo� and Gastaldi (2001). Matching their
potential, much e↵ort has recently been put into the analysis and imple-
mentation of hp-FEM for discrete 1-forms (Ainsworth and Pinchedez 2001,
Rachowicz and Demkowicz 2002, Vardapetyan and Demkowicz 1999).

5.3. Duality estimates

For the Maxwell source problem, we expect the error norm ke� ehk 2

(⌦)

to
decrease faster than ke� ehk

(curl;⌦)

as h ! 0. In finite element theory,
duality estimates, often referred to as Aubin–Nitsche tricks (Ciarlet 1978,
Section 3.2), are an e↵ective technique with which such questions are tackled.
In light of the guideline stated in Section 3.2 and Remark 1, it is not sur-
prising that they can be adapted to the Maxwell source problem.

Elliptic regularity plays a pivotal role in duality estimates. Therefore,
we have to investigate the regularity of solutions of the Maxwell source
problem. With reasonable e↵ort this is only possible in the case µ, ✏ = I
(for more general results see Costabel et al. (1999)), which will be the only
one considered in this subsection.

Theorem 5.8. (A priori error estimate in L2(⌦)-norm) If µ, ✏ = I,
j 2 H(div; ⌦), and Assumption 1 holds, there exists s > 1/2 such that the
solutions e and eh of (5.1) and (5.2) satisfy

ke� ehk 2

(⌦)

 Chs ke� ehk
(curl;⌦)

,

with C > 0 independent of the meshwidth h.

Proof. Small wonder that the splitting idea is successful again. We start
with

e� eh = �e? + �e0, �e? 2 Z
0

(I,⌦), �e0 2N (⌦).

Both components will be estimated separately. A genuine duality technique
is required for the first: define g 2 Z

0

(I,⌦) as the solution of

a(g,v) =
�
�e?,v

�
2

(⌦)

8v 2 Z
0

(I,⌦). (5.12)

This is legal due to Theorem 5.2. From Theorem 4.1 and divg = 0 we learn
that g 2Hs(⌦) for some 1

2

< s  1, and that

kgk s
(⌦)

 C kgk
(curl;⌦)

. (5.13)

Moreover, (5.12) means that g satisfies, in the sense of distributions,

curl curl g � !2g = �e? in ⌦.

Thus, w := curl g fulfils curlw = �e? + !2g 2 L2(⌦), divw = 0, and
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�
n

w = 0. Using Lemma 4.2, we infer that w 2 Hs(⌦) for some 1

2

< s  1
and that

kwk s
(⌦)

 C kwk
(curl;⌦)

 C
⇣
kgk

(curl;⌦)

+
���e?

��
2

(⌦)

⌘
.

This s may be di↵erent from the one above. In what follows we keep the
symbol s to designate whichever is the smaller. Using (5.9) and (5.12) we
obtain

kgk
(curl;⌦)

 C�1

S

���e?
��

2

(⌦)

.

Combined with the previous estimates, this yields, with C = C(⌦) > 0,

kgk s
(⌦)

+ kcurl gk s
(⌦)

 C
���e?

��
2

(⌦)

. (5.14)

Armed with these estimates, and Galerkin orthogonality a(e � eh,vh) = 0
for all vh 2W1

p,0(⌦h), we obtain
���e?

��2

2

(⌦)

= a(g, �e?) = a(g, e� eh) = a(g �⇧1

pg, �e)

 CA
��g �⇧1

pg
��

(curl;⌦)

ke� ehk
(curl;⌦)

.

We also used the fact that (g, �e0)
2

(⌦)

= 0 and hence, by Lemma 3.13 and
(5.13), g is su�ciently smooth to ensure that moment-based local interpol-
ation operators be well defined. Next, we rely on (5.14), Theorem 3.14 and
Corollary 3.17 and get, with a positive constant C = C(⌦, p, s, ⇢(⌦h)),

��g �⇧1

pg
��

(curl;⌦)

 Chs
���e?

��
2

(⌦)

.

The last two inequalities give the assertion for �e?.
In order to tackle �e0, we use

�!2

�
�e0, zh

�
2

(⌦)

= a(�e0, zh) = 0 8zh 2N (⌦h),

which is a consequence of Galerkin orthogonality. For the time being, let
us assume that ⇧1

p)�e
0 is well defined. Then, by virtue of the commuting

diagram property (3.12) this involves
���e0

��
2

(⌦)


��(Id�⇧1

p)�e
0

��
2

(⌦)

. (5.15)

The observation �e? = P?(e� eh) confirms the identity

(Id�⇧1

p)�e
0 = (Id�⇧1

p)(P
? + P0)e� (Id�⇧1

p)�e
?

= (Id�⇧1

p)P
0e + (Id�⇧1

p)P
?eh.

The second term is amenable to the policy pursued in the proof of Lemma 4.5
and we get

��(Id�⇧1

p)P
?eh

��
2

(⌦)

 Chs kcurl ehk 2

(⌦)

.
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To deal with the first term, we resort to Lemma 2.2, which gives a splitting
P0e = grad'+ q, ' 2 H1

0

(⌦), q 2H2(⌦) ⇢Hs(⌦). Note that ' satisfies

! (grad',grad )
2

(⌦)

= i (div j, )
2

(⌦)

8 2 H1

0

(⌦).

Remembering the connection between s and the optimal lifting exponent for
the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian on ⌦ (cf. Theorem 4.1), we see that
grad' 2Hs(⌦), too. In particular, now we know that ⇧1

p�e
0 really makes

sense. Moreover, we can invoke Theorem 3.14, which gives
��(Id�⇧1

p)P
0e
��

2

(⌦)

 Chs
⇣��P0e

��
2

(⌦)

+ kdiv jkL2

(⌦)

⌘
.

Combining all estimates, the proof is finished. 2

Remark 18. If ⌦ has a smooth boundary or is convex, which involves
2-regularity of the Dirichlet and Neumann problem for the Laplacian on ⌦,
we can pick s = 1 in the above theorem. 4

Bibliographical notes
Duality estimates for Maxwell source problems were pioneered by P. Monk,
in Monk (1992b), and later refined in Monk (2001). They have been used in
various contexts, for instance in Ciarlet, Jr, and Zou (1999, Section 4).

5.4. Zero frequency limit

Apart from problems faced for resonant ! the formulation (5.1) is also prone
to instability when ! ! 0. In the limit case ! = 0 a solution does not exist
if j 62 H(div 0; ⌦). Even if this is satisfied, we can only expect uniqueness
of e up to a contribution from H

0

(curl 0; ⌦).
Such stability problems are inherent in the derivation of (5.1) through

the elimination of the magnetic field. Therefore, e is of a twin magnetic
and electric nature. However, for ! = 0 the magnetic and electric field are
completely decoupled: information on the magnetic field can no longer be
conveyed through e.

We cannot help separating magnetic and electric quantities in the vari-
ational problem (5.1). A way to achieve this is the introduction of potentials.
To avoid di�culties caused by the artificial electric walls, we will assume
trivial topology of ⌦ in the remainder of this section.

Following (2.11), we write

e = �grad v � i! curl a,

supplemented by a gauge condition to fix the potentials. For low frequencies
the Coulomb gauge div a = 0 is most natural. Imposing the gauge constraint
in weak form the variational problem is thus converted into the following
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saddle point problem. Seek a 2H
0

(curl; ⌦), v 2 H1

0

(⌦) such that
�
µ�1 curl a, curl a0

�
2

(⌦)

�!2

�
✏a,a0

�
2

(⌦)

+ i!
�
✏a0,grad v

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
j,a0

�
2

(⌦)

,

i!
�
✏a,grad v0

�
2

(⌦)

= 0,

for all a0 2 H
0

(curl; ⌦), v0 2 H1

0

(⌦). Here, v can be regarded as a Lag-
rangian multiplier enforcing the divergence constraint on a (Kikuch 1987).

Theorem 5.9. If ! � 0 complies with Assumption 1, then the above
saddle point problem has a unique solution (a, v).

Proof. As, evidently, a 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦), first consider the following restriction
of the saddle point problem to Z

0

(✏,⌦). Seek a 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦) such that
�
µ�1 curl a, curl a0

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏a,a0

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
j,a0

�
2

(⌦)

(5.16)

for all a0 2 Z
0

(✏,⌦). By Corollary 4.3 we have coercivity, and Assumption 1
ensures uniqueness, which implies existence by the Fredholm alternative.

Secondly, observe that, thanks to gradH1

0

(⌦) ⇢H
0

(curl; ⌦),

sup
v2

0

(curl;⌦)

(✏v,grad v)
2

(⌦)

kvk
(curl;⌦)

�
(✏grad v,grad v)

2

(⌦)

kgrad vk
(curl;⌦)

� C |v|H1

(⌦)

.

(5.17)

From this and the Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality in H1

0

(⌦), we conclude the
uniqueness of v. 2

In a discrete setting based on discrete di↵erential forms the nice properties
of the continuous problem are preserved.

Theorem 5.10. For any ! � 0 complying with Assumption 1 the saddle
point problem discretized over W1

p,0(⌦h) ⇥W0

p,0(⌦h) has a unique solution
that converges quasioptimally provided that the meshwidth is su�ciently
small.

Proof. Following the proof of the previous theorem, we first consider the
following variational problem on Zh,0(✏,⌦h). Find ah 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h) with

�
µ�1 curl ah, curl a0h

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏ah,a

0
h

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
j,a0h

�
2

(⌦)

for all a0h 2 Zh,0(✏,⌦h). Using the techniques of Section 5.2 we get the
assertion for ah. The details are left to the reader.

Then, thanks to gradW0

p,0(⌦h) ⇢ W1

p,0(⌦h) we can compute a unique

vh 2W0

p,0(⌦h) in a second step. The argument relies on the discrete version
of (5.17). 2
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6. Regularized formulations

Using the discretization of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem studied in Sec-
tion 4 we end up with a generalized eigenvalue problem for the coe�cient
vector ~e describing the eigenmode. It has the form

A ~eh = !2M1~eh,

where both matrices are real, symmetric, M1 is a positive definite mass mat-
rix, but A is only positive semidefinite, beset with a large kernel. Usually,
a few of the smallest nonzero eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (4.7) are of
interest. The vast numbers of degrees of freedom – inevitable for problems
in three dimensions – force us to use iterative methods of inverse iteration
type (Adam, Arbenz and Geus 1997, Section 7), most of which are crippled
by the presence of a kernel. Thus, it becomes desirable to get rid of the
kernel, of course, without a↵ecting the approximation of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues.

The kernel of A ~eh might also hamper the solution of the discretized Max-
well source problem. For instance, when applying Krylov subspace methods,
e.g., MINRES (Hackbusch 1993), for its iterative solution, convergence will
deteriorate, if there are large numbers of both negative and positive eigen-
values of the system matrix corresponding to (5.2). The presence of many
negative eigenvalues may also hurt preconditioning techniques.

6.1. Discrete regularization

Any solution eh of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem (4.7) will satisfy eh 2
Zh,0(✏,⌦h). Therefore all discrete eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (4.7)
can also be obtained from the following problem. Find e 2W1

p,0(⌦h), 'h 2
W0

p,0(⌦h), ! 6= 0 such that, for some regularization parameter s > 0,
�
µ�1 curl eh, curl e0h

�
2

(⌦)

+ (✏e0h,grad'h) 2

(⌦)

= !2

�
✏eh, e

0
h

�
2

(⌦)

,

(✏eh,grad'0h) 2

(⌦)

� 1

sd('h,'
0
h) = 0,

for all e0h 2W1

p (⌦h), '0h 2W0

p,0(⌦h). Note that, if eh is a discrete eigenvalue
of the original problem (4.7), the associated 'h turns out to be zero. Thus,
d(· , ·) can be any H1(⌦)-continuous bilinear form on W0

p,0(⌦h). In matrix
notation the above eigenvalue problem reads:

A ~eh + G~'h = !2M1~eh,
GT~eh � 1

sD~'h = 0.

The case d = 0 was already treated in Section 5.4. It leads to a saddle point
problem, which is not the desirable outcome of regularization. Thus, the only
sensible choices for d(· , ·) are symmetric, positive definite bilinear forms.8

8 Remember that the eigenvalue problem can be tackled in an entirely real setting.
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Then D is invertible, and we can eliminate ~'h, providing the symmetric
generalized eigenvalue problem

(A + sGD�1GT )~eh = !2M1~eh. (6.1)

Lemma 6.1. If ⌦ has trivial topology, that is, its first and second Betti
number vanish, then A + sGD�1GT is positive definite. Its eigenvalues are

bounded from below by min{C1/2
1

, sC
0

kdk�1/2}, where C
1

is the constant of
the discrete Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality from Theorem 4.7, and C

0

de-
pends on ✏ and the constant of the Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality of H1

0

(⌦).
Further,

kdk := sup{d('h, h), 'h, h 2W0

p (⌦h), k'hkH1

(⌦)

 1, k hkH1

(⌦)

 1}.
Proof. We can analyse the generalized saddle point problem behind the
regularized formulation appealing to the ‘ellipticity on kernel’ (Brezzi and
Fortin 1991, Chapter 2) expressed in Theorem 4.7, and the estimate

sup
vh2W1

p,0(⌦h)

(✏vh,grad h) 2

(⌦)

kvhk
(curl;⌦)

�
(✏grad h,grad h) 2

(⌦)

| h|H1

(⌦)

� C | h|H1

(⌦)

� C
0

k hkH1

(⌦)

for  h 2W0

p,0(⌦h). Standard estimates finish the proof. 2

The conditions on the bilinear form d(· , ·) are very weak. For instance, a
lumped L2(⌦)-inner product according to (3.37) will meet the requirements
and lead to a diagonal matrix D. Hence, the matrix A +sGD�1GT in (6.1)
remains sparse and can be assembled e�ciently. This procedure is called
‘discrete regularization’, because the manipulations are carried out entirely
on the matrix level.

Beside the physically meaningful discrete eigenvalues/eigenfunctions, we
get many more from (6.1). The additional non-physical solutions can eas-
ily be weeded out by looking at 'h = D�1GT~eh. If this is nonzero, the
eigenfunction can be dismissed.

Discrete regularization can also be performed for the source problem,
for instance in the case of the stabilized problem of Section 5.4. Fur-
ther, assuming trivial topology, some preprocessing is required, by replacing
j j� grad ⌘h, where ⌘h 2W0

p (⌦h) satisfies
�
grad ⌘h,grad ⌘0h

�
2

(⌦)

=
�
j,grad ⌘0h

�
2

(⌦)

8⌘0h 2W0

p (⌦h).

Using this modified weakly discretely divergence-free j, the solution for vh
turns out to be zero and the same technique as above can be applied. Then
ah can be determined by solving a system with the Hermitian matrix

A + sGD�1GT � !2M .
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This matrix has a small fixed number of negative eigenvalues, just like the
matrix arising from the Helmholtz boundary value problem.

Bibliographical notes
In Bespalov (1988) the discrete regularization idea was introduced for the
treatment of electromagnetic eigenproblems. A discussion is given in Adam
et al. (1997, Section 6). This latter report gives a rather comprehensive
account of the numerical treatment of regularized Maxwell eigenvalue prob-
lems. Discrete regularization is a fairly natural idea from the perspective
of discrete Hodge operators (cf. Section 3.3) and is frequently treated in
articles on the finite integration technique (Clemens and Weiland 2001, Sec-
tion 3). Furthermore, an approach resembling discrete regularization is the
gist of the paper by Haber, Ascher, Aruliah and Oldenburg (1999).

6.2. grad-div regularization

The matrix GD�1GT used above induces an inner product for weakly defined
discrete divergences. An analogous regularization can also be carried out on
the continuous level. It is motivated by observing that, in the eigenvalue
problem (4.1), we necessarily have e 2 Z

0

(✏,⌦), which implies div(✏e) = 0.
We are led to consider the following related variational eigenvalue problem.
For s > 0 find e 2X

0

(✏,⌦), ! 6= 0 with
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

+ s
�
div(✏e), div(✏e0)

�
L2

(⌦)

= !2

�
✏e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

(6.2)
for all e0 2 X

0

(✏,⌦). By Corollary 4.3 this is an eigenvalue problem for an
operator with a compact resolvent in L2(⌦). The true Maxwell eigenvalues
will not depend on the regularization parameter s, and the uninteresting
solutions can be distinguished by nonzero div(✏·). The strong form of (6.2)
seems to be

curlµ�1 curl e� s✏graddiv(✏e) = !2✏e. (6.3)

This accounts for the parlance ‘grad-div regularization’. For the Maxwell
source problem a similar strategy can be pursued. For simplicity assume
div j = 0 and trivial topology. Then the grad-div regularized formulation of
(5.1) is as follows. Seek e 2X

0

(✏,⌦) such that
�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

+ s
�
div(✏e), div(✏e0)

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
✏e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j, e0
�

2

(⌦)

(6.4)

for all e0 2 X
0

(✏,⌦). Equivalence of (6.4) and (5.1) is not straightforward,
and tied to conditions (cf. Costabel and Dauge (1998, Theorem 1.1)).

Lemma 6.2. If !2/s is not an eigenvalue of the operator div(✏grad ·) on
H1

0

(⌦), then (6.4) and (5.1) have the same solutions.
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Proof. It is clear that solutions of (5.1) also solve (6.4). To prove the
converse, we only have to show that div(✏e) = 0 for any solution of (6.4).
Testing with gradients of functions in H1

0

(⌦) shows
�
div(✏e), sdiv(✏grad ) + !2 

�
2

(⌦)

= 0 8 2 H1

0

(⌦).

We have (sdiv(✏grad ·) + !2 Id)H1

0

(⌦) = L2(⌦), provided that !, s satisfy
the assumptions of the theorem. 2

To keep the presentation simple, we set ✏ = I for the remainder of this
section. We may ask ourselves how (6.2) and (6.4) should be discretized
by means of finite elements. Any scheme must be both curl- and div-
conforming, meaning both tangential and normal continuity. It goes without
saying that this amounts to global continuity for any piecewise smooth
vector-field. Thus we have to leave the framework of discrete di↵erential
forms and approximate e in the space Sp,0(⌦h) := (W0

p (⌦h))3\H0

(curl; ⌦)
of vector-fields with continuous, piecewise polynomial Cartesian compon-
ents. Seek ee 2 Sp,0(⌦h) such that

�
µ�1 curleeh, curlee0h

�
2

(⌦)

+ s
�
div(e), div(ee0h)

�
2

(⌦)

� !2

�
eeh,ee0h

�
2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j,ee0h

�
2

(⌦)

(6.5)

for all ee0h 2 Sp,0(⌦h).
The desire to get continuous approximations of e actually provides a mo-

tivation for using the grad-div regularization for the source problem in the
case div j = 0. We saw in Section 4.5 that the space Sp,0(⌦h) must be ruled
out for the direct discretization of (5.1), because on general meshes the spec-
trum of the discrete system matrix is polluted by kernel components. This
might lead to severely ill-conditioned linear systems, even if ! is far away
from any Maxwell eigenvalue. The grad-div regularized formulations can be
used to suppress this disastrous pollution e↵ect and thus apparently paves
the way for applying Lagrangian finite elements by means of Sp,0(⌦h). One
can cite several ‘practical’ reasons why one might prefer eh 2 Sp,0(⌦h) to
the approximation by a discrete 1-form.

• The electromagnetic problem should be solved with an existing FEM
software package that can only handle vertex-based degrees of free-
dom.

• One might ‘trust’ traditional finite elements more than discrete di↵er-
ential forms.

• The result is needed as input data for another computation which might
be crippled by discontinuities. Allegedly, this is the case for particle
simulations (Maxwell–Vlasov equations).
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Is (6.4) actually the continuous problem underlying (6.5)? Evidently,
Sp,0(⌦h) ⇢H1(⌦), and so (6.5) can be regarded as a Galerkin discretization
of (6.4) posed over the space

H1

⇥(⌦) :=H1(⌦) \H
0

(curl; ⌦).

This is not a moot point, because any eu 2 H1

⇥(⌦) can be arbitrarily
well approximated by functions in Sp,0(⌦h), provided the meshwidth is
small enough or the polynomial degree p is large enough (Bonnet-BenDhia
et al. 1999, Appendix). If the same is true for X

0

(I,⌦), then (6.5) really
discretizes (6.4). Be aware that this kind of ‘density assumption’ is inherent
in the notion of Galerkin approximation.

A first observation stirs suspicion. Testing (6.4) with e0 2 grad(H2(⌦) \
H1

0

(⌦)) ⇢H1

⇥(⌦), we find
�
div(e), s� + !2 

�
L2

(⌦)

= 0 8 2 H2(⌦) \H1

0

(⌦).

However, it is well known that (s�+!2 Id)(H2(⌦)\H1

0

(⌦)) is a closed sub-
space of L2(⌦) (Hanna and Smith 1967, Dauge 1988), and a proper subspace
in the presence of non-convex edges of ⌦; then the Dirichlet problem for
s� +!2 Id with right-hand side 2 L2(⌦) may have solutions that are not in
H2(⌦). We conclude that div e = 0 is not guaranteed, if (6.4) is considered
on H1

⇥(⌦). The situation is strikingly disclosed by the following result.

Theorem 6.3. The space H1

⇥(⌦) is a closed subspace of X
0

(I,⌦), and
the inclusion is strict, if ⌦ has re-entrant edges or corners.

Proof. Let (eun)n2 be a Cauchy sequence in X
0

(I,⌦) whose members
belong to H1

⇥(⌦). By Lemma 2.4 we find Cauchy sequences (vn)n2 , vn :=
R

0

eun, in H1

⇥(⌦), and ('n)n, 'n := N
0

eun, in H(�,⌦), where

H(�,⌦) := {� 2 H1

0

(⌦), �� 2 L2(⌦)},
with

eun = vn + grad'n 8n 2 N.

As ('n)n is also a sequence in H2(⌦) \ H1

0

(⌦) and this space is closed in
H(�,⌦) (Hanna and Smith 1967), the first assertion follows. The second
is immediate from considering gradients of functions in H(�,⌦) \ (H2(⌦)\
H1

0

(⌦)). See Amrouche et al. (1998, Section 2.c) for a concrete example. 2

This theorem sends the important message that, if ⌦ has re-entrant edges,
we may get di↵erent solutions e and ee when considering the variational
equation (6.4) on X

0

(I,⌦) and H1

⇥(⌦), respectively. More precisely, ee is
the Galerkin projection of e onto H1

⇥(⌦). As regards the finite element
approximation in Sp,0(⌦h), Theorem 6.3 contends that in Sp,0(⌦h) we may
not be able to get arbitrarily close to e in the X

0

(I,⌦)-norm, which is
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X0(I,⌦)

ee

e

ee
h1

ee
h2

ee
h3

ee
h4

h! 0

H1
⇥(⌦)

Figure 6.1. ‘Convergence’ of finite element approximations to the
solution of (6.4). The geometry of the plane of the paper is induced
by the X0(I,⌦)-metric

the right energy norm. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The
eigenvalue problem (6.2) is a✏icted as well. In other words, even if H is
a sequence of meshwidths tending to zero,

S
h2 Sp,0(⌦h) is not dense in

X
0

(I,⌦), if there are re-entrant edges/corners.
This phenomenon is perilous, because the discrete solutions will ‘look’

correct and even display nice convergence as the meshes are refined. The
unwary will be lulled into a false sense of security and happily accept a
possibly wrong result.

Remark 19. Most readers will know the identity

�� = curl curl�grad div,

which holds for C2-vector-fields and, therefore, in the sense of distributions.
Crudely speaking, the grad-div regularization aims to exploit this identity
and switch to a variational problem in H1

⇥(⌦). This is prone to failure,
because Theorem 6.3 tells us that smooth vector-fields with vanishing tan-
gential components on @⌦ are not necessarily dense in X

0

(I,⌦). As a con-
sequence, the variational problem (6.4) on X

0

(I,⌦) cannot be stated as an
equivalent partial di↵erential equation in the sense of distributions. Now we
understand that the partial di↵erential equation (6.3) actually belongs to
the problem on H1

⇥(⌦) (cf. Bonnet-BenDhia et al. (1999, Section 4)). 4

Remark 20. As shown by the investigations in Costabel and Dauge (1998)
and Costabel et al. (1999), the gap between X

0

(I,⌦) and H1

⇥(⌦) can be
filled with gradients of singular functions associated with re-entrant edges of
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the domain boundary. Thus, the singular field method aims to augment the
space Sp,0(⌦h) by these singular functions (Bonnet-BenDhia et al. 1999).
Unfortunately the space spanned by the singular functions has infinite di-
mension, which thwarts a straightforward application of the idea. On the
contrary, it is successful for reduced two-dimensional problems (Hazard and
Lohrengel 2000, Assous, Ciarlet Jr and Sonnendrücker 1998). 4

Remark 21. Also, the presence of discontinuities in µ and ✏ might rule
out the discretization of (6.2), even if finite element spaces are used that
belong to H1(⌦i) only for subdomains ⌦i of ⌦, where the coe�cients are
smooth: non-density will strike again. We refer to the discussion in Sec-
tion 6.2 of Bonnet-BenDhia et al. (1999), Costabel et al. (1999, Section 2)
and Lohrengel and Nicaise (2001). 4

Bibliographical notes
Grad-div regularization is an established technique in electromagnetic scat-
tering theory Hazard and Lenoir (1996), Werner (1963) and Leis (1986,
Section 8.4). The non-density result of Theorem 6.3 was discovered by
M. Costabel (1991). A thorough analysis along with numerical experiments
is given in Costabel and Dauge (1999). In this paper it is pointed out that
considering (6.2) on H1

⇥(⌦) amounts to switching from electromagnetism
to a setting for linear elasticity. The case of discontinuous coe�cients is
treated in Lohrengel and Nicaise (2001).

6.3. Weighted regularization

When carrying out grad-div regularization we squandered a lot of freedom
by opting for the L2(⌦)-inner product of the divergence terms right from
the beginning. We could have considered a generic regularized problem of
the following form. Find e 2X

0

[Y ](⌦) such that

�
µ�1 curl e, curl e0

�
2

(⌦)

+
⌦
div e, div e0

↵
Y
� !2

�
e, e0

�
2

(⌦)

= �i!
�
j, e0
�

2

(⌦)

(6.6)

for all e0 2 X
0

[Y ](⌦), where Y is some Hilbert space with inner product
h· , ·iY and

X
0

[Y ](⌦) := {u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦), divu 2 Y }.

In the previous section we saw that Y = L2(⌦) fails to ensure density of
H1

⇥(⌦) inX
0

[Y ](⌦). On the other hand, Y =H�1(⌦) recoversX
0

[Y ](⌦) =
H

0

(curl; ⌦), which gives the correct solution, namely that of the non-
regularized problem. However, it fails to be compactly embedded into L2(⌦)
and, therefore, is haunted by kernel pollution when discretized by means of
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Sp,0(⌦h). Is there a middle ground, that is, a Hilbert space Y ,

L2(⌦) ⇢ Y ⇢H�1(⌦), (6.7)

that meets both

• H1

⇥(⌦) is dense in X
0

[Y ](⌦), and

• X
0

[Y ](⌦) is compactly embedded into L2(⌦)?

To state su�cient and necessary conditions, when this is the case, we rely
on the Hilbert space

H(�[Y ],⌦) := {' 2 H1

0

(⌦), �' 2 Y },
and the associated Riesz operator

I : H(�[Y ],⌦) 7! Y, h , I'iY := h', iH1

(⌦)⇥H�1

(⌦)

8 2 Y.

As in the case of Lemma 6.2 one proves the equivalence of (6.6) and (5.1)
(cf. Costabel and Dauge (2002, Theorem 2.1)).

Lemma 6.4. If div j = 0 and (s� + !2I)H(�[Y ],⌦) is dense in Y , then
the solutions of (6.6) and (5.1) coincide.

The main technical tool for further investigations is another regular split-
ting theorem (Costabel and Dauge 2002, Theorem 2.2).

Lemma 6.5. (Regular splitting for X
0

[Y ](⌦)) If Y satisfies (6.7) we
find continuous mappings R

0

[Y ] : Y 7! H1

⇥(⌦), N
0

[Y ] : Y 7! H(�[Y ],⌦)
such that R

0

[Y ] + grad �N
0

[Y ] = Id.

Proof. We can re-use the operators R
0

and N
0

from Lemma 2.4 after noting
that

k�(N
0

u)kY  C(kdivukY + kdiv(R
0

u)k
2

(⌦)

).

Thus R
0

[Y ] and N
0

[Y ] can be chosen as plain restrictions of R
0

and N
0

to Y .
2

As remarked in Costabel and Dauge (2002, Section 2.2) this allows two
important conclusions.

Corollary 6.6. If the embedding Y ,! H�1(⌦) is compact, the same is
true for X

0

[Y ](⌦) ,! L2(⌦).

Corollary 6.7. If H2(⌦)\H1

0

(⌦) is a dense subspace of H(�[Y ],⌦), then
H1

⇥(⌦) is dense in X
0

[Y ](⌦).

Essentially, issues concerning the choice of Y can be investigated by
looking at the Laplacian on polyhedral domains. Its theory is a vener-
able branch of the theory of elliptic boundary value problems. A key in-
sight gained for second-order elliptic operators on polyhedra (Nazarov and
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Plamenevskii 1994, Kondrat’ev 1967) is that it is weighted Sobolev spaces
that supply the appropriate functional framework. This is why weighted L2-
spaces are the most promising candidates for Y , suggesting that we define

kukY :=

Z

⌦

w(x)2|u|2 dx,

with a positive weight function (�
v

, �e 2 R)

w(x) :=
Y

cornersv

dist(x;v)�v ·
Y

edges e

gdist(x; e)�e,

where, with endpoints v
1

, v
2

of e,

gdist(x; e) :=
dist(x; e)

dist(v
1

; e) dist(v
2

; e)
.

Here v, e run through the corners and edges of the boundary of ⌦, respect-
ively. Profound results about the singularities of the Laplacian supply a
precise recipe for how to choose the weight exponents �

v

and �e (Costabel
and Dauge 2002, Section 4).

Theorem 6.8. (Choice of weight exponents) If 1

2

 �
v

< 1, 0  �e < 1
and

�e > 1�min
x2e

⇡

!e(x)
,

where !e(x) is the opening angle for the (curved) edge e at point x 2 e,
then X

0

[Y ](⌦) ,! L2(⌦) compactly and H1

⇥(⌦) ⇢X
0

[Y ](⌦) is dense.

Choosing the weight exponents according to the assumptions of the the-
orem and using a Galerkin discretization of (6.6) based on Sp,0(⌦h) gives
a scheme for the source problems that is asymptotically optimal on su�-
ciently fine meshes. This is immediately clear from applying the theory of
Galerkin approximations for coercive variational problems. The compact
embedding X

0

[Y ](⌦) ,! L2(⌦) makes (6.6) belong to this class. For the
same reason the standard theory can also be applied to the regularized eigen-
value problem. Asymptotic optimality can then be concluded with respect
to the computed eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.

Remark 22. The idea of weighted regularization is too new to assess its
merits. As for the discrete regularization of Section 6.1, it will produce ‘nice’
linear systems. In addition, we are rewarded with a globally continuous
solution for the electric field. On the other hand, when compared with
discrete 1-forms, a few drawbacks are obvious.
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• Even for constant material parameters, the assembly of the linear sys-
tem is somewhat complicated and entails using appropriate numerical
quadrature.

• Given only raw geometry data in the form of a mesh, it might be costly
to compute the weight functions.

• For non-constant coe�cient ✏ the evaluation of div(✏eh) requires a suit-
able approximation.

• If ✏ has discontinuities, demanding that the normal component of ✏eh
is continuous necessitates using a discontinuous trial space instead of
Sp,0(⌦h). This might rule out the use of standard FEM software, which
is a main point in favour of regularized formulations. 4

Bibliographical notes
Weighted regularization has been explored in the ground-breaking work by
M. Costabel and M. Dauge (2002), which we followed closely in our present-
ation. There the reader can find all the details, and also refined a priori
estimates for the discretization errors encountered for the weighted regular-
ized formulation and certain finite element spaces.

7. Conclusion and further issues

This article has aimed to elucidate a few fundamental techniques for the
analysis of finite element schemes for electromagnetic problems in the fre-
quency domain. The focus was both on the design of suitable ‘physical’
finite elements and on the functional analytic techniques necessary to es-
tablish results on asymptotic convergence on shape-regular meshes. The
discussion has been restricted to a few simple model problems, which, how-
ever, display all the subtle di�culties encountered by finite element Galerkin
schemes in computational electromagnetism.

Theoretical computational electromagnetism is a huge area and this article
can cover only a fraction of it. Key topics that have not been addressed are:

• Numerical methods in the time domain (Taflove 1995, Clemens and
Weiland 1999).

• Boundary element methods for scattering problems and eddy current
computation and their coupling with finite elements (Nédélec 2001,
Colton and Kress 1998, Bu↵a et al. 2002, Hiptmair 2000, Christiansen
2000, Bendali 1984a, Bendali 1984b, Kuhn and Steinbach 2001).

• Absorbing boundary conditions (Grote and Keller 1998, Teixeira and
Chew 1998, Sacks, Kingsland, Lee and Lee 1995).
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• Fast iterative solvers and domain decomposition techniques for eddy
current and scattering problems (Hiptmair 1999b, Hiptmair and Toselli
1999, Gopalakrishnan and Pasciak 2000, Bu↵a, Mayday and Rapetti
2001, Hoppe 1999).

• the design and analysis of a posteriori error estimators (Beck, Hiptmair,
Hoppe and Wohlmuth 2000b, Beck, Hiptmair and Wohlmuth 2000a,
Beck, Deuflhard, Hiptmair, Hoppe and Wohlmuth 1998, Monk 1999).
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Appendix: Symbols and notation

A(R3) Three-dimensional a�ne space

e Complex amplitude of electric field

b Complex amplitude of magnetic induction

d Complex amplitude of displacement current

h Complex amplitude of magnetic field

✏ Dielectric tensor

µ Tensorial magnetic permeability

� Conductivity tensor

M (Piecewise smooth) manifold

Sl Oriented, piecewise smooth sub-manifolds of M
(Definition 1)

F l(M) Space of integral l-forms on manifold M, l 2 N
(Definition 1)

⇥ Cross product of vectors in R3

DF l,m(M) Di↵erential forms of class Cm on smooth manifold M
(Definition 2)

F l
M Injection of di↵erential l-forms into integral l-forms

⌥l Association of (piecewise) continuous l-forms and vector
proxies in three-dimensional Euclidean space (Table 2.1)

n (Exterior) unit normal vector-field on some oriented
two-dimensional Lipschitz surface

d Exterior derivative for (di↵erential/integral) l-forms

�⇤ Pullback operator belonging to di↵eomorphism �
(see (2.12))

tN Trace of integral/di↵erential forms onto a sub-manifold
(see (2.14))

FlM Pullbacks for vector proxies of l-forms in
three-dimensional Euclidean space (see (2.16)–(2.19))

� Standard trace operator, i.e., pointwise restriction

�
t

Tangential trace u 7! u⇥ n|�
�
n

Normal trace u 7! u · n|�
^ Exterior product of di↵erential forms

⌦ (Curvilinear) Lipschitz polyhedron ⇢ A(R3)

� Oriented boundary of ⌦
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H(curl; ⌦) := {v 2 L2(⌦), curl v 2 L2(⌦)}
H(div; ⌦) := {v 2 L2(⌦), divv 2 L2(⌦)}
H

0

(curl; ⌦) := {v 2H(curl; ⌦), �
t

v = 0}
H

0

(div; ⌦) := {v 2H(div; ⌦), �
n

v = 0}
H(curl 0; ⌦) := {v 2H(curl; ⌦), curl v = 0}
H(div 0; ⌦) := {v 2H(div; ⌦), divv = 0}
H1(⌦) Space of harmonic Neumann vector-fields, contained in

H(curl 0; ⌦) \H(div 0; ⌦) (see Lemma 2.2)

H2(⌦) Space of harmonic Dirichlet vector-fields, contained in
H(curl 0; ⌦) \H(div 0; ⌦)

⌦h Triangulation/mesh (see Definition 3) of ⌦ with
meshwidth h according to (3.34)

Sl(⌦h) Set of l-facets of triangulation ⌦h

Cl(⌦h) Vector space of l-cochains on the mesh ⌦h

Dl Matrix of exterior derivative on l-cochains (see Section 3.1)

Il deRham maps F l(⌦) 7! Cl(⌦h) (see (3.2))

Wl Interpolation of l-cochains (Whitney map, see Section 3.2)

W l
p(⌦h) Space of Whitney l-forms of uniform polynomial degree p

on mesh ⌦h (see Definition 5 for p = 0, and Section 3.4
for general p 2 N

0

)

W l
p,0(⌦h) Discrete di↵erential l-forms with vanishing trace on @⌦

⇧l Local interpolation operators for Whitney l-forms
(see (3.11))

Pp(T ) Space of multivariate polynomials of total degree  p on T

ePp(T ) Space of multivariate homogeneous polynomials on T of
exact total degree p

DP l
p(T ) Polynomial di↵erential l-forms of polynomial degree  p

on simplex T (see (3.15))

X l
p(S) Local space of p-order Whitney forms associated with

facet S

Z l
p(S) Polynomial l-forms of degree  p and vanishing trace on

@S (see (3.18))

Elp,S Barycentric extension of a polynomial l-form from a facet
into a cell (see Section 3.4)

Kl Poincaré mapping DF l,0(T ) 7! DF l�1,1(T ) (see (3.21))
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W̌ l
p(⌦h) Second family of Whitney l-forms of polynomial degree p

on mesh ⌦h (see (3.28))

p Polynomial degree vector in the variable degree p-version
of discrete di↵erential forms (see Section 3.4)

⇥l
p

(⌦h) Set of degrees of freedom for W l
p

(⌦h) (see Section 3.5)

PLlS Potential liftings of closed polynomial forms on simplex S

PElS Polynomial extension operators respecting vanishing
traces

PQl
S Projections onto closed polynomial forms

I 3⇥ 3 identity matrix

X
0

(↵,⌦) := {u 2H
0

(curl; ⌦), div(↵u) 2 L2(⌦)} (see Section 4.1)

Z
0

(↵,⌦) ↵-Orthogonal complement in H
0

(curl; ⌦) of kernel
of curl (see (4.3))

Zh,0(↵,⌦h) Discrete counterpart of Z
0

(↵,⌦)

H Hodge mapping H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! Z
0

(✏,⌦) (see (4.8))

Fh Fortin projector H
0

(curl; ⌦) 7! Zh,0(✏,⌦h) (see (4.10))

Qh ↵-Orthogonal projection onto curlW1

p,0(⌦h)

P? Orthogonal projection onto Z
0

(I,⌦)

P0 Orthogonal projection onto H
0

(curl 0; ⌦)

Sp,0(⌦h) Space of piecewise polynomial continuous vector-fields
on ⌦h

H1

⇥(⌦) Space of vector-fields in H1(⌦) with vanishing tangential
components on @⌦


